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Abstract
Euler diagrams are widely used to visualize data items grouped into sets.
They can be extended with graphs to visualize networks of data items. This type
of data, which we call grouped network data, naturally arises in many areas in the
real world. However, existing attempts to automatically lay out combined Euler
diagrams and graphs can produce layouts which lead to poor comprehension.
Hence, the aim of this thesis is to automatically draw Euler diagrams and graphs
in combination that have, compared to the existing state-of-the-art, demonstrably
fewer layout properties known to hinder cognition. By achieving this aim, users
of visualization techniques for grouped network data will have access to diagrams
that are more effective. As a consequence, users will be able to access information
that is locked in their data more quickly or more accurately.
To approach this problem we first focus on visualizing sets using Euler diagrams. The Euler diagram well-formedness properties are known to aid comprehension. We devise a new method that ensures the drawn Euler diagrams are
well-formed. It is the first method to draw well-formed Euler diagrams from any
finite collection of sets, at the expense of, sometimes, introducing non-circular
curves, or extra zones. We show practical applicability of our method by bringing it to life in a software tool. We evaluate the diagrams produced by the tool
against state-of-the-art techniques. In particular, by counting violations of wellformedness properties in other techniques we give an indication of the scale of
benefits, with respect to effectiveness, brought about by our new method.
Next, we develop a new method for drawing Euler diagrams and graphs in
combination to visualize grouped networks. In addition to Euler diagram properties, much is known about properties of graphs that make them effective. The
novelty of our method arises from the fact that is first whose design accounts for
effectiveness properties of both Euler diagrams and graphs. A prototype tool is
developed and evaluated against state-of-the-art techniques. This comparative
evaluation suggests that the diagrams produced by our method display significantly fewer, or no more, violations of effectiveness properties compared to those
produced by other techniques, at the cost of increased runtime.
The two new methods are a significant result as there are substantial amounts
of set and grouped network data available. Users of visualization techniques now
have access to two new techniques which produce set and grouped network visualizations that are, as suggested by our evaluations, more effective for cognition.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
There is significant interest in visualizing set data [45, 68, 77, 142]. Euler diagrams, an example of which is given in Figure 1.1, are by far the most prominent
way to visualize sets [6]. For instance, the Euler diagram in Figure 1.1 conveys
information about technologies used by software developers. We can readily observe that those who use Kotlin also use Java but not JavaScript, HTML or CSS.
Unsurprisingly, many automated layout techniques exist for drawing Euler diagrams, such as in [34, 48, 109, 130, 136]. However, all existing approaches have
limitations, as discussed below, resulting in diagrams that can be ineffective for
human cognition. Hence, the first aim of this thesis is:
• to automatically draw Euler diagrams that have, compared to the existing state-of-the-art, demonstrably fewer layout properties known to hinder
human cognition.
In addition to visualizing set data, there is rising interest in visualizing network data where data items can be grouped into sets [61, 118, 144, 145]. Data of
this type, referred to as grouped network data, can be visualized using a combination of an Euler diagram and a graph, as depicted in Figure 1.2. The diagram
in Figure 1.2 conveys information about people on a social networking website,
JavaScript

Java

HTML

Kotlin

CSS

Figure 1.1: An Euler diagram.
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Figure 1.2: A grouped network diagram.
including their friendship relationships and areas of interest. The Euler diagram
visualizes people’s interests and the graph visualizes the friendship network: the
dots represent people and a line between two people means they are friends. We
can observe that the individual with most friends is interested in Cars and Sport
but not interested in Food, Travel, Media or Technology. Automated layout tools
can be of great benefit to data analysts when they wish to visualize grouped network data. However, visual tools for interrogating such data are lacking. Existing
attempts to draw Euler diagrams and graphs in combination, as discussed below,
can produce ineffective layouts, hindering cognition. Hence, a further aim of this
thesis is:
• to automatically draw Euler diagrams and graphs in combination that have,
compared to the existing state-of-the-art, demonstrably fewer layout properties known to hinder human cognition.
In what follows, we first discuss visualizing sets, before discussing the visualization
of grouped networks.
Visualizing data can be highly effective for analysis due to the human brain
processing visual information significantly quicker than its textual counterpart [82,
120]. Reflecting the interest in visualizing sets, a wide range of techniques have
been developed [32, 33, 34, 43, 64, 76, 88, 89, 108, 110, 126, 136, 138, 146]. Some
examples, including LineSets [3], linear diagrams [60, 111] and UpSet [84] are
given in Figure 1.3, where each diagram visualizes the same groupings as the
Euler diagram in Figure 1.1. We will explore these techniques in more detail in
the next chapter, where we will also discuss why Euler diagrams stand out as a
popular set visualization notation.
While visualizing sets on their own is useful, richer data structures include a
combination of sets and networks. The example we considered in Figure 1.2 visualizes social network data, where data items are people, the sets are formed from
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(c) UpSet.

Figure 1.3: Set visualization methods.
shared interests that these people possess and the network represents relationships between people [145]. We can observe that while the sets can be visualized
using one of the aforementioned ways, the network will not be visualized. To
visualize both the sets and the network, Euler diagrams can be extended with
graphs (as in Figure 1.2), forming grouped network diagrams.
Given that set and combined set and network visualizations are a way for
people to extract information from their data, we need these visualizations to be
accurate and cognitively effective. Moreover, in order for these visualizations to
be practically useful, we need to be able to produce them automatically. To-date,
a number of automated layout tools have been developed for visualizing sets on
their own and for visualizing combined sets and networks. However, all these
existing tools can produce layouts that lack in accuracy, effectiveness, or both.
There are many layout properties that Euler diagrams can possess, hence
there are many choices involved in drawing them. These Euler diagram properties include so-called well-formedness properties [114], that are topological in
nature, as well as graphical properties [24]. Empirical studies have identified
a number of Euler diagram properties that can hinder human cognition [24].
Avoiding these problematic properties in produced layouts can aid user task performance: users are able to perform tasks on Euler diagrams more quickly and
more accurately [24]. Similarly in graph drawing, a variety of properties are
known to hinder cognition [100]. So there is a strong motivation for automated
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(a) iCircles.

(b) GED-L.

(c) Bubble Sets.

Figure 1.4: Examples of techniques for drawing Euler diagrams.
tools to draw Euler diagrams and graphs in combination with layouts that avoid
ineffective properties.

1.1 Research Questions
All existing methods for drawing Euler diagrams have limitations, which may
include not being able to represent all data sets, producing diagrams that inaccurately represent the data, or producing diagrams that possess ineffective
properties. Whilst a detailed explanation of ineffective diagram properties will
be provided in the next chapter, here we give examples from existing methods.
Figure 1.4 depicts examples from iCircles [130], a general Euler diagram generation technique [109] and Bubble Sets [34]. These diagrams all possess properties
known to be detrimental to diagram comprehension. For instance, in the diagram in Figure 1.4a, there are two curves with the same label D; in Figure 1.4b,
similarly two curves have the same label D and the curves are not smooth; and
in Figure 1.4c, some parts of the curves run concurrently (along the same path).
Similarly, existing techniques that draw Euler diagrams and graphs in combination can produce visualizations that inaccurately represent the data, or produce
visualizations with ineffective properties. Figure 1.5 shows example diagrams
from SetNet [110], WebCola [43] and Bubble Sets [34]. In Figure 1.5a, the diagram has two curves labelled A; in Figure 1.5b, there are several unnecessary
intersections between graph edges and graph vertices; and in the diagram in Figure 1.5c, some graph vertices lie on curves. Based on these limitations in existing
techniques, the following research questions arise:
• Research question 1: how can we automatically draw effective Euler
diagrams for visualizing sets?
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(a) SetNet.

(b) WebCola.

(c) Bubble Sets.

Figure 1.5: Examples of techniques for drawing Euler diagrams and graphs in
combination.
• Research question 2: how can we automatically draw effective Euler
diagrams and graphs in combination for visualizing grouped network data?
The aims of this thesis directly reflect the stated research questions and give rise
to the following objectives:
• Objective 1: devise a new technique for drawing Euler diagrams informed
by known results on effectiveness.
• Objective 2: produce a software implementation to automate the new
Euler diagram drawing technique.
• Objective 3: evaluate the new Euler diagram drawing technique against
the state-of-the-art techniques with respect to properties known to impact
effectiveness.
• Objective 4: devise a new layout technique for drawing Euler diagrams in
combination with graphs informed by known results on effectiveness.
• Objective 5: produce a software implementation to automate the new
technique for drawing Euler diagrams and graphs in combination.
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• Objective 6: evaluate the new technique for drawing Euler diagrams and
graphs in combination against the state-of-the-art techniques with respect
to properties known to impact effectiveness.
Completing objectives 1 to 3 allows us to answer research question 1, while objectives 4 to 6 provide an answer to research question 2.
The structure of this thesis is as follows. Chapter 2 situates this thesis in the
broader body of work in the field and chapter 3 introduces requisite terminology.
Objectives 1 to 3 are considered in chapters 4 to 6 respectively. A major challenge includes devising a new technique that draws Euler diagrams and avoids
ineffective diagram properties whenever possible. The details of how this challenge is addressed are presented in chapter 4. Chapter 5 focuses on automating
this new technique, which we call iCurves, and in chapter 6 we evaluate iCurves
against competing techniques. Similarly, we focus on objectives 4 to 6 in chapters
7 to 9 respectively. Another major challenge is extending iCurves to draw Euler
diagrams and graphs in combination while taking into account effectiveness properties of both. This is addressed in chapter 7, with the resulting technique named
GroupNet. We implement GroupNet in chapter 8 and conduct a comparative
evaluation in chapter 9. In chapter 10 we conclude and present a summary of
our results, followed by a discussion of avenues for future work that can use the
contents of this thesis as a foundation.

1.2 Contributions of the Thesis
The results presented in this thesis lead to two major contributions. Firstly,
iCurves is the first implemented technique to visualize any data set in the form
of an Euler diagram that is drawn completely well-formed (it possesses all wellformedness properties), with details given below. Secondly, GroupNet is the first
implemented technique that draws Euler diagrams and graphs in combination
whose design accounts for both Euler diagram and graph properties when generating the diagram layout. These contributions are expanded upon below.
It is known that some data sets cannot be visualized exactly in a completely
well-formed way [48]. Additional regions can be introduced into an Euler diagram
to obtain a Venn diagram [112], which can be drawn completely well-formed [132].
However, Venn diagrams are more “cluttered” than Euler diagrams and it has
been shown that clutter in diagrams leads to poor user task performance [4].
The novelty of iCurves is based on the fact that the additional regions are only
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(a) iCurves.

(b) GroupNet.

Figure 1.6: Diagrams produced by the techniques developed in this thesis.
introduced when it is theoretically necessary to do so to keep the diagram wellformed. The result is a technique that draws any data set as a well-formed Euler
diagram. By contrast, existing techniques can either draw Euler diagrams that
possess only some of the well-formedness properties, or draw well-formed Euler
diagrams for some, but not all, data sets [109, 130, 136]. In Figure 1.6a, we can
see an example drawn by iCurves, which visualizes the same groupings as the
diagrams in Figure 1.4, but unlike the diagrams produced by existing techniques,
the iCurves diagram is completely well-formed. The results of our evaluation into
the relative effectiveness of iCurves against competing techniques suggest that
iCurves can produce diagrams with significantly fewer layout properties that are
known to hinder cognition.
Regarding grouped networks, existing methods typically do not account for
effectiveness properties of both Euler diagrams and graphs when generating the
initial diagram layout. Some existing techniques lay out Euler diagrams that
avoid ineffective properties, then draw a compromised graph [110, 126]. Other
techniques lay out effective graphs, then draw a compromised Euler diagram [34,
43, 88]. Furthermore, when creating the Euler diagram layout, recently identified
properties [24] of Euler diagrams that impact effectiveness are not considered
by existing techniques. The novelty of GroupNet arises from the fact that it
is the first attempt to design its layout algorithm in a way that accounts for
effectiveness properties of both visualizations, including the recently identified
Euler diagram properties. An example of a GroupNet diagram is given in Figure 1.6b, which visualizes the same data as in Figure 1.5 but avoids properties
known to hinder cognition. Our comparative evaluation of GroupNet against
competing techniques indicates that GroupNet either outperforms or matches
the state-of-the-art in terms of a variety of properties aligned with the accuracy
and effectiveness of the visualizations.
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These contributions are significant for two reasons. First, there are substantial
amounts of grouped network data available, arising in various application areas
where users benefit from interrogating such data through visualizations [12, 26,
34, 61, 64, 69, 72, 87, 96, 97, 118, 144, 145]. A common category of tasks on
grouped network visualizations includes identifying groups of data items with the
most connections [110, 116]. To help users with these tasks, visualizations must
accurately reflect group membership of data items. In our evaluation we found
that existing techniques do not always produce accurate visualizations. We also
found that GroupNet diagrams can be significantly more accurate than diagrams
produced by the other evaluated methods. Second, the contributions address one
of major goals of data visualization, which is to present a cognitively effective view
of data. Unlike existing methods, the two novel techniques developed in this thesis
are designed to account for effectiveness properties in their layout algorithms and
are the first to do so for any data set. Our comparative evaluations suggested that
the diagrams produced by iCurves and GroupNet displayed significantly fewer,
or no more, violations of effectiveness properties compared to those produced by
other techniques. Hence, as a result of this thesis, users of visualization techniques
now have access to iCurves and GroupNet which produce diagrams that are, as
suggested by our evaluation, more effective for cognition.
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Chapter 2
Literature Review
Recall that the main aim of this thesis is to automatically draw Euler diagrams
and graphs in combination that have, compared to the existing state-of-the-art,
demonstrably fewer layout properties known to hinder human cognition. Specifically to address this aim, we identified 2 research questions:
• Research question 1: how can we automatically draw effective Euler
diagrams for visualizing sets?
• Research question 2: how can we automatically draw effective Euler
diagrams and graphs in combination for visualizing grouped network data?
In order to answer these questions, we need an informed understanding of what
makes a layout effective. We situate this understanding in the context of existing
layout methods allowing us to identify their strengths and limitations. This
chapter aims to do just that: we provide a critical overview of the state-of-theart layout techniques for visualizing sets as well as grouped networks.
With the above in mind, this chapter is structured as follows. We begin, in
section 2.1, by providing an overview of various different notations for visualizing sets, as well as visualizing grouped networks. This not only encompasses
techniques based on Euler diagrams (a core notation used in this thesis), but
also techniques that use less prominent notations. In section 2.2, we present a
wide range of application areas where visualizing sets and grouped networks is
beneficial, in order to provide further motivation for the research, in part demonstrating the significance of the thesis contribution. Next, in section 2.3, we show
that there is a body of work that identifies properties of layouts that make Euler
diagrams (in)effective for end users. Similarly, we consider properties of graphs
that impact their effectiveness. Finally, in section 2.4, based on these effectiveness
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properties, we discuss strengths and limitations of current Euler diagram layout
methods as well as methods that combine Euler diagrams and graphs. This critical overview of the techniques and the insights gained into effective layouts allow
us, in later chapters, to propose a new method for drawing Euler diagrams and
a new method for drawing Euler diagrams and graphs in combination.

2.1 Visualization Techniques
The work in this thesis focuses on improving visualization of combined set and
network data. There exist a variety of notations for visualizing sets, for visualizing
networks and for visualizing combined sets and networks (i.e. grouped network
data). The goal of this section is to appeal to the significant body of work on
visualizing these types of data to make an informed choice regarding the notations
to use for visualizing combined sets and networks when developing the two novel
techniques (iCurves and GroupNet) in this thesis.

2.1.1 Visualizing Sets
Reflecting the interest in gaining insight from set data, there are a number of
different approaches that have been proposed for visualizing it. The constructions
used in visualizations include the following:
• a particularly common approach is to exploit closed curves, which form
Euler diagrams, to represent sets, [32, 33, 34, 43, 64, 76, 89, 108, 110, 126,
136, 138, 146]
• less commonly, lines are used to represent sets [3, 31, 60, 111],
• not commonly used, matrix-based techniques [79, 84, 115],
• aggregation-based techniques [5, 8] are also not common, and
• other constructions also exist, such as [86, 140], but are even less common.
Here, we provide examples from each of the above categories, starting with
closed-curve-based techniques. Euler diagrams are widely used for visualizing sets
due to their topological properties that allow them to visualize important settheoretic concepts such as set intersection, disjointness and containment. Each
set is typically represented by a single curve, while intersections of sets naturally
arise from curve overlaps. For example, in the Euler diagram in Figure 2.1, which
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Figure 2.1: An Euler diagram.
tells us about modules studied by students, we observe that those who study Web,
Programming or Architecture do not study Logic or Maths.
In linear diagrams [60, 111], each set is represented as one or more line segments. These lines are all drawn in parallel. An example of a linear diagram is
given in Figure 2.2. The set-theoretic concepts such as intersection, disjointness
and containment can be visualized by partially overlapping lines, non-overlapping
lines and fully overlapping lines respectively. In Figure 2.2, the lines representing
the sets Programming and Architecture overlap only partially, so these two sets
intersect, meaning there are students who study both Programming and Architecture1 . We can observe that the line representing Maths does not overlap with
any of the lines representing Programming, Architecture or Web, so Maths is
disjoint from these sets. The line representing Logic fully overlaps with Maths,
so we can infer that Logic is a subset of Maths. In other words, all who study
Logic also study Maths.
Matrix-based techniques typically visualize sets in a grid-like layout. One example technique is UpSet [84] with an illustrative visualization seen in Figure 2.3.
The darker dots without connections represent existence of elements in a given
set only. The connected darker dots represent existence of elements in the intersection of given sets. For instance, we can see, once again, that the set Maths is
disjoint from Programming, Architecture and Web, as there are no connections
1

In information visualization, it is common that regions present in the diagram imply nonempty set intersections, but it is less common in logic applications.
Programming
Architecture
Web
Maths
Logic

Figure 2.2: A linear diagram.
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Figure 2.3: An example visualization of sets using UpSet.
from any dot in the Maths column to dots under the aforementioned three sets.
Aggregate-based techniques often employ a visualization where set overlaps
are represented by arcs or lines, which allows them to visualize large overlapping
sets. For example, the Radial Sets representation of the groupings we saw earlier
may take a form similar to the diagram in Figure 2.4. Note that the elements can
now be seen in the visualization, which was not done by the previous techniques.
This is because of the way Radial Sets exploits the syntax to convey the semantics.
Sets are represented by non-overlapping regions, arranged radially on a circle,
bounded by curves and the set intersections are represented by the arcs that link
these regions. Hence, without elements it would not be possible to derive, for
example, that Web is a subset of Architecture. The thickness of the arc is used
to relatively compare the number of elements in the overlap: the thicker the arc,
the more elements there are in the overlap. However, the areas of the regions are
not necessarily proportional to the number of elements in the sets.
Other methods also exist that do not fall into any of the above categories.
These techniques are typically developed for specific problems and employ set repProgramming
Maths
Web
Logic
Architecture

Figure 2.4: An example visualization of sets using Radial Sets.
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Figure 2.5: Visualizing biclusters using BiSet (image obtained from [140] with
permission from the authors).
resentations that are more suitable in the domain. For example, some techniques
visualize sets as points in a 2D plane [86]. The set intersections are represented
by how close two points are from each other. Another method that is domainspecific, BiSet [140], focuses on the relationship between two given sets, which
are typically a result of biclustering algorithms, and represents them as two lists
with lines between elements to show how the elements are related, as shown in
Figure 2.5.
Overall, we can see that many techniques exist for visualizing sets, of which
by far the most prominent are those based on closed curves [6, 19, 36, 37, 38,
41, 45, 65, 68, 76, 77, 78, 92, 127, 142]. In terms of effectiveness for users,
some of the techniques covered above have been empirically evaluated against
each other in studies which asked participants to perform certain tasks. The
results of these studies are inconclusive in terms of the most effective technique:
individual studies led to different recommended techniques, line-based techniques
were sometimes superior [28, 60] but at other times closed-curve-based techniques
were the most effective [71, 128].

2.1.2 Visualizing Networks
Network data occurs when there is a binary relationship between data items. A
common example of such data is social networks, where the data items are people and the relationship between two people could be that they are friends [51,
145]. Over the years, reflecting the interest in visualizing networks, a number
of techniques have been proposed. These techniques generally fall into two categories [2, 18, 46, 93, 94]: those that use graphs, also known as node-link diagrams,
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Figure 2.6: Visualizing a network using a graph.
and those that use adjacency matrices.
One of the earliest methods to visualize network data included a notation
resembling a graph [91]. An example of a graph can be seen in Figure 2.6, where
the dots, called vertices, represent data items and the lines, called edges, between
two items represent the fact that there exists a binary relationship between these
two items. Suppose the graph in Figure 2.6 visualizes a social network of friends,
then we can observe that alice and charlie are friends. We can further observe
that charlie and fred have one friend in common – eve, who has the most friends
in this example.
The overwhelming majority of tools for visualizing networks use graphs as
their core notation [9, 13, 25, 64, 95, 122]. To draw a graph, visualization tools
compute positions of vertices to achieve a particular layout, typically with an
aim to avoid different types of overlaps: vertex-vertex intersections, edge crossings and edge-vertex intersections. The resulting visualization is often a spaceefficient representation of the network, though producing an effective layout can
be computationally expensive.
An adjacency matrix is another method for visualizing networks and is constructed by arranging data items into columns and rows, resulting in a twodimensional grid. An example of such a matrix can be seen in Figure 2.7, which
visualizes the same network as the graph in Figure 2.6. Each cell in the grid is
filled if the data items that form the coordinates of the cell have a relationship
between each other. We can see that charlie and dan are friends, as indicated by
the fact that the cell in row charlie and column dan is filled.
Existing studies compared graphs and adjacency matrices in the context of
tasks that can be performed on network visualizations [18, 46, 56, 57, 94]. These
studies showed that the effectiveness of the visualizations primarily depends on
the type of tasks to be performed and that there is no ‘utlimate’ solution. In
terms of studies that focus on properties of layouts that affect visualization readability, there is a substantial body of work into properties of graphs that impact
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Figure 2.7: Visualizing a network using an adjacency matrix.
their effectiveness [39, 42, 85, 101, 141]. These properties allow us to compare
effectiveness of graphs and therefore relative effectiveness of the techniques that
produced them. For this reason and the fact that use of graphs is more widespread
compared to adjacency matrices, in this thesis we use graphs for visualizing networks.

2.1.3 Visualizing Grouped Networks
Combining visualizations of sets and networks in a single diagram can be highly
effective when attempting to gain insights into the relationship between items
that belong to multiple groups [69]. To-date, a wide range of techniques have
been proposed to produce such visualizations. They can be categorized by how
they visualize sets, by using:
• closed curves [34, 43, 44, 53, 64, 66, 110, 126],
• lines [3, 87, 96, 97], or
• other constructions [81, 88].
We now provide examples from each category. EulerView [126] uses closed curves
for visualizing sets alongside a graph for visualizing the network. Figure 2.8
illustrates an EulerView diagram. In EulerView, closed curves are filled with
colour and textures, which in the author’s view was done to aid identification
of set intersections in the diagram. For example, colours help us distinguish the
set Stars from the set News. Given the region inside Stars is fully enclosed by
News and covers only a portion of the region inside News, we infer that Stars
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Figure 2.8: EulerView (image obtained from [110] with permission from the authors).

Figure 2.9: LineSets (image obtained from [110] with permission from the authors).
is a subset of News. Designed to work as a Tulip software plugin, EulerView
provides interactive aspects such as vertex highlighting and graph collapsing.
For instance, in large networks, EulerView can also visualize the network in the
form of a meta-graph by clustering a portion of the graph into a single vertex.
LineSets [3] uses lines to visualize sets and a graph to visualize the network.
The technique is designed to minimize visual ‘clutter’ that may occur when using
closed curves. An example LineSets diagram can be seen in Figure 2.9, where
black dots represent data items. The set-lines are drawn over an existing graph,
the layout of which attempts to minimize the length of the set-lines used in the
diagram. In LineSets, the set-theoretic properties, such as set intersection and
subset, are not visualized by spatial relationships. Instead of spatial relationships,
the intersection of lines is used to represent the intersection of sets. For example,
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Figure 2.10: KelpFusion (image obtained from [110] with permission from the
authors).
in Figure 2.9, the line representing Stars intersects with the line representing
News at a single item. Although the line Stars is not running concurrently with
the line News, the fact that the only item inside Stars that is also inside News
indicates that Stars is a subset of News.
Other hybrid techniques also exist, such as KelpFusion [88], which uses both
curves and lines to visualize sets. The sets are visualized over an existing graph
and, essentially, the curves representing sets are obtained by ‘fattening’ the lines
that pass through graph vertices. We can observe this in an example diagram
in Figure 2.10. KelpFusion visualizes set containment by exploiting the spatial
properties of curves, which allows us to say, for example, that Stars is a subset of
News. However, there is no guarantee that the diagrams produced by KelpFusion
match the intended semantics [110]. For instance, Food is a subset of News, but
we can see that the curve Food is not fully enclosed by the curve News.
Overall, a number of techniques exist that visualize combined sets and networks, including closed-curve-based and line-based approaches. One of the advantages of line-based diagrams over closed curves is being able to scale for large
numbers of sets [6]: to represent more sets, new lines can be added to an existing
diagram relatively easily compared to closed curves, whose addition is constrained
by the layout of existing curves. However, in the context of grouped network visualizations, in methods that use lines for representing sets, there is a potential
issue of lines interfering with graph visualizations: lines in graphs serve a different
purpose to set-lines [7]. In closed-curve-based techniques there is a clear separation of notation between curves and graph edges. In addition, widespread use
of Euler diagrams for set visualization makes them a familiar notation, pointing
favourably towards use of closed curves.
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Figure 2.11: Representation of multiples of numbers.
With respect to effectiveness of combined set and network visualizations, a
variety of research contributions have been made to aid our understanding of
how to visualize sets [3, 24, 114, 143] and networks effectively [42, 104, 105]. Of
particular note, concerning set visualization, is the existence of a substantial body
of work into properties of Euler diagram representations that impact effectiveness,
culminating in an extensive set of drawing guidelines [24]. These guidelines make
it possible to compare the potential effectiveness of techniques based on Euler
diagrams by determining how well they meet the guidelines. There is not a
comparable body of work into effectiveness for techniques that do not use closed
curves. For this reason, and the fact that techniques based on Euler diagrams
are prominent, this thesis focuses on visualizing grouped networks using Euler
diagrams and graphs in combination.

2.2 Application Domains
It is common to use visual representations of data in many areas since visualizations can provide valuable insight into features of the data. Our attention
now changes to application areas where it is beneficial to use Euler diagrams, as
well as combined Euler diagrams and graphs for visualizing set data and grouped
network data respectively.

2.2.1 Application Domains of Euler Diagrams
Euler diagrams are among the oldest set visualization methods [11] and have
found their use in a wide range of application domains. They include classification systems [36, 37, 142], crime control [45], education [68], biomedical sciences [41, 76, 78], genetics [77, 92], social media [127], social networks [19] and
visual logics [38, 65]. Here, we present examples from some of these areas.
There are numerous examples of Euler and, in particular, Venn diagrams being
used in education [35, 52, 68, 74]. In schools they are used to teach fundamental
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Figure 2.12: Representation of learning and education (image obtained from [52]
with permission from the authors).

Figure 2.13: VennMaster: visualizing gene overlaps (image obtained from [78]
with permission from the authors).
set-theoretic concepts, as well as to convey concepts and ideas. For instance,
in science classes, Euler diagrams are used to compare and contrast properties
of different types of animals. In mathematics, a Venn diagram is used to show
multiples of numbers, as depicted in Figure 2.11. Other applications include visually organizing and communicating relationships between sets. For instance, the
diagram in Figure 2.12 is used to describe the relationship between learning and
education. It illustrates that education is a subset of different types of learning.
The diagram conveys that not all education is effective or worthwhile.
The example in Figure 2.13 is from the area of bioinformatics, with the diagram produced by the tool VennMaster [78]. The diagram is an example of an
area-proportional Euler diagram and it displays gene overlaps in different gene
ontology categories. Area-proportional Euler diagrams are drawn in a way that
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Figure 2.14: DocumentSearcher: visualizing documents from a specific time period (image obtained from [142] with permission from the authors).
each overlap area in the diagram is proportional to the set intersection the overlap represents. This feature is particularly useful when the overlap area is of
importance and can lead to observations, such as the extent to which the selected
genes are shared by different categories [78].
The next example demonstrates use of Euler diagrams in library environments
to classify and search through items in the library. Visualizing a large number of
files and documents can prove to be useful for identifying patterns or properties
they share. In Figure 2.14, we can see a diagram that visualizes the (number
of) documents that belong to a specific time period. As explained in [142], the
visualization, produced by an interactive tool called DocumentSearcher, depicts
the evolution of digitalizing documents at “Institut National de l’Audiovisuel”,
where the data comes from. To produce visualizations using DocumentSearcher,
users can apply various filters, such as the type of the documents and the year
when they were produced. The tool supports interaction allowing users to explore
the data for trends.
Euler diagrams are also common as a base visualization for a range of diagrams
used in visual logic, including concept diagrams [129], constraint diagrams [75]
and spider diagrams [59]. A spider diagram is an extension of an Euler diagram
that can contain spiders – extra notation used to denote elements. An example
spider diagram is in Figure 2.15. It tells us that R is a subset of Q, there are
exactly two elements in P \ Q and that there is at least one2 element in Q \ P .
2

In spider diagrams, the graph edges do not depict binary relationships.
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Figure 2.15: A spider diagram.

Figure 2.16: Visualization of active biological networks (image obtained from [69]
with permission from the authors).
We can see that there are many areas where Euler diagrams are used to help
users extract information from their data. Having considered examples from
Euler diagram application domains, our attention changes to application areas of
combined Euler diagrams and graphs.

2.2.2 Application Domains of Grouped Network Diagrams
Euler diagrams can be extended with graphs to visualize grouped networks [110].
Such type of data refers to data items that can have relationships between each
other (networks) and, in addition, can belong to groups (sets). Grouped network
data arises in many areas, including bioinformatics [12, 61, 69, 72, 96, 97, 118],
cartography [34], software architecture [26] and social networks [64, 87, 144, 145].
Here, we include examples from some of these application areas in which grouped
network data is visualized using Euler diagrams and graphs.
Complex grouped network data is commonly seen in bioinformatics [61, 118].
The interaction between genes forms a network and the shared properties that
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Figure 2.17: BicOverlapper: a tool for bicluster visualization (image obtained
from [118] with permission from the authors).

Figure 2.18: Visualizing connections between all recipients of email messages in
a social network (image obtained from [144] with permission from the authors).
genes have form the groups. For example, the diagram in Figure 2.16 allows bioinformatics scientists to identify important genes that belong to many categories,
no categories and genes that belong to common categories yet do not interact
with each other [69]. Similarly, the diagram in Figure 2.17 visualizes groups of
genes and their interaction. Through visualization, trends in the data can be unravelled to enable users make insights. For example, the visualizations produced
by the BicOverlapper tool, shown in Figure 2.17, allow interpretation of results
produced by algorithms that group genes based on a given condition [118].
Visualizing a social network can reveal aspects of the social interaction of
users [107]. For example, in [144] combined Euler diagrams and graphs were
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Figure 2.19: A Bubble Sets diagram drawn over a geographical map (image
obtained from [34] with permission from the authors).
used to visualize all emails sent between people in a social network from a single
user’s perspective. In Figure 2.18, the network is formed from email users and is
visualized using a graph, and the groups are formed from different social contexts,
such as family, friends and colleagues and are visualized using coloured regions.
Visualizing this data can provide insights into people’s most common contacts in
email exchanges and to which groups these contacts belong.
In certain domains, such as geographical maps in cartography, the positions
of items are fixed and already form a graph. The graph can be used to direct
the Euler diagram layout. For instance, in Figure 2.19 a Bubble Sets diagram
is drawn over a map. The diagram shows a network of geographically-defined
items, such as hotels, clinics and stations. Based on these types of items, the
closed curves are formed to demonstrate a cluster of items in a particular area.
As a result, for example, it is possible to select a location not enclosed by closed
curves to build a new hotel or clinic to ensure a larger coverage area.
Overall, we can see that using Euler diagrams in conjunction with graphs to
visualize grouped network data is beneficial in a range of application domains.
Considering that substantial amounts of such data are available, providing cognitively effective visualizations to help users gain insight is of particular significance.
In the next section, we consider a range of layout properties that are known to
impact the effectiveness of Euler diagrams and graphs for cognition.
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Figure 2.20: An Euler diagram with a non-unique curve label.

2.3 Layout Properties that Impact Cognition
The effectiveness of a visualization with respect to user comprehension is generally measured by how quickly or accurately users can perform tasks with them [24,
101]. Over the last decade or more, empirical research has led to the derivation
of layout guides for Euler diagrams [24] and graphs [101]. These empirical studies have identified a number of Euler diagram and graph layout properties that
make these visualizations cognitively effective. Here, we focus on what makes an
effective visualization of sets using closed curves, which form Euler diagrams, and
the visualization of networks using graphs.

2.3.1 Euler Diagram Layout Properties
There are many topological and graphical choices involved in drawing Euler diagrams [24]. In order to identify what makes an effective visualization of sets using
Euler diagrams, we consider these Euler diagram properties in this subsection.
Topological Properties
We begin by considering topological properties of Euler diagrams that are most
commonly considered by Euler diagram researchers [7, 114]. The following six
Euler diagram properties are sometimes called well-formedness conditions and
their formal definitions can be found in [135].
Property 1: Unique labels: no two curves have the same label; curve labels
that occur more than once are called duplicated curve labels.
An Euler diagram that does not possess (i.e. violates) the unique labels
property contains two or more curves with the same label. All curves with the
same label represent the same set, which is why certain tasks, like finding all items
in a set, require the user to remember the locations of each curve representing
the set to correctly answer the question. The Euler diagram in Figure 2.20 does
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not possess the unique labels property since there are two curves with label R.
Unsurprisingly, evidence shows that Euler diagrams with duplicated curve labels
significantly hinder user comprehension [114].
Property 2: Simple curves: no curve self-intersects.
When dealing with simple curves, identifying if an item belongs to a set is
straightforward. This can be observed in Figure 2.21a, where the curve is simple.
By contrast, with non-simple curves, tasks related to identifying if an item is in
a set can be difficult, as in Figure 2.21b, where the point is not inside3 the curve
and therefore the item is not in the set.
Property 3: Non-concurrent curves: no parts of the curves share the same
path.
Figure 2.22 illustrates curve concurrency in an Euler diagram. The curve R
runs concurrently with the segment of curve P that is inside Q and also with
the segment of curve Q that is outside P . It has been shown that diagrams with
concurrent curves increase the time it takes to perform tasks [114].
Property 4: Only two-points: whenever a point is passed through by curves,
it is passed through at most twice; points that fail this condition are called triple
points.
An example of a triple point in an Euler diagram can be seen in Figure 2.23,
where all three curves meet at a single point. Triple points increase the time it
takes to complete tasks when using Euler diagrams [114].
Property 5: Connected zones: all of the zones4 in the diagram are connected
components of the plane; a zone which is not connected is called disconnected.
3

The point p is inside a curve, c, if the winding number of c with respect to p is odd.
A zone is a maximal region of the plane inside a subset of the curves and outside the
remaining curves.
4

(a) The point is inside the curve (the
item belongs to the set).

(b) The point is outside of the curve
(the item does not belong to the set).

Figure 2.21: Simple and non-simple curves.
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Figure 2.22: An Euler diagram
with curve concurrency.

Figure 2.23: An Euler diagram
with a triple point.

In Figure 2.24, the zone inside exactly curves P and Q is disconnected by R,
so the diagram does not possess the connected zones property. In a similar way to
duplicated curve labels, tasks related to counting the number of items in a given
set intersection will require the user to focus on all instances of the disconnected
zone. It has been shown that the occurrence of disconnected zones negatively
impacts the time in which users complete tasks on diagrams [114].
Property 6: Only crossings: whenever two curves intersect, they cross; curves
that fail this condition create a brushing point where they meet.
In Figure 2.25 we can see that the two curves meet, yet they do not cross,
creating a brushing point. Empirical evidence shows that, unlike the first five
properties above, the presence of brushing points does not significantly affect
user understanding [114].
An Euler diagram that possesses all of the above six properties is called wellformed. For example, the diagrams in Figure 2.26 are both well-formed. These
combined well-formedness properties form the first layout guideline:
Guide 1. Well-formedness. Draw well-formed Euler diagrams [24].
Rodgers et al. performed comparative user studies which revealed that Euler
diagrams that violated any of the well-formedness properties, apart from the

Figure 2.24: An Euler diagram
with a disconnected zone.

Figure 2.25: An Euler diagram
with a brushing point.
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(a) An Euler diagram with three
curves.

(b) A Venn-3 (a Venn diagram representing three sets) diagram.

Figure 2.26: Well-formed diagrams.
only crossings property, gave rise to significantly worse performance than Euler
diagrams that are well-formed (meeting Guide 1) [114]. It is, therefore, desirable
that visualization techniques draw well-formed Euler diagrams. However, it is not
possible to visualize all finite collections of sets in a well-formed way [48]. Hence, it
is necessary to compromise diagram layouts. In this light, we note that violations
of the connected zones and unique labels properties caused significantly worse
performance than violations of the remaining properties. Thus, it is particularly
important that drawing algorithms avoid disconnected zones and duplicated curve
labels in their diagrams. So, violations of the connected zones property and the
unique labels property should be avoided where possible, even if this is at the
expense of violating the remaining well-formedness properties.
In addition to the above properties, other layout guidelines exist related to
effective Euler diagram layout [24]. One such guideline focuses on diagram topology and is based on Gurr’s theory of well-matchedness [62]. The term “wellmatchedness” refers to how well the syntax matches the intended semantics. In
the context of Euler diagrams, clearly, zones present in the drawn diagram must
reflect the set intersections in a given data set in order to accurately reflect the
data. However, Euler diagrams, in addition to these ‘required’ zones, may have
zones that were not requested, which are typically shaded as in Figure 2.27a. In
the literature, shading is often employed to signify that a zone represents the
empty set [137]; such a zone is called extra. It is suggested that diagrams without
extra zones are more cognitively effective than those that contain extra zones [28],
giving rise to the following layout guideline:
Guide 2. Well-matchedness. Draw Euler diagrams without extra zones [24].
An Euler diagram without extra zones is called well-matched. In certain cases,
in order to produce a well-formed Euler diagram, it is possible to include extra
zones, resulting in a diagram that is not well-matched. Consider the diagram
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(a) An Euler diagram with an extra
zone.

(b) The zone contained by exactly P
and Q is disconnected into two regions.

Figure 2.27: Well-matchedness in Euler diagrams.
in Figure 2.27b. The diagram is not well-formed as it violates the connected
zones property (the zone inside precisely P and Q is disconnected). The diagram
in Figure 2.27a, even though not well-matched, is well-formed. It is not always
possible to generate a well-formed Euler diagram that does not contain extra
zones [48]. So considering Guides 1 and 2, the aim should be to draw well-formed
Euler diagrams that only include extra zones when it is necessary to do so to
keep the diagrams well-formed.
Graphical Properties
Graphical properties, such as relative zone areas, curve shapes, curve-edge closeness and curve jaggedness have also been shown to impact effectiveness [17, 21].
Starting with zone areas, empirical studies suggest that an Euler diagram with
zone areas that do not significantly vary in size have a positive effect on user comprehension [17]. Figure 2.28a shows an Euler diagram whose zone areas do not
significantly vary in size. By contrast, in Figure 2.28b the diagram’s zones have
a significant difference in areas. This property related to zone areas is captured
in the next guideline.

(a) Zone areas are relatively similar.

(b) Zone areas are significantly different.

Figure 2.28: Euler diagrams with different relative areas of zones.
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d

d rotated 90 degrees.

d rotated 180 degrees.

Figure 2.29: Orientating an Euler diagram at different angles.
Guide 3. Zone area equality. Draw Euler diagrams with zone area equality [24].
Empirical studies suggest that changing the orientation of Euler diagrams
does not have any effect on user comprehension. Figure 2.29 illustrates the same5
Euler diagram oriented at different angles in the plane. Based on this result, the
following guideline was proposed, which is always met by any Euler diagram.
Guide 4. Orientation. Draw Euler diagrams without regard to orientation [24].
Another important aspect, when drawing Euler diagrams, is the shape of the
curves. It has been suggested that the use of curves of particular geometric shapes
impacts effectiveness [24]: circles were found to be more effective than ellipses,
squares or rectangles.
Guide 5. Shape. Draw Euler diagrams with circles [24].
When searching for a particular zone, it can be helpful for users when the
shapes of the curves are different to the shapes of their overlapping regions [22].
For example, when two rectangles overlap, the overlapping region is also of a
5

Note that the orientation of labels was changed for clarity.

(a) Squares.

(b) Rectangles.

Figure 2.30: Euler diagrams drawn with squares and rectangles.
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(a) Non-smooth curve S.

(b) Smooth curve S.

(c) Non-smooth curves.

Figure 2.31: Euler diagrams with smooth and non-smooth curves.
rectangular shape, as can be seen in diagrams in Figures 2.30a and 2.30b. By
contrast, circles generally produce overlapping regions whose shapes are different
to circles.
Guide 6. Shape discrimination. Draw Euler diagrams so that the zones are
discernible from the curves via their shape [24].
In cases where circles cannot be used, empirical evidence shows that effort
should be made to draw smooth curves [17, 22, 125], as non-smooth curves negatively affect diagram comprehension. An example of an Euler diagram with a
non-smooth curve, S, is in Figure 2.31a. The same diagram where the curve has
been smoothed is seen in Figure 2.31b. The diagram in Figure 2.31c shows curves
with considerably more jagged edges compared to the previous two diagrams.
Guide 7. Smooth curves. Draw Euler diagrams with smooth curves [24].
Empirical studies found that circles and squares, which show a high level of
symmetry, should be used for curve shapes [24]. Combined with Guide 4, the
empirical evidence suggests that circles should be used whenever possible.
Guide 8. Symmetry. Draw Euler diagrams with highly symmetrical curves [24].
The closeness of one curve to another has also been studied [17]. The results
indicate that lines (curve segments) of different curves should not run close for
large sections to avoid hindering cognition. Instead, it was suggested that the
lines of curves should diverge when they cross, i.e. the crossing angle at points
of curve intersections should approach 90◦ . An example of curves drawn with
diverging lines can be seen in Figure 2.32a. By contrast, the curve segment of R
in the diagram in Figure 2.32b does not diverge when crossing the curve Q.
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(a) Lower degree of curve-edge closeness.

(b) Higher degree of curve-edge closeness.

Figure 2.32: Diverging lines.
Guide 9. Diverging lines. Draw Euler diagrams with diverging lines [24].
Graphically, the colours used for the curves can also impact effectiveness. It
has been suggested that using distinct colours for the curves, with no infill, best
supports task performance [23]. In order to use different colours for each set
represented, existing approaches for generating colour palettes, such as in [63],
have been adopted for Euler diagram curves [23]. An Euler diagram with coloured
curves that uses the colour palette from [23] is shown in Figure 2.33.
Guide 10. Colour. Draw Euler diagrams with curves that have no interior fill
and use different colours for each set represented [24].

Summary
To summarise, there are many layout choices in Euler diagram drawing that
lead to the resulting diagram being more (or less) effective. These choices, apart
from the use of colour and diagram orientation, give rise to extra constraints on
automated layout techniques, as the techniques attempt to route the curves to
display the correct set of zones. This is certainly no easy task and the resulting
efficacy of the drawn diagrams is inherently intertwined with the design of the
layout algorithms. By contrast, colour and orientation can be altered post-layout

Figure 2.33: An Euler diagram where each curve has own colour and no fill.
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once the diagram is drawn. Hence, these two guidelines are not of fundamental
importance when designing an Euler diagram drawing method.
The layout guidelines we have just presented, excluding use of colour and
diagram orientation, fall into two distinct categories: those which are either met
or not, and those which may be met to a certain degree. In the former category
fall the following guidelines:
1. Draw well-formed diagrams (Guide 1).
2. Draw well-matched diagrams (Guide 2).
3. Draw diagrams with circles (Guides 5, 6 and 8).
In these cases, we can determine whether the diagram meets the guideline or count
the number of times it fails. The other category has the following guidelines:
1. Draw diagrams with similar zone areas (Guide 3).
2. Draw diagrams with smooth curves (Guide 7).
3. Draw diagrams with diverging lines (Guide 9).
In these cases, it is not possible to say, for example, ‘this diagram meets the similar zone areas guideline’, or to count violations of this guideline if it is not met.
So in our evaluations in chapters 6 and 9, we focus on the former category, where
we can count violations of the guidelines, in order to give an indication into the
relative effectiveness of the automatically produced diagrams. We exclude the use
of colour (Guide 10) from these evaluations since it is a property readily changed
post-layout and is not an integral part of any layout algorithm. Similarly, we
exclude the orientation guideline (Guide 4) since it is always met by produced
diagrams. In the case of Guide 1, which focuses on well-formed diagrams, we
consider each well-formedness condition in turn in our evaluation. However, we
exclude the only crossings property (draw diagrams without brushing points)
since it was not found to have a significant effect on user comprehension of diagrams. In our evaluations, we will include a discussion around the category of
properties whose violations cannot be counted, with illustrative examples, which
will also include a discussion on aesthetics, to indicate potential differences in the
effectiveness of the layouts produced.
Having considered various layout properties of Euler diagrams, in the next
subsection, our attention changes to layout properties of graphs.
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Figure 2.34: An edge crossing in a
graph.

Figure 2.35: A graph with edge
bends.
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Figure 2.36: An edge-vertex intersection in a graph.

2.3.2 Graph Layout Properties
A significant body of research exists in the area of graph drawing that identifies
properties of graphs, sometimes known as aesthetic properties, that make them
effective for cognition [39, 42, 85, 101, 141]. Such properties are considered in
this subsection.
It has been empirically shown that edge crossings should be minimized to
achieve a readable graph [58, 100, 103, 105, 106], as the presence of edge crossings
may hide important information [14]. The graph in Figure 2.34 demonstrates an
edge crossing: edges labelled 1 and 2 cross.
Graph property 1: Minimize edge crossings [101].
Edge bends are also detrimental to effectiveness and should be avoided [105,
106]. Instead, straight lines should be used to draw edges. It has been shown
that graphs with minimal edge bends increase the general understandability of
the graph [14, 100]. Figure 2.35 shows a graph where edges labelled 1 and 2 are
bent.
Graph property 2: Minimize edge bends [101].
The next property is related to the accuracy of a graph visualization. In particular, graph edges should not pass through non-incident vertices. Edge-vertex
intersections suggest a non-existent connection [42] and thus do not accurately
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Figure 2.37: A vertex-vertex intersection in a graph.
visualize the data. An example of an edge-vertex intersection can be seen in Figure 2.36a, where the vertex labelled 2 is passed through by the edge connecting
vertices labelled 3 and 4. In Figure 2.36b, it is clear that vertices labelled 3 and 4
are not connected to the vertex labelled 2, which is not clear from Figure 2.36a.
Graph property 3: Minimize edge-vertex intersections [42].
The presence of overlapping vertices can also hinder user comprehension [42],
or even incorrectly reflect the data – one vertex placed on top of another will
result in only one of them being visible. Figure 2.37a shows an example graph
where the vertex labelled 2 fully overlaps with the vertex labelled 3. Without
labels, it would not be possible to say that there are four vertices. In Figure 2.37,
where the vertices are drawn further apart, it is clear that there are four vertices
and the vertex labelled 4 is not connected to the vertex labelled 2.
Graph property 4: Minimize vertex-vertex intersections [42].
It was suggested that graphs that are drawn in a highly symmetrical way can
help in understanding the overall structure of the network being visualized [58].
The graph in Figure 2.38a shows a relatively low level of symmetry, whereas the
graph in Figure 2.38b shows a relatively high level of symmetry.
Graph property 5: Maximize symmetry [101].

(a) Low level of symmetry.

(b) High level of symmetry.

Figure 2.38: Symmetry in graphs.
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(a) Low conformance to the property.

(b) High conformance to the property.

Figure 2.39: The maximize minimum angle graph property.
A minimum angle between edges incident with a vertex allows separation
of non-adjacent vertices. A large angle emphasizes the fact that there is no
relationship between non-adjacent vertices [58]. The graph in Figure 2.39a can
be redrawn as the graph in Figure 2.39b to increase the minimum angle between
the edges.
Graph property 6: Maximize the minimum angle between edges leaving a vertex [101].
It was suggested that placing vertices in a grid layout with the same distance
between grid elements makes the graph look less cluttered [16]. It also gives the
graph a regular appearance and increases visual appeal [16, 58]. The vertices of
the graph in Figure 2.40 are placed in a grid layout, while the graph edges are
parallel to axes.
Graph property 7: Maximize vertex and edge orthogonality [101].
Summary
In summary, it can be argued that edge-vertex intersections and vertex-vertex
intersections are more important than other properties since their presence inaccurately represents the underlying network data. As for the remaining properties,
Purchase et al.’s empirical work revealed that edge crossings have the greatest impact on comprehension [100]. Edge bends and symmetry have a lesser impact than
edge crossings, while the effects of changing angles between edges and orthogonal
layout were not found to be statistically significant.
As with Euler diagram properties, the graph properties fall into two categories:
those whose violations can be counted, and those whose violations cannot be
counted. The former category contains:
1. minimize edge crossings,
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Figure 2.40: A graph with high conformance to the vertex and edge orthogonality
property.
2. minimize edge bends,
3. minimize edge-vertex intersections, and
4. minimize vertex-vertex intersections.
In these cases, for example, we can count the number of edge crossings or the
number of vertex-vertex intersections. By contrast, violations of the properties
that are not possible to count include:
1. maximize symmetry,
2. maximize the minimum angle between edges leaving a vertex, and
3. maximize vertex and edge orthogonality.
For this reason, we exclude these last three graph properties from our empirical
evaluation in chapter 9. We will include a discussion around the latter category
with examples from the evaluated techniques to give an indication of potential
differences in the effectiveness of the produced layouts.

2.4 Drawing Euler Diagrams and Graphs
Our attention now focuses on existing techniques that visualize sets using Euler
diagrams and techniques that visualize grouped networks using Euler diagrams
and graphs. In particular, since one of our goals is to draw effective visualizations,
our focus is on identifying the strengths and limitations of existing techniques with
respect to the effectiveness properties whose violations can be counted.
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(a) A Venn-4 diagram.

(b) An Euler diagram with an extra
zone.

Figure 2.41: Diagrams produced by iCircles with ineffective properties.

2.4.1 Euler Diagram Drawing Methods
Unsurprisingly, a large number of automated layout tools for Euler diagrams have
been provided, such as [34, 48, 108, 113, 124, 130, 136] with a comprehensive
overview given in [6]. As indicated earlier, effective Euler diagrams should be
well-formed and possess other desirable graphical properties such as the use of
circles. In that context, all of these techniques have problems. For example,
the first Euler diagram drawing method only produced well-formed diagrams
but many collections of sets cannot be visualised in this way [48]. The ComED
approach splits sets with intersections, so each set is represented by one or more
curves, resulting in diagrams that violate the unique labels property [108]. The
inductive approach from [136] routes new curves through intersections of existing
curves, thus producing triple points in the diagrams. Ultimately, there is no
‘ideal’ technique and it is necessary to accept some ineffective properties in Euler
diagram layouts. The ambition should be to minimize the ineffective properties,
whilst ensuring the diagram represents the desired sets and set intersections. It
is also important that techniques can draw any finite collection of sets and have
software implementations in order for them to be practically useful. So, here we
provide an overview of state-of-the-art techniques that can visualize any finite
number of sets and set intersections using Euler diagrams6 .
Starting first with the iCircles technique [130] that draws Euler diagrams
using only circles. The technique meets more layout guides than any other existing technique to-date [110]. The produced diagrams possess all of the well6

We note that since our focus is on Euler diagrams, techniques that draw only Venn diagrams
or area-proportional Euler diagrams are excluded.
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(a) A Venn-4 diagram.

(b) An Euler diagram with extra zones.

Figure 2.42: Diagrams produced by Bubble Sets with ineffective properties.
formedness properties except for the unique labels property; its algorithms are
well-documented for extension and its implementation is open-source and freely
available. Since not all Euler diagrams can be drawn with circles, the produced
diagrams often represent one set using multiple circles, therefore introducing nonunique curve labels. We already discussed that diagrams that violate the unique
labels property are significantly less effective for diagram comprehension than
those that do not. An example iCircles diagram with duplicated curve labels is
in Figure 2.41a, which depicts Venn-4 (a Venn diagram representing four sets)
using two curves for the set P . The iCircles diagrams can contain extra zones,
so they are not always well-matched. An example of a diagram, produced by
iCircles, with an extra zone can be seen in Figure 2.41b.
The Bubble Sets technique [34] routes closed curves around an already drawn
graph to form an Euler diagram. Therefore, the layout of the underlying graph
has a profound effect on the quality of the produced Euler diagram. An example
diagram can be seen in Figure 2.42a, where the underlying graph was generated
by Gephi [13] using the force layout method ForceAtlas2 [70]. The diagram in
Figure 2.42a also depicts Venn-4. We can see that the diagram violates the
no concurrency and the connected zones properties and also displays mutliple
triple points. Another example diagram is in Figure 2.42b, where we can see
extra zones. These zones occur as a result of the routed curves in the diagram
overlapping, even though there is no intersection between sets represented by the
curves. So the diagrams produced by Bubble Sets are not always well-matched.
Moreover, while Bubble Sets aims to exclude non-set members from the closed
curve representing that set, it can sometimes produce incorrect visualizations by
routing the curves over non-set members [110]. The curves used by Bubble Sets
have smooth corners, but the curves are never drawn as circles.
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(a) A Venn-4 diagram.

(b) An Euler diagram with triple points
(marked red) and curve concurrency
(marked translucent yellow).

Figure 2.43: Diagrams produced by GED-L with ineffective properties.
The General Euler Diagram drawing method in [113] was extended in [109]
to include a library of simple cases. We call the extended method GED-L. Given
a textual description of an Euler diagram, if the description is in the library then
GED-L displays a pre-drawn Euler diagram for that description, using circles
where possible. GED-L can also draw diagrams that are not in its library. In
such cases, GED-L routes closed curves around a special graph obtained from
a given textual description. An example of Venn-4 drawn by GED-L is in Figure 2.43a. We can observe that the diagram has a disconnected zone inside
precisely the curve S. As discussed earlier, disconnected zones cause significantly
worse performance than other well-formedness properties, apart from duplicated
curve labels. In order to visualize any set intersections, GED-L also permits use
of triple points and curve concurrency. For example, in Figure 2.43b the drawn
diagram visualizes four sets and displays triple points and curve concurrency. The
diagrams produced by GED-L are well-matched as the diagrams do not have extra
zones. GED-L uses circles when the diagram is present in its library, otherwise
polygon shaped curves are used as in Figure 2.43b.
The EulerView technique [126], which we already introduced earlier in the
chapter, also visualizes set intersections in the form of an Euler diagram. Given
the way the closed curves are routed, the diagrams often have concurrently running curves and sets can be represented by more than one curve [110]. In Figure 2.44, drawn by EulerView, we can observe that there are numerous violations
of the no curve concurrency property. This diagram also has triple points and
disconnected zones. We can further observe from the diagram that the curves in
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Figure 2.44: An EulerView diagram with elements (image obtained from [126]
with permission from the authors).
EulerView are smooth but not circles. Finally, EulerView diagrams only visualize
non-empty set intersections, so there are no extra zones.
Table 2.1 summarizes which properties whose violations can be counted are
met by the techniques above. The entries are interpreted as follows: ‘3’ means
the property is possessed and ‘×’ means the property is not possessed. We can
see that a common feature of all Euler diagram based techniques is their failure
to produce layouts that avoid properties known to hinder cognition. One of
our goals in this thesis is to draw Euler diagrams that have demonstrably fewer
layout properties known to hinder cognition, as compared to diagrams produced
by current techniques. To achieve this goal, our technique, developed in chapter
4, sets out to draw well-formed Euler diagrams for any finite collection of sets,
whilst attempting to avoid extra zones and non-circular curves, but not at the
expense of well-formedness properties.

2.4.2 Grouped Network Diagram Drawing Methods
There have been various layout techniques proposed for visualizing grouped networks. Earlier, we saw techniques that use lines or hybrid approaches to visualize
the sets. However, as explained before, our focus is on visualizing sets using Euler
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iCircles
Unique labels
×
Simple curves
3
Non-concurrent curves
3
Only two-points
3
Connected zones
3
Well-matchedness
×
Circles as curve shape
3

Bubble Sets
3
3
×
×
×
×
×

GED-L EulerView
×
×
3
3
×
×
×
×
×
×
3
3
×
×

Table 2.1: How the techniques meet the effectiveness properties of Euler diagrams.

Figure 2.45: A grouped network diagram drawn by SetNet.
diagrams (closed curves) and visualizing networks using graphs. Hence, in this
subsection we only consider techniques that use a combination of Euler diagrams
and graphs. The techniques generally fall into two main categories:
• The Euler diagram is drawn first.
• The graph is drawn first.
We now provide an overview of these techniques with respect to the effectiveness
properties of both Euler diagrams and graphs.
Falling into the first category, SetNet [110] is a relatively recent technique
that extends an Euler diagram drawing method called iCircles, which we saw
earlier. By using iCircles, the technique draws Euler diagrams using only circles,
then overlays the graph using a force-directed approach. The diagrams produced
by SetNet meet many of the Euler diagram effectiveness properties: there are
no disconnected zones, no curve concurrency, no triple points and all curves are
simple and drawn as circles. However, the limitations of iCircles are carried
over: the diagrams often use more than one curve per set and sometimes contain
extra zones. An example diagram is in Figure 2.45. We can see that there are
multiple labels A and C for their respective curves. As for the graph properties,
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Figure 2.46: A grouped network diagram drawn by EulerView (image obtained
from [126] with permission from the authors).
all edges are drawn as straight lines, so there are no edge bends. The forcedirected approach used to lay out the graph attempts to minimize edge crossings
and applies repulsive forces between vertices, avoiding vertex-vertex intersections,
though edge-vertex intersections can often be observed in SetNet diagrams.
Also in the first category is the EulerView [126] technique. We have already
covered how EulerView diagrams meet the Euler diagram effectiveness properties:
the diagrams do not have extra zones, the curves are simple but are not circles,
there may be duplicated curve labels, disconnected zones, curve concurrency and
triple points. Once the Euler diagram is drawn, the graph is overlaid on top.
An example EulerView diagram that combines an Euler diagram and a graph is
in Figure 2.46. There are no edge bends in EulerView graphs; edge and vertexvertex intersections are minimized. However, frequent edge-vertex intersections
can be observed.
Focusing now on techniques that draw the graph first, WebCola [43] lays

Figure 2.47: A grouped network diagram drawn by WebCola.
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Figure 2.48: A grouped network diagram drawn by Bubble Sets.
out the graph using a force-directed approach and then routes the closed curves
around the vertices. The closed curves attempt to minimize occupied space while
including required set members, so it is possible that the diagrams will end up
with multiple concurrently running curves, as seen in Figure 2.47. The technique
does not produce duplicated curve labels, however it often produces disconnected
zones and triple points. Sometimes, the technique also omits zones – the diagrams
may lack an overlapping region between curves even though the set intersection is
present in the data, thus incorrectly visualizing the data. The curves are smooth
rectangles, but never circles. The graph often displays vertex-edge and vertexvertex intersections, possibly due to vertices being drawn as rectangles. The
graph edges are drawn as straight lines so there are no edge bends. The graph
is laid out using a force-directed approach, which generally performs well with
respect to edge crossings.
The Bubble Sets technique routes closed curves around an already drawn
graph. Given that the graph is laid out first, it typically possesses many properties known to aid graph comprehension. When routing the curves, Bubble
Sets attempts to exclude non-set members within the curves, however this is not
guaranteed. Hence, there is a potential for producing inaccurate visualizations.
An example Bubble Sets diagram is in Figure 2.48. We observe that there are
disconnected zones, curve concurrency and triple points. Each set is always represented by a single curve, so there are no duplicated curve labels. In terms of
the graph layout, it should be noted that Bubble Sets does not have a built-in
graph drawing method, so it relies on external algorithms to produce the layout.
In the example diagram and in our evaluations we used the ForceAtlas2 layout
algorithm from the Gephi tool [13] to draw the graph to be consistent with an
existing study [110]. The edges are drawn using straight lines, so there are no
edge bends. There are typically very few edge-vertex, vertex-vertex intersections
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SetNet
Unique labels
×
Simple curves
3
Non-concurrent curves
3
Only two-points
3
Connected zones
3
Well-matchedness
×
Circles as curve shape
3
Min. edge crossings
3
Min. edge bends
3
Min. edge-vertex intersections
×
Min. vertex-vertex intersections
3

EulerView WebCola Bubble Sets
×
3
3
3
3
3
×
×
×
×
×
×
×
×
×
3
×
×
×
×
×
3
3
?
3
3
?
×
×
?
3
×
?

Table 2.2: How the techniques meet the effectiveness properties of Euler diagrams
and graphs.
and edge crossings, as can be expected from a technique that draws the graph
before the Euler diagram.
Table 2.2 provides a summary of whether the techniques meet the effectiveness
properties of Euler diagrams and graphs. The entries are interpreted as follows:
‘3’ means the property is possessed; ‘×’ means the property is not possessed and
‘?’ means that it is unclear whether the property is addressed by the technique.
Note that in the case of Bubble Sets, the graph properties are all given a ‘?’ since
the technique does not have a built-in graph drawing algorithm.
In summary, when set data is combined with network data, the problem of
providing a suitable visualization is compounded, since the effectiveness of the
layout needs to balance competing tensions between the visualizations of the sets
and the network. The combined diagram layout is intertwined with the layout
of both the Euler diagram and the graph whose respective effective layouts can
be incompatible – an effective visualization of the sets may well compromise the
visualization of the network and vice versa. Whilst it is not always possible to
accurately visualize the data and avoid all undesirable properties, it is certainly
possible to provide improved techniques, which is what we aim to do in this thesis.

2.5 Summary
This chapter situates the thesis in the existing body of work in the area of visualizing sets, as well as combined sets and networks. An overview of various
notations was provided for visualizing sets, including closed curves and lines. We
have identified that closed curves, forming Euler diagrams, are a prominent way
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of visualizing sets in a wide range of application areas. Furthermore, there is a
solid body of work that identifies Euler diagram properties that impact diagram
effectiveness for human cognition.
We have seen a range of application areas where visualizing sets and networks
together is beneficial. Similarly to Euler diagram effectiveness properties, a number of graph properties have been identified to impact graph comprehension. To
produce effective combined set and network visualizations, the aim of automated
layout techniques should be to draw diagrams that possess desirable properties
of both Euler diagrams and graphs.
We provided an overview of the state-of-the-art in automated layout techniques for Euler diagrams and then for combined Euler diagrams and graphs.
We have found that all these existing techniques often produce visualizations
with properties known to hinder cognition. Therefore, our aim is to:
1. develop a new method for drawing Euler diagrams, and
2. develop a new method for drawing Euler diagrams and graphs in combination,
that have, compared to the existing state-of-the-art, demonstrably fewer properties known to hinder human cognition.
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Chapter 3
Requisite Definitions
In this chapter we present a series of existing definitions regarding Euler diagrams
and their generation, as well as some graph theoretic concepts. The definitions
will be used throughout this thesis. In section 3.1, we look at formal definitions of
Euler diagram syntax. In section 3.2, we present fundamental graph theory concepts. In section 3.3, we explore various graphs associated with Euler diagrams.
We show how these graphs are used in inductive Euler diagram generation, where
diagrams are generated by drawing one curve at a time. This material provides us
with a foundation for the techniques developed in this thesis, which are presented
in chapters 4 and 7.

3.1 Euler Diagrams
This section provides a formal introduction to Euler diagram syntax. The definitions are the same as, or adaptations of, those found in the literature, such
as in [130, 134, 135, 136]. The most fundamental concept is that of an Euler
diagram, which is a finite collection of closed curves1 drawn in the plane, each of
1

A closed curve in the plane is a continuous function, c : [x, y] → R2 , where c(x) = c(y).

Figure 3.1: An Euler diagram.
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(a)

(b)

Figure 3.2: The winding number of a curve around a point.
which has a label chosen from a set L. Throughout this thesis, when we say a
curve, we typically mean a closed curve. We will also sometimes say the curve λ,
or use cλ to mean the curve with label λ. The Euler diagram in Figure 3.1 has
three curves with labels P , Q and R. Note that the rectangle around the Euler
diagram is not formally part of the diagram: it is used to mark the boundary of
the Euler diagram.
When discussing Euler diagrams we distinguish between concrete syntax (a
drawn diagram in the plane) and abstract syntax (a description of a diagram).
These will be expanded upon in the following subsections.

3.1.1 Euler Diagram Syntax
We start by looking at the notion of the inside and the outside of a curve. This
notion is fundamental for many Euler diagram concepts and has been defined
using the concept of the winding number. The winding number of a curve around
a point is the total number of times the curve travels around the point. In
Figure 3.2a, the winding number of the curve P around the point, p, is 1. In
Figure 3.2b, the curve P winds twice around the point, p, so the winding number
of P around p is 2. To define the notions of the inside and the outside of a
curve, c, based on winding numbers, we also need to use the image2 of c, denoted
image(c).
Definition 3.1. Let c be a closed curve and let p be a point in R2 \ image(c).
The point p is inside c if the winding number of c with respect to p is odd. All
points in R2 that are not inside c are outside c [135].
In Figure 3.2a the winding number of the curve P around p is odd, so p is
inside the curve P . In Figure 3.2b the winding number of the curve P around p is
2

The image of a function, f : A → B, is the set {b ∈ B : ∃a ∈ A f (a) = b}.
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1
4
2

3

5

Figure 3.3: Minimal regions and zones.
even, so p is outside the curve P . The winding number is a technical mathematical
concept. However, for simple curves, i.e. curves which do not self-intersect, the
definition matches the intuitive notion of a point being inside the curve: points
inside a simple curve are precisely those in the bounded subset of R2 formed by
the curve. We note that in Figure 3.2a, where p is inside P , the curve is simple
and in Figure 3.2b, where p is outside P , the curve is not simple.
At the concrete syntax level, general Euler diagrams can be defined as follows:
Definition 3.2. A general Euler diagram is a pair, d = (C, l), where C is a
finite set of closed curves each with codomain R2 , and l : C → L is a function
that returns the label of each curve [130].
The curves of a general Euler diagram partition the plane into minimal regions. In the diagram in Figure 3.3, the minimal regions are enumerated. We
can see that there are five minimal regions in the diagram, including the region
outside of all three curves.
Definition 3.3. A minimal region of a general Euler diagram d = (C, l) is a
connected component of
(
)
∪
R2 \
image(c) .
c∈C

The set of minimal regions in d is denoted MR(d). Given a minimal region, mr,
in d and a curve, c in d, mr is inside c if each point in mr is inside c. We denote
the set of curves that mr is inside by I(mr) [130].
Consider the minimal region labelled 1 in Figure 3.3, which we will call mr1 .
The region is not inside any curves, so I(mr1 ) = ∅. Note that in a general Euler
diagram a minimal region outside of all curves is always present (unless there are
any space-filling curves). The minimal region labelled 3 in the same figure, which
we call mr3 , is inside the curves P and Q. So, I(mr3 ) = {cP , cQ }.
Another important Euler diagram concept is that of zones, which so far we
have introduced informally. Zones represent the intersection of sets, whereas a
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minimal region is a purely topological notion related to a drawn Euler diagram.
For example, in Figure 3.3, where each minimal region forms a zone, the minimal
region labelled 5 is a set of points inside the curve R, whereas the zone labelled
5 represents the intersection of sets represented by the curves Q and R less the
set represented by the curve P .
Definition 3.4. A zone in a general Euler diagram, d = (C, l), is a non-empty set
of minimal regions that can be described as being inside certain curves (possibly
no curves) and outside the remaining curves [136]. The set of zones in d is denoted
Z(d). Given a zone, z, in d and a curve, c, in d, z is inside c if each point in z is
inside c. We denote the set of curves that z is inside by I(z). The zone outside
of all curves is called the outside zone and is denoted z∅ .
For ease of readability we will abuse the notation and write P QR or zP QR
to mean the zone z that is precisely inside curves P , Q and R, i.e. I(z) =
{cP , cQ , cR }.
In this thesis, we focus on drawing ‘effective’ Euler diagrams, i.e. diagrams
that possess the well-formedness properties discussed in the previous chapter. So,
to simplify the theoretical presentation of our results, it is beneficial to introduce
the following definition of an Euler diagram:
Definition 3.5. An Euler diagram is a general Euler diagram, d, such that
each curve has a non-empty interior (there exists at least one point inside each
curve), and d possesses the following properties:
1. each curve has a unique label,
2. each zone is a connected component of the plane,
3. no curves run concurrently along each other,
4. each curve is simple, and
5. whenever a point is passed through by curves, it is passed through at most
twice.
We now look at the concept of topological adjacency of zones. This concept
tells us if two zones are separated by a curve segment. Consider the zones of
the diagram in Figure 3.4. Zones z1 and z2 (labelled 1 and 2) are topologically
adjacent and are separated by a single segment of curve P . We can observe that
if we remove the curve P , then z1 and z2 become a single minimal region. By
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1
2

3

4

Figure 3.4: Topological adjacency.
contrast, zones z1 and z3 (labelled 3) are not adjacent. Irrespective of which single
curve we remove, z1 and z3 do not form a minimal region. These observations
are captured by the following definition.
Definition 3.6. Let z1 and z2 be zones in an Euler diagram, d = (C, l). If there
exists a curve, c, in C such that z1 and z2 form a minimal region in the diagram
(C \{c}, l\{(c, l(c))}) then z1 and z2 are topologically adjacent in d separated
by c [137].
The concept of topological adjacency between zones forms an integral part
of both techniques developed in this thesis. It is used for drawing curves in our
Euler diagram drawing technique and for guiding the choice of diagram layout in
our grouped network drawing technique.
Further notions of atomic and nested [113] Euler diagrams are of use to us,
originally introduced in [49]. Consider the Euler diagram in Figure 3.5a. The
images of all curves in the diagram, namely P , Q and R, form one connected
component of R2 , called an atomic component. Euler diagrams that consist of
only one atomic component, such as the diagram in Figure 3.5a, are called atomic.
If an Euler diagram consists of more than one atomic component then it is said
to be nested. An example of a nested Euler diagram is shown in Figure 3.5b,

(a) An atomic Euler diagram (1 component).

(b) A nested Euler diagram (2 components).

(c) A nested Euler diagram (3 components).

Figure 3.5: Atomic and nested Euler diagrams.
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where the images of curves P and Q form one atomic component and the image
of the curve R forms another atomic component. More formally:
Definition 3.7. Let d = (C, l) be an Euler diagram. If
∪

image(c)

c∈C

consists of more than one connected subset of R2 then d is nested, otherwise d
is atomic [134].
Figure 3.5b shows a nested Euler diagram with two atomic components, while
Figure 3.5c shows a nested Euler diagram with three atomic components. Nested
diagrams can broken down into their atomic components, each of which can be
generated on its own and later combined with the other atomic components [132].
Our new Euler diagram drawing technique, introduced in the next chapter, uses
this approach to simplify diagram generation by drawing one component at a
time and to avoid introducing many extra zones.
Definition 3.8. Let d = (C, l) be an Euler diagram. The connected components
of the plane formed by (the images of) the curves in C are called the atomic
components of d [134].
We have considered concrete general Euler diagram syntax – drawn diagrams
in the plane. To draw such a diagram, techniques sometimes use zone-based
descriptions [113, 138]. These descriptions are a way of describing zones present
in an Euler diagram without specifying any geometric or rendering details, such
as curve shape, size, or colour. We will now consider Euler diagram descriptions.

3.1.2 Euler Diagram Descriptions
We have seen how to define an Euler diagram using concrete level concepts. Consider the Euler diagram in Figure 3.6. We can describe the diagram as containing
three curves with labels P , Q and R. We can further describe the diagram as
comprising five zones: z∅ , zP , zQ , zP Q , zQR . At the abstract level, we have access
to curve labels and abstract zones. We define abstract zones using the power set
of L denoted by P(L):
Definition 3.9. The elements of Z = P(L) are called abstract zones [136].
Whilst there is no notion of topological adjacency at the abstract level, we
have the notion of neighbours.
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Figure 3.6: A drawn (concrete) Euler diagram.
Definition 3.10. Two abstract zones are neighbours if their symmetric difference has one element, adapted from [130].
Using labels and abstract zones, we are able to describe the diagram in Figure 3.6 at the abstract level. The description of the diagram has three curve
labels, namely P , Q and R, and five abstract zones: ∅ (which describes z∅ ), {P },
{Q}, {P, Q} and {Q, R}.
Definition 3.11. An Euler diagram description is a pair, D = (L, Z), where
L is a finite subset of L and Z ⊆ P(L) such that ∅ ∈ Z and each label in L
appears in at least one abstract zone in Z, adapted from [136].
So, the diagram in Figure 3.6 has the following description, D = (L, Z),
where:
1. L = {P, Q, R}, and
2. Z = {∅, {P }, {Q}, {P, Q}, {Q, R}}.
We will abuse the notation for conciseness and write D as {∅, P, Q, P Q, QR}.
The label set, L, can be derived from this concise description.
Automated layout tools, such as [113, 130, 138], including iCurves, introduced
in the next chapter, produce Euler diagrams from their descriptions. Hence, given
an Euler diagram, d, and an Euler diagram description, D, it is important to be
able to identify if d is a drawing of D. For instance, consider the description
D = {∅, P, Q}. We see that there are two labels, namely P and Q, and three
abstract zones in D. So a drawing of D will contain two curves labelled P and
Q respectively and will have three zones: z∅ , zP and zQ . In Figure 3.7, we can
see that d1 is a drawing of D, and clearly, diagrams d2 and d3 are not drawings
of D. We now provide a definition for identifying if a given Euler diagram is a
drawing of some given Euler diagram description.
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d1

d2

d3

Figure 3.7: Visualizing a description.
Definition 3.12. Given an Euler diagram, d = (C, l), and an Euler diagram
description, D = (L, Z), we say that D is a description of d provided that
1. image(l) = L and
2. there exists a bijection, f : Z(d) → Z(D), where f (z) = {l(c) : c ∈ I(z)}.
If D is a description of d then d is a drawing of D. Such an f is said to identify
D as a description of d and, also, d as a drawing of D, adapted from [130].
So, a drawing visualizes a description at the concrete level, while a description
describes a drawing at the abstract level.
The notion of nesting extends to the abstract level. We have seen that a
nested Euler diagram has more than one atomic component. Similarly, a nested
Euler diagram description has more than one abstract atomic component. Given
an Euler diagram description, D, it is possible to identify its abstract atomic
components. These abstract atomic components correspond to atomic components in some drawing of D. We first present an operation on descriptions that
is used to define a nested Euler diagram description.
Definition 3.13. Let D1 = (L1 , Z1 ) and D2 = (L2 , Z2 ) be Euler diagram descriptions, where L1 ∩ L2 = ∅. Let az 1 be an abstract zone in D1 . We define
the sum of D1 and D2 given az 1 , denoted D1 + az 1 D2 , to be an Euler diagram
description, (L, Z), where
1. L = L1 ∪ L2 ,
2. Z = Z1 ∪ {az 2 ∪ az 1 : az 2 ∈ Z2 }, adapted from [134].
Consider the description D = {∅, P, Q, P Q, P QR} of a nested Euler diagram
in Figure 3.8. We can rewrite D as D1 + az 1 D2 , where
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Figure 3.8: Abstract atomic components of D correspond to atomic components
of a drawing of D.
1. L(D1 ) = {P, Q},
2. Z(D1 ) = {∅, P, Q, P Q},
3. L(D2 ) = {R},
4. Z(D2 ) = {∅, R}, and
5. az 1 = P Q.
We observe that by being able to write D in such a way, we identified D as a
nested Euler diagram description.
Definition 3.14. Let D = (L, Z) be an Euler diagram description. Then D
is nested if there exist Euler diagram descriptions, D1 = (L1 , Z1 ) and D2 =
(L2 , Z2 ), and an abstract zone az1 ∈ Z1 such that
1. L1 ̸= ∅ and L2 ̸= ∅,
2. L1 ∩ L2 = ∅, and
3. D = D1 + az 1 D2 .
If D is not nested then D is atomic, adapted from [134].
Referring back to our example description, D = D1 + az 1 D2 , whose diagram is
in Figure 3.8, we further observe that D1 and D2 are, in this case, atomic. So by
writing D as D1 + az 1 D2 , we have also identified the abstract atomic components
of D, namely D1 and D2 . We can identify the abstract atomic components of a
given description using the following definition:
Definition 3.15. Let D = (L, Z) be an Euler diagram description. The abstract
atomic components of D are defined as follows:
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1. If D is atomic then D is an abstract atomic component of D.
2. If D is not atomic and D = D1 + az 1 D2 for some descriptions D1 and D2
and abstract zone az 1 then the abstract atomic components of D1 together
with those of D2 are abstract atomic components of D, adapted from [134].
Given our Euler diagram generation technique, iCurves, draws abstract atomic
components separately to later combine them into a nested diagram, it is important that the abstract and concrete notions of nesting coincide:
Theorem 3.1. For each nested description, D, there exists a nested Euler diagram which is a drawing of D [134].
We will return to atomic (nested) descriptions in the next chapter.

3.2 Graph Theory
This section covers fundamental concepts from graph theory. These concepts
are used in the generation of Euler diagrams and grouped network diagrams. A
graph is a set of vertices (points) and a set of edges (lines) which connect vertices.
Examples of graphs can be seen in Figures 3.9a and 3.9b.
Definition 3.16. A graph G = (V, E) consists of a finite set V = V (G) of elements called vertices (or nodes), and a finite multiset E = E(G), the elements
of which are 1- or 2-element subsets of V (G) and called edges.
Graphs can have loops3 and multiple edges4 . Most graphs considered in this
thesis do not possess these properties. Hence, it is useful to talk about a simple
graph, where these properties are not present.
3
4

A loop is an edge that has the same vertex at both ends.
Two or more edges that connect the same pair of vertices are called multiple edges.

(a)

(b)

Figure 3.9: Examples of a graph.
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(a) A graph with 5 vertices and 5 edges.

(b) An isomorphic graph.

Figure 3.10: Graph isomorphism.
Definition 3.17. A simple graph, G = (V, E), is a graph without loops and
multiple edges [40].
In this thesis when we say a graph, we mean a simple graph, unless explicitly
stated otherwise. Sometimes we wish to deal only with a part of a graph. For
example, the graph in Figure 3.9b is a part of the graph in Figure 3.9a.
Definition 3.18. Let G1 = (V1 , E1 ) and G2 = (V2 , E2 ) be graphs. If V1 ⊆ V2
and E1 ⊆ E2 then G1 is a subgraph of G2 and G2 is a supergraph of G1 [40].
Distinct graphs can have the same ‘structure’. For instance, consider the
graphs in Figure 3.10. Both graphs have the same number of vertices and edges.
Furthermore, there is a bijection between vertices of the graphs such that the
number of edges joining any two vertices of one graph is equal to the number
of edges joining the corresponding vertices of the other graph. Such graphs are
called isomorphic.
Definition 3.19. Two graphs G1 = (V1 , E1 ) and G2 = (V2 , E2 ) are isomorphic
if there is a bijection, ψ : V1 → V2 , such that ψ induces a bijection, ϕ : E1 → E2 ,
where for all {v1 , v2 } ∈ E1 , ϕ({v1 , v2 }) = {ψ(v1 ), ψ(v2 )}. Such a bijection ψ is
called an isomorphism.
We further require definitions of basic graph theory concepts that are used
in Euler diagram generation. One such concept is a cycle, an example of which
(highlighted) can be seen in Figure 3.11a.
Definition 3.20. A cycle, s, in a graph G = (V, E) is a non-empty sequence
of edges, s = (e0 , ..., en ) in E, where no edge in E occurs more than once in s
together with a sequence of vertices, (v0 , v1 , ..., vn , vn+1 ), such that v0 = vn+1 ,
and each edge, ei , in s is incident5 with vi and vi+1 ; such a sequence of vertices
5

Given an edge, e, between vertices v1 and v2 , e is said to be incident with v1 and v2 , and
v1 and v2 are incident with e.
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(a) A cycle in a graph.

(b) A Hamiltonian cycle in a graph.

Figure 3.11: Graph cycles.
is associated with s. The vertex v0 is called the starting and ending vertex.
The set of edges in s is denoted E(s). The set of vertices in the vertex sequence
associated with s is denoted V (s) [136].
A cycle of a drawn graph gives rise to a closed curve since cycles start and
end with the same vertex and the sequence of edges traverses a continuous path
in the plane. This insight is later used for adding new curves. In particular, we
are interested in simple cycles as they give rise to simple curves.
Definition 3.21. A simple cycle is a cycle, s, in a graph G = (V, E), where no
vertex in V occurs more than once in the sequence of vertices associated with s,
except for the starting and ending vertex [136].
The cycle in Figure 3.11a is simple. Another important type of cycle is a
Hamiltonian cycle.
Definition 3.22. A simple cycle in a graph G is Hamiltonian if it passes
through each vertex of G exactly once, except the starting vertex, which is passed
through exactly twice [147].
An example of a Hamiltonian cycle can be seen in Figure 3.11b. When a
graph has such a cycle, it is called a Hamiltonian graph.
Definition 3.23. A graph is Hamiltonian if it contains a Hamiltonian cycle [147].
The graph in Figure 3.11b is Hamiltonian. We will come back to Hamiltonian graphs in the next chapter when introducing our Euler diagram drawing
algorithm.
In the examples so far, we covered abstract graph concepts, we now consider
concrete graph concepts. We have previously blurred the distinction between a
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graph (abstract) and its drawing (concrete). A drawing of a graph is an embedding of that graph in the plane. To distinguish a drawn graph from a graph we
will use the following definition:
Definition 3.24. A drawn graph is a pair, g = (V, E), where:
1. each element, v, in V is a point in R2 , and
2. each element, e, in E is a continuous function, e : [0, 1] → R2 , where the
end points are elements in V , that is e(0) and e(1) are in V .
We will continue referring to a drawn graph as a ‘graph’ whenever no confusion
(between abstract and concrete) can arise. Given a drawn graph, g, and a graph,
G, we require a way of identifying if g is a drawing of G.
Definition 3.25. Let G = (V, E) be a graph. Let g = (V ′ , E ′ ) be a drawn graph.
We say G is an abstraction of g provided that there exists a bijection, σV : V ′ →
V , such that σV induces a bijection σE : E ′ → E such that σE (e) = {v1 , v2 } if
and only if σV−1 (v1 ) and σV−1 (v2 ) are incident with e in g. If G is an abstraction of
g then g is a drawing of G. Such a σV is said to identify G as an abstraction
of g and, also, g as a drawing of G.
In the next section we will look at drawn graphs associated with Euler diagrams. As these graphs are generated from Euler diagrams, they are inherently
more constrained in structure. Since we will commonly deal with such graphs it
is useful to talk about drawn graphs without edge crossings.
Definition 3.26. Let g be a drawn graph. We say g is a plane graph, if and
only if no two edges in g meet at a point other than at a common end point,
adapted from [40].
A plane graph can be seen in Figure 3.12a. Given a plane graph, we can talk
about its faces.
Definition 3.27. Let g be a plane graph. Then g divides the set of points in the
plane not lying on g into regions, called faces [147].
In Figure 3.12b we enumerate the faces of the graph from Figure 3.12a. Based
on the faces of a plane graph we can construct a dual graph. Dual graphs are
of great importance to Euler diagram generation as they allow us to draw curves
with specific properties in an existing Euler diagram.
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2
3
4

(a) A plane graph.

(b) Faces of a plane graph.

(c) A dual graph.

Figure 3.12: Plane graphs.
Definition 3.28. Given a plane graph, g, we construct another graph, g ′ , called
a dual of g. The construction is in two stages:
1. inside each face of g we choose a point v ′ – these points are the vertices of
g′;
2. for each edge, e, of g we draw a line e′ that crosses e (but no other edge of
g), and joins the vertices in the faces of g bounded by e – these lines are
the edges of g ′ , adapted from [147].
Figure 3.12c shows an example of a dual of the graph in Figure 3.12a. Note
the multiple edges in the dual between faces 1 and 2.
In this section, we have defined abstract and concrete level concepts of graphs.
At the concrete level, the analogous versions of Definitions 3.20-3.23 are obvious,
which is why the concrete definitions are omitted. We now return to Euler diagrams to see how graphs can be used for Euler diagram generation.

3.3 Using Graphs to Generate Euler Diagrams
In this section we look at specific graphs related to Euler diagrams. Given an
Euler diagram with n curves, where n > 0, we can construct some graphs that
allow us to generate an Euler diagram with n + 1 curves. We explore how cycles
in these specific graphs allow us to add a curve to an Euler diagram.
The first type of graph that can be obtained from an Euler diagram is seen in
Figure 3.13a. The graph vertices are points at which the Euler diagram curves
cross and the edges are the curve segments that connect the vertices. This type of
graph is called an Euler graph, as it is induced by the underlying Euler diagram.
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(a) An Euler graph (EG).

(b) An Euler graph: special case.

(c) An Euler graph dual
(EGD).

Figure 3.13: Graphs induced by Euler diagrams.
Definition 3.29. An Euler graph of Euler diagram d = (C, l) is a plane graph,
denoted EG(d), whose embedded edges and vertices have image
∪

image(c)

c∈C

and EG(d) has a minimal number of vertices out of all the graphs to which it is
homeomorphic6 (i.e., EG(d) has no unnecessary vertices of degree 2) [136].
A special case of an Euler graph is given in Figure 3.13b, which is created
from a diagram with only one curve. Once we have obtained an Euler graph from
an Euler diagram, we can obtain an Euler graph dual, shown in Figure 3.13c,
which is simply a dual of an Euler graph; in the example it is a dual of the Euler
graph in Figure 3.13a.
Definition 3.30. An Euler graph dual of Euler diagram d is a plane graph,
denoted EGD(d), which is a dual graph of the Euler graph EG(d) [136].
Another important type of graph is a modified Euler dual, which we use to
draw new curves in our new Euler diagram drawing algorithm. To obtain a
modified Euler dual, a sequence of transformations is applied to an Euler graph
dual. This sequence is shown in Figure 3.14, which transforms the Euler graph
dual in Figure 3.13c. Note that a modified Euler dual is defined only for atomic
Euler diagrams.
6

Graphs G1 and G2 are homeomorphic if some subdivision of G1 is isomorphic to some
subdivision of G2 , where a subdivision of a graph, G, is obtained by inserting degree 2 vertices
onto edges. The added vertices thus subdivide the edges of G into two edges.
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(a) Adding vertices
onto edges incident
with v.

(b) Removing the
vertex v.

(c) Removing edges
that were incident
with v.

(d) Adding edges
between newly inserted vertices to
enclose the Euler
graph.

Figure 3.14: Modifying the Euler graph dual.
Definition 3.31. Let d be an atomic Euler diagram. A modified Euler dual
of d, denoted MED(d), is a plane graph obtained from an Euler graph dual of d
by carrying out the following sequence of transformations:
1. for each edge, e, incident with the vertex, v, of EGD(d) placed in the
unbounded face, f , of EG(d) insert a new vertex of degree 2 onto e placed
in f ; the new vertex splits e into edges in the obvious manner;
2. delete v along with all its incident edges;
3. add edges, embedded in f , connecting the newly inserted vertices (which
have degree 1 after deleting v) so that the newly inserted vertices together
with these new edges form a simple plane cycle7 that properly encloses the
Euler graph [136].
A key insight is that cycles in an Euler graph dual (or in a modified dual) can
be used to add new curves to an existing Euler diagram [136]. In essence, a cycle’s
edges become curve segments which combine to form a curve. For example, the
cycle highlighted in Figure 3.15a can be used to add a new curve, S, as shown in
Figure 3.15b. In Figure 3.15c the curve S is smoothed.
Definition 3.32. Let d = (C, l) be an atomic Euler diagram with an Euler graph
dual EGD(d). Let s be a simple cycle in EGD(d) and let λ be a label not already
used in d. Then d extended by s and λ is an Euler diagram, denoted d + (s, λ),
where d + (s, λ) = (C ∪ {c}, l ∪ {(c, λ)}) such that c is a closed curve, not in C,
that traverses the cycle s and has label λ, adapted from [136].
7

A simple plane cycle is a simple cycle in which no edges cross.
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(a)

(b)

(c)

Figure 3.15: The process of adding a curve using a cycle in an Euler graph dual.
The definition for adding a curve using a cycle in an Euler graph dual extends
to modified Euler duals in the obvious way. Nevertheless, given that cycles in a
modified Euler dual are key for drawing curves in our Euler diagram generation
technique, iCurves, we include the extended definition for completeness:
Definition 3.33. Let d = (C, l) be an atomic Euler diagram with a modified
Euler dual MED(d). Let s be a simple cycle in MED(d) and let λ be a label not
already used in d. Then d extended by s and λ is an Euler diagram, denoted
d + (s, λ), where d + (s, λ) = (C ∪ {c}, l ∪ {(c, λ)}) such that c is a closed curve,
not in C, that traverses the cycle s and has label λ.

3.4 Summary
In this chapter we have presented formal definitions of Euler diagram syntax and
descriptions. Thereafter, we covered fundamental concepts from graph theory.
We saw how cycles in graphs specific to Euler diagrams can be used for curve
addition. The definitions and the material provided in this chapter allow us to
present the original work of this thesis in later chapters. In the next chapter we
will present iCurves, our novel Euler diagram generation technique, alongside its
theoretical underpinnings.
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Chapter 4
Drawing Effective Euler
Diagrams: the iCurves Technique
This chapter addresses the first objective we identified in the introduction: devise a new technique for drawing Euler diagrams informed by known results on
effectiveness. To complete the objective, we develop a new technique, which we
call iCurves, that given any Euler diagram description, produces an ‘effective’
Euler diagram. Based on chapter 2, by ‘effective’ we mean an Euler diagram that
is drawn well-formed and also follows the layout guidelines for drawing closedcurve-based diagrams, but not at the expense of the well-formedness properties.
In other words, the goal of the iCurves technique is to draw Euler diagrams, such
that:
1. each curve has a unique label,
2. each zone is formed by a single minimal region,
3. no curves run concurrently along each other,
4. each curve is simple,
5. whenever a point is passed through by curves, it is passed through at most
twice,
6. circles are used whenever possible, and
7. extra zones are introduced when necessary, to maintain the above properties.
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(a) The first curve is
drawn as a circle.

(b) The second
curve is drawn as a
circle.

(c) The third curve
is drawn as a circle.

(d) The fourth
curve is drawn
as a non-circular
smoothed curve.

Figure 4.1: The process of drawing an Euler diagram in iCurves.
A high-level overview of how to draw diagrams using iCurves is as follows.
Given an Euler diagram description, it is split into its abstract atomic components1 . Each such component corresponds to an atomic Euler diagram and
is drawn separately before they are combined to form the final diagram. The
components are drawn separately to avoid introducing extra zones between components. The drawing process of an abstract atomic component is described by
the following sequence of steps:
1. Produce a decomposition of the abstract atomic component. A decomposition is formed by removing all of the curve labels, one at a time, to simplify
the description.
2. Draw the first curve as a circle, as in Figure 4.1a.
3. Draw the next curve either as a circle (shown in Figures 4.1b and 4.1c) or
as a non-circular smoothed curve (as in Figure 4.1d) using a modified dual
graph of the diagram so far. Repeat this step until all curves are drawn.
The order of curve drawing reverses the order of label removal in the chosen
decomposition.
In more detail, to produce a decomposition of an abstract atomic component,
it is decomposed into a sequence of descriptions. Each next description in the
sequence can be obtained from the previous by removing a single curve label;
the first description is the same as the original one and the last description has
no labels. Such a sequence is known as a decomposition [47, 130, 136], which
gives us the reverse order in which the curves will be drawn. One of our goals is
1

Recall from the previous chapter that an atomic description has only one abstract atomic
component and a nested description has at least two.
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to sensibly choose a decomposition that allows us to build an effective diagram,
since the order of curve label removal (and therefore the order in which curves
are drawn) can have a profound impact on the effectiveness of the final diagram,
as can the method used to draw the curves.
In iCurves, we introduce a new approach for drawing Euler diagram curves.
We present the approach by illustrating how to add a single curve to a diagram
using iCurves in section 4.1. Thereafter, we introduce a new strategy for producing a decomposition that takes into account the process by which we draw
curves. The new decomposition strategy is presented in section 4.2. Finally, the
full drawing algorithm is explained in section 4.3. The results of this chapter
have been published as a full paper at Diagrams 2018 [10].

4.1 Drawing Curves in Existing Diagrams
Recall, from chapter 2, that not all data sets can be drawn in a well-formed way
without introducing extra zones. For this reason, in iCurves, we allow extra zones
only when they are required to keep the resulting diagram well-formed. Suppose
we want to visualize a description, D. Then iCurves draws a diagram, d, with
zones that represent all abstract zones in D, but may include extra zones. If d
contains extra zones then we call d a relaxed drawing of D. Due to extra zones,
the description, D′ , of d contains a superset of the abstract zones in D. We call
D′ a superdescription of D.
Definition 4.1. Let D1 = (L, Z1 ) and D2 = (L, Z2 ) be Euler diagram descriptions. If Z1 ⊆ Z2 then D2 is a super description of D1 .
Definition 4.2. Let D1 be an Euler diagram description with superdescription
D2 . If d2 is a drawing of D2 then d2 is a relaxed drawing of D1 .
It is clear that a drawing of a description is also a relaxed drawing of that
description. To produce relaxed drawings, one curve at a time, iCurves uses curveadding cycles, which are introduced in subsection 4.1.1. Next, in subsection 4.1.2,
we discuss how we can draw curves in a way that the resulting diagram always
has at least one suitable curve-adding cycle.

4.1.1 Identifying Curve-adding Cycles
We explained that atomic components are drawn separately. Each such component is drawn one curve at a time. Here, we demonstrate how to draw a new curve
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d

EG(d)

EGD(d)

MED(d)

d′

Figure 4.2: The process of adding a curve.
given an existing drawing of an atomic Euler diagram, d. This process constructs
a modified dual graph of d and then finds an appropriate cycle for curve addition.
To illustrate, we will use the diagram d in Figure 4.2 and add a curve to it. To
obtain a modified dual, given d, we first produce an Euler graph, shown as EG(d)
in Figure 4.2. From this Euler graph, a dual graph is created shown as EGD(d).
This dual is then modified to yield the graph MED(d). The cycle highlighted in
MED(d) can be used to add a new curve, S, as shown in d′ .
Our method is to use a simple cycle, s, to add new curves. However, we
cannot use any simple cycle to add a curve, since we have a description that we
are aiming to draw. Consider the description
D = {∅, P, Q, R, P Q, QR, P R, P QR, P S, P QS, QS, QRS, P RS},
which will be used as a running example; it is drawn, with an (unshaded) extra zone, P QRS, as d4 in Figure 4.3. Any decomposition of D is of the form
(D4 , D3 , D2 , D1 , D0 ), where D4 = D. Suppose that the first label we remove is
S, giving
D3 = {∅, P, Q, R, P Q, QR, P R, P QR}.
Essentially, using a simple cycle we want to add a curve to a drawing of D3 to
get a relaxed drawing of D4 . A drawing, d3 , of D3 can be seen in Figure 4.3,
alongside its modified Euler dual, MED(d3 ): we explain the derivation of the
highlighted cycle below. We now illustrate how we find a cycle in MED(d3 ) to
create a relaxed drawing of D4 :
1. Find the abstract zones in D4 that contain S: {P S, P QS, QS, QRS, P RS}.
Remove S from these abstract zones to give {P, P Q, Q, QR, P R}. These
abstract zones necessarily occur in D3 .
2. Identify vertices in MED(d3 ), shown in Figure 4.3, that are placed in the
zones with descriptions {P, P Q, Q, QR, P R}.
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d3

MED(d3 )

d4

Figure 4.3: Using a cycle in a modified dual to add a curve.
3. Next, seek a simple cycle that passes through at least these vertices. In
our example, no cycle passes through exactly these vertices, but the simple
cycle, which we call s, highlighted in Figure 4.3, passes through them all.
Use s to add the curve S, seen, after being smoothed, in d4 .
The diagram d4 , in Figure 4.3, is a relaxed drawing of D4 , as it contains
an extra zone, P QRS; iCurves will shade this extra zone. We will now define
the type of cycle we use to add curves. Note that the definition is given for an
Euler graph dual to simplify the theoretical exposition presented in this chapter.
Further below we extend this definition for a modified Euler dual.
Definition 4.3. Let d be an atomic Euler diagram. Let ZON be a non-empty
set of zones in d. Let s be a simple cycle in EGD(d). If vertices that arise from
zones in ZON are in s, then s is a curve-adding cycle for d respecting ZON .
In our running example, the cycle used to create d4 (Figure 4.3) respects ZON ,
where ZON contains the five zones with descriptions {P, P Q, Q, QR, P R}. In
MED(d3 ) (Figure 4.3), in addition to the cycle we used to add the curve S, we observe that there exist other simple cycles for d3 respecting zones P, P Q, Q, QR, P R.
The choice of cycle profoundly impacts the layout of the final diagram. For example, using an alternative cycle, highlighted in Figure 4.4a, to add the new
curve could result in the diagram d′4 , given in Figure 4.4b, with the added curve
smoothed in Figure 4.4c. We can see that d′4 contains three extra zones (they are
shaded this time). Clearly, d4 is a more effective diagram than d′4 , since d4 has
fewer extra zones. We note that the more vertices are included in the chosen cycle, apart from the vertices in z∅ , the more extra zones the resulting diagram will
have. Therefore, iCurves strategically chooses a shortest cycle respecting ZON .
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(a) A different cycle in
MED(d3 ).

(b) A relaxed drawing, d′4 .

(c) The diagram d′4 with
smoothed curve S.

Figure 4.4: A modified dual can contain multiple suitable cycles for curve addition.
Both d4 and d′4 are relaxed drawings of D4 and the descriptions of d4 and d′4 are
both superdescriptions of D4 . Note that we used a drawing of D3 to get a relaxed
drawing of D4 . The fact that D3 and D4 are a consecutive pair of descriptions in
a reversed decomposition is beneficial, since after we obtain a decomposition of
some D, (D, ..., D0 ), we are able to start from a drawing of D0 and inductively
get a relaxed drawing of D using curve-adding cycles. Importantly, curves added
using curve-adding cycles (simple cycles in an Euler graph dual or modified dual)
ensure that the resulting diagram is well-formed, provided the diagram to which
the curve is added is also well-formed [132].
We stated that we use simple cycles in a modified Euler dual, rather than
an Euler graph dual. This is because a particular embedding of an Euler graph
dual limits the cycles that can be used for curve addition. For example, consider
two Euler graph duals in Figure 4.5, which display two different curve-adding
cycles. Whilst both cycles pass through the same zones, they enclose a different
set of zones: the cycle in Figure 4.5a does not fully enclose any zones, the cycle
in Figure 4.5b fully encloses the zones R, P R, QR and P QR. By contrast, a
modified dual, due to the way it is contructed, avoids the limitation of Euler
graph duals and provides more options for choosing simple cycles that can be
used to add curves. We now extend Definition 4.3 for modified duals.
Definition 4.4. Let d be an atomic Euler diagram. Let ZON be a non-empty
set of zones in d. Let s be a simple cycle in MED(d). If
1. vertices that arise from zones in ZON are in s and
2. all vertices in s that are located in z∅ (the zone outside of all curves) form
one path in s,
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(a)

(b)

Figure 4.5: Different Euler graph duals have different curve-adding cycles.
then s is a curve-adding cycle for d respecting ZON .
The constraint on the vertices in the outside zone forming one path is important. It allows a curve-adding cycle in a modified dual of some Euler diagram,
d, to induce a curve-adding cycle in some Euler graph dual of d. For example,
consider the highlighted cycle, which we call s, in a modified dual in Figure 4.6a.
We observe that, by applying a sequence of transformations seen in Figures 4.6bd, we can obtain the highlighted curve-adding cycle in an Euler graph dual in
Figure 4.6d, which passes through the same zones as s. These transformations
are as follows:
1. Delete v3 and its incident edges.
2. Replace edges incident with v2 with a single edge.
3. Add an edge between v1 and the vertex placed in zR .
These transformations result in a plane graph which we call an induced Euler
graph dual. It is clear that an induced Euler graph dual is an Euler graph dual.

(a) A curve-adding
cycle in a modified
dual.

(b) Delete v3 and its
incident edges.

(c) Replace edges
incident with v2
with a single edge.

(d) Add an edge between v1 and the
vertex placed in zR .

Figure 4.6: Transforming a modified dual into an induced Euler graph dual.
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Essentially, the transformations we just applied revert the transformations applied
to an Euler graph dual to obtain a modified dual. Recall that all transformations
to an Euler graph dual happen in the outside zone. Therefore, it is obvious that
if a curve-adding cycle, s, in a modified dual does not contain vertices placed in
the outside zone, then s is also a curve-adding cycle in some Euler graph dual.
For this reason, in the next definition we only consider the case where there is a
vertex in s placed in the outside zone.
Definition 4.5. Let d be an atomic Euler diagram. Let s be a curve-adding cycle
in MED(d) and let vs be a vertex in s such that vs is placed in z∅ . Given s and
vs , an induced Euler graph dual of d, denoted IEGD(d, s, vs ) is a plane graph
obtained from MED(d) by carrying out the following sequence of transformations:
1. Delete all vertices placed in z∅ , except for vs and any that are in s.
2. Delete all edges incident with a vertex in z∅ if they are not in s.
3. Replace the edges in s that are entirely in z∅ or incident with a vertex in
z∅ that is not vs with a single edge.
4. For each pair, {vs , vi }, add an edge between vs and vi if there is no edge
between them, where vi is a vertex placed in a zone that is topologically
adjacent with z∅ .
The new cycle, s′ , formed from s as a result of step 3 is an s-induced cycle
in IEGD(d, s, vs ).
It is obvious that an induced Euler graph dual of a diagram is an Euler graph
dual of that diagram. Therefore, the proof of the following theorem is omitted.
Theorem 4.1. An induced Euler graph dual of d is an Euler graph dual of d.
The last step is to show that a curve-adding cycle in a modified dual induces
a curve-adding cycle in an Euler graph dual.
Theorem 4.2. Let d be an atomic Euler diagram. Let ZON be a non-empty set
of zones in d. Let s be a curve-adding cycle in MED(d) respecting ZON . Let s′
be an s-induced cycle in IEGD(d, s, vs ), where vs is a vertex in s placed in z∅ .
Then s′ is a curve-adding cycle in an Euler graph dual of d respecting ZON .
Proof. By Definition 4.5, all transformations to s to obtain s′ happen in z∅ .
Therefore, all vertices in s that are not placed in z∅ are in s′ . By Definition 4.5,
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we also know that vs is in s′ . So, given s respects ZON , we deduce that s′
also respects ZON . By Theorem 4.1, IEGD(d, s, vs ) is an Euler graph dual of d.
Given s′ is in IEGD(d, s, vs ), s′ is a curve-adding cycle in an Euler graph dual of
d respecting ZON , as required.

We have shown how curve-adding cycles are used to draw curves in iCurves.
We have also shown that a curve-adding cycle in a modified dual induces a curveadding cycle in an Euler graph dual. A question arises: how do we know there
always exists at least one such cycle? We will now show how we identify Euler
diagrams where it is always possible to find a curve-adding cycle in their modified
duals and how iCurves generates such diagrams.

4.1.2 Ensuring Drawability
It is important that iCurves can draw any Euler diagram description. Yet some
curve-adding cycles respecting a given ZON set need not ensure we can add the
next curve to the resulting diagram. Firstly, we observe that given a pair of
descriptions, (Di , Di+1 ), in a reversed decomposition, the existence of a Hamiltonian2 cycle in the Euler graph dual of di (a relaxed drawing of Di ) ensures that
we can find a cycle in the modified Euler dual to add a curve that splits each
zone in two and ensures the resulting Euler graph dual is Hamiltonian. Once a
curve is added using a Hamiltonian cycle, we can shade any extra zones to give
a relaxed drawing of Di+1 .
Clearly, we want to use our curve-drawing strategy to minimize the number
of extra zones. So the chosen cycle need not be Hamiltonian. However, the
presence of a Hamiltonian cycle guarantees that there exists at least one curveadding cycle and, thus, ensures the drawability of any Di+1 given (Di , Di+1 ).
Given these insights, we want to ensure that the Hamiltonian property is also
preserved in a relaxed drawing of Di+1 .
Definition 4.6. Let d be an atomic Euler diagram. If an Euler graph dual of d
is Hamiltonian then d is H-extendible.
In this context, we place an additional constraint on curve-adding cycles.
Such cycles partition the plane into two subspaces: bounded and unbounded. A
vertex, v, is inside s if v is in the bounded subspace. It is possible for cycles that
2

Recall that a Hamiltonian cycle is a simple cycle that passes through each vertex in the
graph exactly once.
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Figure 4.7: A non-valid Figure 4.8:
A non- Figure 4.9: A Hamiltocycle.
Hamiltonian dual.
nian dual.
have vertices inside them not to give rise to diagrams with Hamiltonian duals.
For example, in Figure 4.7, if we use the highlighted cycle, which has the vertex
placed in P QR inside it, to add a new curve then the resulting diagram will not
have a Hamiltonian dual, as seen in Figure 4.8. So our approach to adding curves
is to split existing zones with the new curve and never fully enclose any zones.
We also place a stronger condition on edges of curve-adding cycles, which
guarantees that, after adding a curve, the resulting diagram has a Hamiltonian
dual. In Figure 4.9, the Euler graph dual includes a Hamiltonian cycle, shown in
dashed (red) edges. A curve-adding cycle, s, in the Euler graph dual is highlighted
by a semi-translucent path (in yellow). If s is used to add a new curve, the Euler
graph dual would need to be updated for the new diagram. The resulting new
edges and vertices are shown in grey. The dashed grey edges together with the
dashed red edges, excluding e, form a Hamilitonian cycle in the new dual. Notice
the edge e and how its incident vertices are used to join the red and grey paths to
form the new Hamiltonian cycle, thus extending the Hamiltonian property to the
new dual. The presence of such an edge e in a Hamiltonian cycle is important:
it ensures that we can join the dashed paths together using its incident vertices
to create a new Hamiltonian cycle. In general, the existence of an edge in both
a Hamiltonian cycle in EGD(d) and in the curve-adding cycle, is sufficient to
ensure that a Hamiltonian cycle exists in the new dual after adding a curve.
Definition 4.7. Let d be an atomic Euler diagram. Let ZON be a non-empty
set of zones in d. A curve-adding cycle, s, for d respecting ZON is valid if there
are no vertices inside s and there is an edge, e, in s such that there exists a
Hamiltonian cycle in EGD(d) that contains e.
We now show that given an H -extendible diagram, any Hamiltonian cycle is
a valid curve-adding cycle for any given ZON set.
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(a) The selected
cycle (no inside
edges).

(b) Add vertices
and edges.

(c) Add edges.

(d) An Euler graph
dual of the new diagram.

Figure 4.10: Constructing a cycle-extended dual.
Lemma 4.1. Let d be an atomic Euler diagram that is H-extendible. Let ZON
be a non-empty set of zones in d. Then there exists a valid curve-adding cycle
for d respecting ZON .
Proof. Let h be a Hamiltonian cycle in EGD(d). Since h is Hamiltonian we know
V (h) = V (EGD(d)). Now, given V (EGD(d)) = V (Z(d)) and ZON ⊆ Z(d), we
deduce V (ZON ) ⊆ V (h), where V (Z) is a set of vertices that arise from zones in
Z. So, vertices that arise from zones in ZON are in h. Thus, by Definition 4.3,
h is a curve-adding cycle for d respecting ZON .
Since h is Hamiltonian, trivially, there are no vertices inside h and any edge
in h is in a Hamiltonian cycle. Thus, by Definition 4.7, h is a valid curve-adding
cycle for d respecting ZON .

It follows that at each step in our diagram generation process we want to
generate an H-extendible diagram, so that there exists at least one valid curveadding cycle for the next step. We want to show that if we start with a Hextendible diagram and add a curve to it using a curve-adding cycle then the
resulting diagram will also be H-extendible. First, we show how an Euler graph
dual of an existing diagram is transformed when a new curve is added. To help
us capture the transformation, we define an operation on a simple cycle, s, in
an induced Euler graph dual, IEGD, which results in a graph IEGD ′ . Then,
we show that given a diagram, d, and a curve-adding cycle, s, for d, the graph
IEGD ′ is an Euler graph dual of d + (s, λ), where λ is a label not in d. Finally,
we will show that IEGD ′ is Hamiltonian, from which it follows that d + (s, λ) is
H-extendible.
Each of the steps in the following definition are shown in Figures 4.10a-c.
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Definition 4.8. Let d be an H-extendible Euler diagram. Let s be a curve-adding
cycle in MED(d), such that there are no vertices inside s. Let IEGD(d, s, vs )
be an induced Euler graph dual, where vs is a vertex in s placed in z∅ . Then
IEGD(d, s, vs ) extended by s is a graph, denoted IEGD(d, s, vs )⋄s, constructed
by the following sequence of transformations:
1. delete all edges inside3 s (if present),
2. for each vertex, v, in s place a new vertex v ′ inside s such that v and v ′ are
in the same zone of d, and add an edge between v and v ′ ,
3. for each pair of newly created vertices, {v1′ , v2′ }, add edges between v1′ and
v2′ if the zones in which v1′ and v2′ are placed are topologically adjacent.
We can already observe that in Figure 4.10c the graph IEGD(d, s, vs )⋄s, where
s is the highlighted cycle, is an Euler graph dual of (d + (s, λ)) in Figure 4.10d,
where λ is S. We now state the associated lemma to prove it.
Lemma 4.2. Let d be an atomic Euler diagram that is H-extendible. Let ZON
be a non-empty set of zones in d. Let s be a valid curve-adding cycle in MED(d)
respecting ZON . Let λ be a label not in d. Then IEGD(d, s, vs ) ⋄ s is an Euler
graph dual of d + (s, λ), where vs is a vertex in s placed in z∅ .
Proof. We show that for each zone in d+(s, λ) there is a vertex in IEGD(d, s, vs )⋄s
placed in that zone. We also show that for each pair of vertices in IEGD(d, s, vs )⋄s
placed in topologically adjacent zones there is an edge in IEGD(d, s, vs ) ⋄ s.
Let D be a description of d. Let aZON be the set of abstract zones, in D,
that are abstractions of zones in ZON . Curves added using valid curve-adding
cycles never fully enclose zones, so for each zone, z, in ZON there are two zones
in d + (s, λ): one with abstraction az (z) and one with abstraction az (z) ∪ {λ},
where az (z) is an abstract zone represented by z. Therefore, d + (s, λ) has zones
that are concrete representations of
Z(D) ∪ {az ∪ {λ} : az ∈ aZON }.
Let z be a zone in d + (s, λ), then there are two cases:
1. az (z) is in Z(D), or
2. az (z) is in {az ∪ {λ} : az ∈ aZON }.
3

An edge is inside the cycle if points on the edge lie inside the bounded region of the cycle.
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Case 1: Given az (z) is in Z(D) and d is a drawing of D, there exists a zone, z ′ ,
in d such that az (z ′ ) = az (z). By Theorem 4.1, IEGD(d, s, vs ) is an Euler graph
dual of d, so for each zone in d, there is an associated vertex in IEGD(d, s, vs )
placed in that zone. By Definition 4.8, no vertices are deleted in IEGD(d, s, vs )
to give IEGD(d, s, vs ) ⋄ s, thus, there is a vertex in IEGD(d, s, vs ) ⋄ s placed in z.
Case 2: By Definition 4.8 (step 2), the new vertices in IEGD(d, s, vs ) ⋄ s are
placed inside s. When the new curve is added to d to give d+(s, λ), splitting zones
in ZON , these new vertices will be in zones representing {az ∪{λ} : az ∈ aZON }.
Thus, there is a vertex in IEGD(d, s, vs ) ⋄ s placed in z.
All we need to show is that for each pair of vertices, {v0 , v1 }, in IEGD(d, s, vs )⋄
s if v0 and v1 are placed in topologically adjacent zones then there is an edge in
IEGD(d, s, vs ) ⋄ s. Let v0 and v1 be vertices in topologically adjacent zones in
d + (s, λ). We have the following three cases:
1. Both v0 and v1 are in IEGD(d, s, vs ). We know IEGD(d, s, vs ) is an Euler
graph dual of d, so an edge exists between v0 and v1 .
2. Both v0 and v1 are in IEGD(d, s, vs ) ⋄ s but not in IEGD(d, s, vs ). By
Definition 4.8 (step 3), an edge is added between v0 and v1 .
3. One vertex, v0 , is in IEGD(d, s, vs ) and the other, v1 , is in IEGD(d, s, vs )⋄s
but not in IEGD(d, s, vs ). By Definition 4.8 (step 2), an edge is added
between v0 and v1 .
Hence, for each pair of vertices in IEGD(d, s, vs ) ⋄ s placed in topologically adjacent zones there is an edge in IEGD(d, s, vs ) ⋄ s. Therefore, IEGD(d, s, vs ) ⋄ s is
an Euler graph dual of d + (s, λ), as required.

Our next step is to show that given a Hamiltonian induced Euler graph dual
of some diagram, d, with a simple cycle, s, in the dual, then the dual extended
by s is Hamiltonian.
Lemma 4.3. Let d be an atomic Euler diagram that is H-extendible. Let ZON
be a non-empty set of zones in d. Let s be a valid curve-adding cycle in MED(d)
respecting ZON . Then IEGD(d, s, vs ) ⋄ s is Hamiltonian, where vs is a vertex in
s placed in z∅ .
Proof. To simplify the presentation of this proof we will abuse notation to write
a concrete edge as {v1 , v2 }, where v1 and v2 are the end points of the edge. Let h
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be a Hamiltonian cycle in IEGD(d, s, vs ) with an associated sequence of vertices
(v0 , ..., vn , v0 ) (v0 is starting and ending vertex). The edge {v0 , vn } is in s:

By Definition 4.8 (step 2), edges {v0 , v0′ } and {vn , vn′ } are in IEGD(d, s, vs ) ⋄ s:

By Definition 4.8 (step 3), the edge {v0′ , vn′ } is in IEGD(d, s, vs ) ⋄ s:

So h can be ‘extended’ by the cycle s′ = (v0′ , ..., vn′ , v0′ ) to form a cycle h′ =
(v0 , ..., vn , vn′ , ..., v0′ , v0 ):

Given V (h′ ) = V (h) ∪ V (s′ ) and V (h) = V (IEGD(d, s, vs )), we deduce
V (h′ ) = V (IEGD(d, s, vs )) ∪ V (s′ ).
By Definition 4.8,
V (IEGD(d, s, vs ) ⋄ s) = V (IEGD(d, s, vs )) ∪ V (s′ ),
so we further deduce that V (h′ ) = V (IEGD(d, s, vs )⋄s). Thus, h′ is a Hamiltonian
cycle and (IEGD(d, s, vs ) ⋄ s) is Hamiltonian, as required.
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Since IEGD(d, s, vs ) ⋄ s is an Euler graph dual of d + (s, λ) (Lemma 4.2) and
is Hamiltonian (Lemma 4.3), it follows that d + (s, λ) is H-extendible.
Theorem 4.3. Let d be an atomic Euler diagram that is H-extendible. Let ZON
be a non-empty set of zones in d. Then any diagram obtained from d by adding a
simple curve, c, whose image is a valid curve-adding cycle for d respecting ZON
is atomic and H-extendible.
Proof. Let s be a valid curve-adding cycle that is the image of c and let λ be
a label not in d. Our task is to show that the diagram d + (s, λ) is atomic and
H-extendible.
Our approach to adding new curves is to split zones in ZON with the new
curve by passing through at least one curve in d. Therefore, the diagram d+(s, λ)
is atomic. By Lemma 4.2, the graph IEGD(d, s, vs ) ⋄ s is an Euler graph dual
of d + (s, λ). By Lemma 4.3, the graph IEGD(d, s, vs ) ⋄ s is also Hamiltonian.
Therefore, d + (s, λ) is H-extendible.

In other words, we have shown that when we use a valid curve-adding cycle to
add a curve, the resulting diagram is H-extendible, i.e. there exists at least one
valid curve-adding cycle for the next step. Finally, we can now state our main
theorem. In particular, given a pair of descriptions, (Di , Di+1 ), and a (relaxed)
drawing of Di we can obtain a relaxed drawing of Di+1 by using a valid curveadding cycle.
Theorem 4.4. Let (Di , Di+1 ) be a pair of descriptions in a reversed decomposition. Let di = (C, l) be an H-extendible Euler diagram which is a relaxed drawing
of Di . There exists an H-extendible relaxed drawing, di+1 , of Di+1 and obtained
from di by adding a curve using a valid curve-adding cycle.
Proof. Let ZON = F (IN (Di , Di+1 )), where IN (Di , Di+1 ) is the set
{az ∈ Z(Di ) : az ∪ {λ} ∈ Z(Di+1 )}
and F maps abstract zones of Di to zones of di in the obvious way. By Theorem 4.3, there exists an H-extendible Euler diagram, d′ = di + (s, λ), obtained
from di by adding a curve with label λ (a label in Di+1 but not in Di ) using a valid
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curve-adding cycle, s, for di respecting ZON . Our task is to show that d′ is a relaxed drawing of Di+1 by showing that the description of d′ is a superdescription
of Di+1 .
Let D′ = (L′ , Z ′ ) be the description of d′ . Then, L′ = L(Di ) ∪ {λ}. We know
L(Di+1 ) = L(Di ) ∪ {λ} and we deduce L′ = L(Di+1 ). All we need to show now
is that Z(Di+1 ) ⊆ Z ′ .
We know that
Z(Di+1 ) = Z(Di ) ∪ {az ∪ {λ} : az ∈ IN (Di , Di+1 )}.
Let ZON ′ be the set of zones in d such that s passes through exactly the vertices
that arise from each zone in ZON ′ . For each zone, z, whose abstraction we will
call az, in ZON ′ , there are two zones in d′ : a zone with abstraction az and a
zone with abstraction az ∪ {λ}. In other words, Z ′ contains all abstract zones of
Di plus the abstractions of the newly created zones as a result of the new curve
splitting the zones in ZON ′ . So,
Z ′ = Z(Di ) ∪ {az ∪ {λ} : az ∈ F −1 (ZON ′ )}.
Let az ′ ∈ Z(Di+1 ). Then there are two cases:
• (Case 1) az ′ ∈ Z(Di ), and
• (Case 2) az ′ ∈ {az ∪ {λ} : az ∈ IN (Di , Di+1 )}.
Case 1: Given az ′ ∈ Z(Di ) and Z(Di ) ⊆ Z ′ , we deduce az ′ ∈ Z ′ .
Case 2: Given s respects ZON , by Definition 4.3 ZON ⊆ ZON ′ . We deduce
that IN (Di , Di+1 ) ⊆ F −1 (ZON ′ ). Given
az ′ ∈ {az ∪ {λ} : az ∈ IN (Di , Di+1 )},
we deduce
az ′ ∈ {az ∪ {λ} : az ∈ F −1 (ZON ′ )}.
Finally, we deduce az ′ ∈ Z ′ . Thus, Z(Di+1 ) ⊆ Z ′ . Therefore, D′ is a superdescription of Di+1 . As d′ is a drawing of D′ , by Definition 4.2, d′ is a relaxed
drawing of Di+1 , as required.

We can readily show that given any description, D, there exists a relaxed
drawing of D by appealing to Venn diagrams, which are known to have Hamil-
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tonian duals [99]. For example, we can shade any zone in a Venn-n diagram and
obtain a relaxed drawing of any Euler diagram description with n curve labels.
Lemma 4.4. Let D = (L, Z) be an Euler diagram description. There exists an
atomic Euler diagram that is H-extendible which is a relaxed drawing of D.
Proof. Let d = (C, l) be a Venn-n diagram, such that n = |L| and image(l) = L.
We know that d is atomic and H-extendible. We will show that d is a relaxed
drawing of D. Let D′ = (L, Z ′ ) be the description of d. Given d is a Venn
diagram, it represents all possible set intersections, so Z ′ = P(L′ ); we deduce
that Z ⊆ Z ′ . By Definition 4.1, D′ is a superdescription of D. Therefore, by
Definition 4.2, d is a relaxed drawing of D.

In summary, to guarantee drawability using iCurves, we select the shortest
valid curve-adding cycles respecting ZON which ensures the resulting diagram is
H-extendible. Shortest cycles lead to fewer extra zones being introduced when
producing a relaxed drawing. The validity and H-extendible conditions ensure
that we can continue adding curves to create a well-formed relaxed drawing of
the required description. Having demonstrated how curves are drawn in iCurves,
we move on to present our new decomposition strategy.

4.2 The iCurves Decomposition Strategy
We have now seen how iCurves draws curves to mantain well-formedness of the
produced diagrams. The choice of decomposition also has an impact on the
effectiveness of the final diagram. Given a description, we use the following
process to decide which label to remove: first we remove labels that are expected
to be drawable as circles and then we remove labels that are likely to introduce
fewest extra zones. The aim of these steps is to promote the use of circles and
to avoid introducing many extra zones. To illustrate these steps, we consider the
example
D = {∅, P, Q, R, P Q, QR, P R, P QR, P S, P QS, QS, QRS, P RS}
that we already used to demonstrate curve addition (see Figure 4.2) and we will
produce its decomposition using our strategy, which we call the iCurves decomposition strategy. A decomposition, (D4 , D3 , D2 , D1 , D0 ), of D can be formed by
removing S, then R, followed by Q and P . The diagrams d1 -d3 in Figure 4.11 are
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d1

d2

d3

d4

Figure 4.11: Visualizing a (reversed) decomposition.
corresponding drawings of D1 -D3 . The diagram d4 is a relaxed drawing (with an
unshaded extra zone) of D4 and therefore of D. In D4 , when removing a label to
obtain D3 , there is no label that is expected to be drawable as a circle (details
are provided below). So, we remove S, as it results in fewest extra zones being
included (the computation will be described further below). Next, P , Q and R
can be removed in any order as they are all expected to be drawable as circles.
So far we have considered the concepts of label removal and decomposition
informally. We now present their formal definitions:
Definition 4.9. Given an Euler diagram description, D = (L, Z), and λ ∈ L, we
define D−λ to be an Euler diagram description (L\{λ}, {az \{λ} : az ∈ Z}) [136].
Definition 4.10. Given an Euler diagram description, D = (L, Z), a decomposition of D is a sequence, dec(D) = (Dn , ..., D0 ), where each Di−1 (0 < i ≤ n) is
obtained from Di by the removal of some label, λi , from Di (so Di−1 = Di − λi )
and Dn = D, adapted from [136].
First, to promote the use of circular curves in the final diagram, given a
description, D, and a label, λ in D, we identify if λ can be expected to be added
as a circle to a drawing of D − λ. Since we remove labels at the abstract level,
we have no information about the topology of the diagram in which curves will
be drawn. To clarify, at the abstract level, when identifying if λ can be drawn
as a circle, we do not yet have a drawing of D − λ. Hence, we cannot guarantee
that a label that is identified as drawable as a circle, will be drawn as a circle.
To identify labels that can potentially be drawn as circles we use the theory of
piercings, introduced in [138] and defined in [130].
In the theory of piercings, an important abstract level concept is that of
clusters. Suppose we have a description, D, of a Venn-3 diagram with labels P ,
Q and R, and an abstract zone, Q, in D. A drawing of D is given in Figure 4.12.
A cluster for Q given a set of labels, {R}, is a set of abstract zones containing
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Figure 4.12: Zones representing a cluster.
{Q, QR}. More generally, a cluster for az given some set of labels, L′ , is a set
containing all abstract zones that can be formed with az and L′ , including az .
Definition 4.11. Let D = (L, Z) be an Euler diagram description. Let az be
an abstract zone in D. Let L′ be a finite set of labels disjoint from az , that is
L′ ⊆ L \ az . The set {az ∪ L′′ : L′′ ∈ L′ } is a cluster for az , denoted CL(az , L′ ),
adapted from [130].
So a cluster CL(Q, {R}) is {Q, QR}. The zones representing the cluster are
labelled in Figure 4.12. Notice that by using these two zones representing a
cluster we can add a circle that splits these zones, as can be seen in Figure 4.13a.
Suppose D′ is the description of the diagram in Figure 4.13a. To check if a label,
for example S, in D′ can potentially be drawn as a circle, we can check if S is in
precisely two abstract zones, az 1 and az 2 , and there is an abstract zone, az , in
D′ − S such that az 1 and az 2 are in
{az ′ ∪ {S} : az ′ ∈ CL(az , {λ1 })}

(a) d1

(b) d2

Figure 4.13: Using the theory of piercings to identify circles.
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(a) d3

(b) d4

Figure 4.14: Identifying circles that require additional zones.
for some label λ1 in D′ − S. In our example, az 1 and az 2 are QS and QRS
respectively and λ1 is R. Similarly, if we have another cluster CL(Q, {P, R}) in
D′ − S, which contains four abstract zones {Q, QR, P QR, P Q}, we can also add
a circle that passes through these four zones, as seen in Figure 4.13b. In the case
of a cluster with four abstract zones in D′ − S, we note that S need not be in
four abstract zones in D. For example, we can see in diagrams in Figures 4.14a
and 4.14b that one or two extra zones can be added so S can be drawn as a circle.
Given an Euler diagram description, D, and a label, λ, in D, it is known that
λ can be expected to be drawable as a circle if:
• (Condition 1) λ is in precisely two abstract zones, az 1 and az 2 , and there
exists an abstract zone, az , in D − λ such that az 1 and az 2 are in
{az ′ ∪ {λ} : az ′ ∈ CL(az , {λ1 })},
where λ1 is a label in D − λ and disjoint from az , or
• (Condition 2) λ is in precisely two abstract zones, az 1 and az 2 , and there
exists an abstract zone, az , in D − λ such that az 1 and az 2 are in
{az ′ ∪ {λ} : az ′ ∈ CL(az , {λ1 , λ2 })},
where λ1 and λ2 are labels in D − λ and disjoint from az , or
• (Condition 3) λ is in precisely three abstract zones, az 1 , az 2 and az 3 , and
there exists an abstract zone, az , in D − λ such that az 1 , az 2 and az 3 are
in
{az ′ ∪ {λ} : az ′ ∈ CL(az , {λ1 , λ2 })},
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(a)

(b)

Figure 4.15: Computing the minimum number of extra zones introduced by a
(curve) label.
where λ1 and λ2 are labels in D − λ and disjoint from az , or
• (Condition 4) λ is in precisely four abstract zones, az 1 , az 2 , az 3 and az 4 ,
and there exists an abstract zone, az , in D − λ such that az 1 , az 2 , az 3 and
az 4 are in
{az ′ ∪ {λ} : az ′ ∈ CL(az , {λ1 , λ2 })},
where λ1 and λ2 are labels in D − λ and disjoint from az [130].
Next, for each label λ in D we compute a lower bound on the number of extra
zones that will be included when λ is drawn. The lower bound is the sum n + m;
first we explain the computation of n, followed by the computation of m. We will
illustrate how to compute n using the following example. Given
D = {∅, P, Q, R, P Q, QR, P R, P QR, P S, P QS, QS, QRS, P RS},
suppose λ is P . The abstract zones {P QR, P R, P, P Q, P QS, P S, P RS} contain
P in D. Recall that iCurves draws new curves by splitting existing zones, so
the concrete zones {zQR , zR , z∅ , zQ , zQS , zS , zRS } must be present in a drawing of
D − P . If abstractions of these zones are not present in D then each such zone
is extra. We can see that abstractions of zS and zRS , namely S and RS, are not
present in D. In the diagram in Figure 4.15a, which visualizes D, we can observe
that if we were to remove P first (and therefore draw its associated curve last),
extra zones for S and RS will be introduced, as seen in Figure 4.15b. We define
the number of extra zones introduced in this way to be n:
Definition 4.12. Let D be an Euler diagram description. Let λ be a label in D.
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(a)

(b)

Figure 4.16: Computing the value of m for P .
We define n for λ to be
|{az ∈ Z(D) : λ ∈ az ∧ az \ {λ} ∈
/ Z(D)}|.
So the value of n for P is 2. The value of n for Q is 2 since there are two
abstract zones, QS and QRS, whose corresponding abstract zones S = QS \ {Q}
and RS = QRS \ {Q} are not in D. The value of n for both R and S is 0.
We now explain how to compute m. Recall that, to draw a curve, iCurves
seeks a simple cycle in a modified dual such that the cycle passes through vertices
arising from zones in a set ZON . Since vertices from zones in ZON themselves do
not always form a simple cycle, it is sometimes necessary to include extra vertices,
leading to extra zones. For example, suppose we have the same description D
as before and λ is P . We note, again, that the following abstract zones contain
P : {P QR, P R, P, P Q, P QS, P S, P RS}. To obtain a drawing of D, the curve
P must pass through zones, ZON , in a drawing of D − P that represent the
abstract zones {QR, R, ∅, Q, QS, S, RS}, i.e. the abstract zones that contain P
but with P removed from them. In Figure 4.16a, the vertices arising from ZON
are placed along with the edges of the modified dual that connect vertices arising
from topologically adjacent zones. We can see that the cycle is not formed. We
can also see, in Figure 4.16b, that adding the highlighted vertex placed in the
zone representing QRS (and the associated edges) allows us to form a simple
cycle, but also introduces an extra zone. In Figure 4.15, we can see that drawing
the curve labelled P last introduces an extra zone P QRS. We define the number
of extra zones introduced in this way to be m:
Definition 4.13. Let D be an Euler diagram description. Let λ be a label in
D. Let aZON be the set of abstract zones in D that contain λ. Let V =
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(a)

(b)

Figure 4.17: Computing the value of m for Q.

(a)

(b)

Figure 4.18: Computing the value of m for R.
{az \ {λ} : az ∈ aZON }. Let V ′ be the smallest set of abstract zones needed
to add to V , so that V ∪ V ′ forms a simple cycle, where edges exist between
neighbouring4 abstract zones. We define m for λ to be |V ′ |.
So the value of m for P is |{QRS}| = 1. The computed values of m for Q, R
and S are as follows:
• for Q, m = 1 since only one abstract zone, P RS, is needed to add to
{P R, R, ∅, P, P S, S, RS} to form a simple cycle, as shown in Figure 4.17.
We note that, as we saw above, the abstract zone S is necessarily present
due to the curve S not being added last.
4

Recall that two abstract zones are neighbours if their symmetric difference has one element.

(a)

(b)

Figure 4.19: Computing the value of m for S.
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(a)

(b)

Figure 4.20: Effects of a decomposition choice on drawn diagrams.
• for R, m = 1 since only one abstract zone, P QS, is needed to add to
{P Q, P, ∅, Q, QS, S, P S} to form a simple cycle, as shown in Figure 4.18.
• for S, m = 1 since only one abstract zone, P QR, is needed to add to
{P R, P, P Q, Q, QR} to form a simple cycle, as shown in Figure 4.19.
We now compute n + m for each label. The sum n + m for P is 3. Similarly,
n + m for Q, R and S is 3, 2 and 1 respectively. Given S has the smallest n + m,
it is removed from D first by the iCurves decomposition strategy.
We have considered two key steps in the iCurves decomposition strategy,
namely removing labels that are expected to be drawable as circles and removing
labels that are expected to introduce fewest extra zones when drawn. In addition
to these steps, we also want to try to produce a decomposition, such that each
description is atomic. This is an important part of our strategy: removing labels
that yield a nested description necessarily leads to extra zones being included
when drawing the diagram. For example, in Figures 4.20a and 4.20b, the diagrams were generated from the same description. In Figure 4.20a the diagram
has four extra zones and was drawn using a decomposition which first removed
label S, giving a nested description; iCurves will avoid this layout by removing
labels that lead to atomic descriptions when possible. Figure 4.20b was drawn
with the iCurves decomposition strategy using only atomic descriptions in the
decomposition and has no extra zones.
To achieve a decomposition with only atomic descriptions, we try to remove
a label that results in an atomic description, i.e. a non-disconnecting label.
Definition 4.14. Let D be an Euler diagram description. A label, λ, in D is
non-disconnecting if D − λ is atomic [47].
We note that even if there are nested descriptions in a decomposition of an
abstract atomic description, the iCurves drawing process will still produce an
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atomic diagram due to curves being drawn by only splitting existing zones. Whilst
this is not desirable for achieving an effective diagram layout, it allows the iCurves
drawing algorithm to work in the context of other decomposition strategies, which
may produce a sequence where not every description is atomic.
We have discussed the steps in the iCurves decomposition strategy. The
process of removing a label from Di+1 to give Di can be summarized as follows:
1. If there is only one non-disconnecting label in Di+1 , remove it.
2. Else, see if any non-disconnecting label might be drawable as a circle that
‘cuts across’ one curve: for each non-disconnecting label, λ, see if λ satisfies
Condition 1 given earlier. If there are such labels, randomly choose one of
them to remove.
3. Else, see if any non-disconnecting label might be drawable as a circle that
‘cuts across’ two curves, possibly adding one or two extra zones: for each
non-disconnecting label, λ, see if λ satisfies Conditions 2, 3 or 4 given earlier.
If there are such labels, randomly choose one of them to remove.
4. Else, remove a non-disconnecting label whose addition is likely to introduce
the fewest extra zones: for each non-disconnecting label, λ, compute the
sum n + m, as explained earlier. Remove the label with the smallest n + m;
if there is a choice, randomly choose one of them to remove.
5. Else, if there are no non-disconnecting labels, apply steps 2 to 4 in order
without the constraint of non-disconnecting labels.
We have presented our new decomposition strategy that attempts to reduce
the number of extra zones in the final diagram whilst taking into account how
the curves are drawn. The strategy also attempts to promote the use of circles.
We are now ready to present the iCurves drawing algorithm.

4.3 The iCurves Drawing Algorithm
To draw an atomic Euler diagram from an atomic description, D, using iCurves,
call Algorithm 1 (page 88) with D as input. An example of an atomic diagram
drawn by iCurves can be seen in Figure 4.21a.
We now present one of our main theorems in this chapter, the proof of which
readily follows from the arguments presented throughout the chapter:
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Algorithm 1: Draw an atomic component.
Input : An atomic Euler diagram description, D.
Output: An atomic Euler diagram, d, which is a relaxed drawing of D.
begin
Set dec(D) = (Dn , ..., D0 ), removing labels using the iCurves
decomposition strategy. D0 has no labels and D1 has a single label,
λ1 . Draw the first curve as a circle with label λ1 . Call the resulting
Euler diagram d1 . Set i = 1.
while i < n do
Set λi+1 to be the label where Di = Di+1 − λi+1 .
if i == 1 then
Draw a circle with label λi+1 that crosses the single curve in di
to form Venn-2, resulting in di+1 .
else
Set ZON = Fi (IN (Di , Di+1 )), where
IN (Di , Di+1 ) = {az ∈ Z(Di ) : az ∪ {λi+1 } ∈ Z(Di+1 )},
i.e. IN (Di , Di+1 ) is the set of abstract zones in Di whose
associated concrete zones in di are to be split by the new
curve with label λi+1 and Fi maps abstract zones of Di to
zones of di in the obvious way.
Construct MED(di ).
if
• |ZON | = 2 and the zones in ZON are adjacent and
the edge between the vertices in EGD(di ) placed in the
two zones is in a Hamiltonian cycle in EGD(di ), or
• |ZON | = 2 and we can add two extra zones to ZON
to form a valid curve-adding cycle, or
• |ZON | = 3 and we can add one extra zone to ZON
to form a valid curve-adding cycle, or
• |ZON | = 4 and the zones in ZON
form a valid curve-adding cycle
then
Draw a circle with label λi+1 to di to obtain a relaxed
drawing, di+1 , of Di+1 .
else
Set si to be a valid curve-adding cycle for di respecting
ZON , selected using the iCurves curve-drawing strategy
given above. Set di+1 = di + (si , λi+1 ).
end
end
Increment i by 1.
end
To finish, set d = dn .
end
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Theorem 4.5. Let D be an atomic description. Applying Algorithm 1 with D
as input produces an atomic Euler diagram, d, that is a relaxed drawing of D.
Proof. Algorithm 1 produces a decomposition of D, dec(D) = (Dn , ..., D0 ). We
start with di , where i = 1, which is atomic and H-extendible and a drawing of Di .
By Theorem 4.4, it is clear that we can obtain di+1 that is atomic, H-extendible
and a relaxed drawing of Di+1 . Therefore, by inductively incrementing i by 1
and obtaining an appropriate di , we can obtain the diagram dn . As a result,
Algorithm 1 produces a diagram, dn = d, which is atomic and a relaxed drawing
of D.

To draw a nested description, D, iCurves starts by splitting D into its abstract
atomic components, say D0 , D1 , ..., Dn . Each Di is then drawn using Algorithm 1.
The drawings d0 , d1 , ..., dn of D0 , D1 , ..., Dn are then merged to produce a
drawing of D. An example of a nested diagram drawn by iCurves can be seen in
Figure 4.21b.
The approach to split D into its abstract atomic components is adapted
from [134]:
Definition 4.15. Given a description, D = (L, Z), a component decomposition is a sequence of descriptions, decC(D) = (D0 , ..., Dn ), which generates a
′
sequence of descriptions, decA(D) = (D0′ , ..., Dn−1
) where
1. D0 contains no labels,
2. Dn = D, and

(a) An atomic Euler diagram.

(b) A nested Euler diagram.

Figure 4.21: Example diagrams drawn by iCurves.
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Figure 4.22: Producing a component decomposition of a nested description.
′
3. for each i, where 0 ≤ i < n, Di = Di−1 + az i Di−1
for some abstract zone,
az i in Di−1 .

We now give an example of a component decomposition given a nested description. Suppose we have a nested description D = {∅, P, P Q, Q, QT, R, S, RS}
with three abstract atomic components, whose drawing is in Figure 4.22. Then
decC(D) is (D0 , D1 , D2 , D3 ), where:
1. D0 = {∅},
2. D1 = {∅, P, P Q, Q},
3. D2 = {∅, P, P Q, Q, QT }, and
4. D3 = D = {∅, P, P Q, Q, QT, R, S, RS},
and decA(D) is (D0′ , D1′ , D2′ ), where:
1. D0′ = {∅, P, P Q, Q},
2. D1′ = {∅, T }, and
3. D2′ = {∅, R, S, RS}.
Having produced the abstract atomic components D0′ , D1′ and D2′ of D, we can
draw them with Algorithm 1 and merge them appropriately using the sequence
decC(D). Importantly, the following theorem, adapted from [134], shows that
by drawing abstract atomic components of a description separately and merging
them to form the final diagram yields a drawing of the given description.
Theorem 4.6. Let D be a description. Applying the following process:
1. produce a component decomposition of D with its associated abstract atomic
components,
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2. decompose each abstract atomic component,
3. draw each abstract atomic component, D′ , inside the zone whose abstraction identifies D′ as an abstract atomic component,
produces a diagram d that is a drawing of D.
We now present our main drawing algorithm in full. To draw any description,
D, using iCurves, call Algorithm 2 with D as input.
Algorithm 2: Draw an Euler diagram.
Input : An Euler diagram description, D.
Output: An Euler diagram, d, which is a relaxed drawing of D.
begin
Produce a component decomposition of D, setting
′
decC(D) = (D0 , ..., Dn ) and setting decA(D) = (D0′ , ..., Dn−1
),
produced by identifying an abstract atomic component of D and
removing it, then repeating the same for the result (i.e. the
resulting description after removing the identified abstract
component of D) until the result is atomic.
D0 has no labels. Set d0 to be an Euler diagram with no curves.
Set i = 0.
while i < n do
Call Algorithm 1 with Di′ as input and set d′i to be the output.
Draw d′i in the zone of di whose abstraction is an abstract zone in
Di that identifies Di+1 as a nested description; set the result as
di+1 .
Increment i by 1.
end
To finish, set d = dn .
end
Finally, we present our theorem for drawing any description using iCurves,
the proof of which follows immediately from Theorems 4.5 and 4.6.
Theorem 4.7. Let D be an Euler diagram description. Applying Algorithm 2
with D as input produces an Euler diagram, d, that is a relaxed drawing of D.

4.4 Summary
In this chapter we addressed the first objective of our research. The result is a
new mathematically underpinned technique for drawing Euler diagrams, called
iCurves, that is informed by Euler diagram effectiveness properties. In particular,
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the new curve-drawing process presented in this chapter guarantees that iCurves
draws well-formed Euler diagrams from any description. This is achieved at the
cost of introducing extra zones into the diagrams when necessary. In addition,
the new decomposition strategy that iCurves uses aims to reduce the extra zones
present in the diagram, as well as promote the use of circles. The next chapter focuses on turning the developed iCurves theory into an algorithmic layout
method.
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Chapter 5
iCurves: Implementation
In this chapter we focus our attention on objective 2, which is to produce a
software implementation to automate the new Euler diagram drawing technique
(iCurves). To achieve this, we need to address the following research challenges,
related to turning the theory devised in chapter 4 into an algorithmic layout
method1 . The steps we need to take include determining how to:
1. Construct a modified Euler dual for an atomic Euler diagram.
2. Split a nested description into its abstract atomic components.
3. Produce a decomposition of an atomic description using the iCurves decomposition strategy.
4. Find valid curve-adding cycles in the modified Euler dual using the iCurves
curve-drawing strategy.
5. Draw a circular curve using the selected curve-adding cycle.
6. Draw a smooth non-circular curve using the selected curve-adding cycle.
Of these, 1, 2 and 3 were addressed in prior work [134, 136], however the new
approaches we use for these three steps are unique to our work and simplify
the solutions to steps 4, 5 and 6, which are specific to our method. These six
steps must be addressed in order to demonstrate that the theoretical approach in
chapter 4 can be practically useful.
With the above in mind, this chapter is structured as follows. First, we define
our domain specific vocabulary in section 5.1. Next, in section 5.2, to simplify
1

In the last chapter, the algorithm we devised included many steps where the existence of
a syntactic entity, such as a dual graph, was used. However, we need to construct such entities
for our layout method to work in practice. That is what we do in this chapter.
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the details of later sections, we address the problem of how to construct a modified Euler dual. In section 5.3 we show how to algorithmically compute abstract
atomic components of any Euler diagram description. Section 5.4 focuses on
addressing the problem of producing the iCurves decomposition of an abstract
atomic component. The steps related to drawing an abstract atomic component
are discussed in section 5.5. In particular, we demonstrate how to algorithmically find a valid cycle in a modified Euler dual to draw a circular curve or a
smooth non-circular curve. Finally, section 5.6 demonstrates how to combine
drawn atomic components into a single diagram.

5.1 Data Types
The common data types used in the implementation are given below. First we
focus on abstract level concepts. We represent a (curve) label, Label, as a String.
Trivially, an AbstractZone is a set of Label. Recall that an Euler diagram
description is defined as a pair, (L, Z), where L is a set of labels and Z is a set
of abstract zones. As explained in chapter 3, the label set can be derived from
the abstract zones. Hence, we represent an Euler diagram description just as a
set of AbstractZone rather than as a pair.
typealias Label = String
typealias AbstractZone = Set<Label>
typealias Description = Set<AbstractZone>
Next, at the concrete level we define a curve as a Curve which has a single
label.
class Curve(label: Label)
There will be two separate implementations of type Curve: these are CircleCurve
and PathCurve, which represent a circle (circular curve) and a closed sequence
of Bézier curves (non-circular curve) respectively. The details of their implementations will be presented later on in the chapter. An Euler diagram is represented by an EulerDiagram and contains a set of Curve. Also, since Euler
diagrams produced by iCurves may have extra zones, it is important that the
type EulerDiagram knows about the description we intended to draw and the
description it actually represents. This allows us to shade the extra zones when
the diagram is drawn. So, there are two extra fields original and actual in the
type EulerDiagram:
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(a) Compute inside
vertices.

(b) Compute inside
edges.

(c) Compute outside vertices.

(d) Compute outside edges.

Figure 5.1: Modified Euler dual generation (implementation).
class EulerDiagram(
curves: Set<Curve>,
original: Description,
actual: Description)
Lastly, a zone in an Euler diagram is represented by type Zone. The Zone type
includes an abstract zone, az, associated with it and a set of all curves present
in the diagram, captured by diagramCurves. We note that it is important that
a zone has access to all curves in the diagram since they are used in determining
whether a given point is inside the zone (details are given later on).
class Zone(
az: AbstractZone,
diagramCurves: Set<Curve>)
We will introduce specific data types used in narrow scopes as needed.

5.2 Constructing Modifed Euler Duals
To construct a modified Euler dual there are several steps that need to be taken,
which cannot be immediately derived from the theory in chapter 4:
1. Compute inside vertices: identify a point in each zone, except for z∅ (the
zone outside of all curves), at which to place a vertex. These vertices are
part of the modified Euler dual and an example can be seen in Figure 5.1a.
2. Compute inside edges: identify a path to be taken by each edge that is
required in the modified dual whose incident vertices were drawn in step 1.
This step can be observed in Figure 5.1b.
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Figure 5.2: A modified Euler dual generated by the iCurves software.

3. Compute outside vertices: identify points at which to place vertices in z∅ ,
as in Figure 5.1c.
4. Compute outside edges: identify a path to be taken by each edge in the
modified dual with at least one incident vertex placed in z∅ , as depicted in
Figure 5.1d.
These steps allow us to algorithmically construct a modified Euler dual for an
atomic Euler diagram. The resulting modified Euler dual of a Venn-3 diagram
using the iCurves software is seen in Figure 5.2. These steps above are discussed in
the following subsections in the context of the MED data structure in Algorithm 3.
Each step populates vertices and edges of this MED data structure.
Algorithm 3: Data structure: a modified Euler dual.
class MED(d: EulerDiagram) {
vertices: Set<MEDVertex>
outsideVertices: Set<MEDVertex>
edges: Set<MEDEdge>
init {
computeInsideVertices()
computeInsideEdges()
computeOutsideVertices()
computeOutsideEdges()
}
}
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(a)

(b)

Figure 5.3: The effects of placement of dual vertices.
Computing Inside Vertices
To compute the modified dual vertex for each zone of an Euler diagram, apart
from the zone outside of all curves, the following steps are taken:
1. Convert a zone into a polygon.
2. Find an appropriate point in the zone.
Identifying a point in each zone at which to place a vertex is an important
step. This is because curve-adding cycles pass through vertices. Therefore, the
position of the vertex impacts the route taken by the added curve. If a vertex
of a cycle is close to an existing curve segment then a curve that arises from
the cycle will also be close to that segment. For example, Figure 5.3a illustrates
a curve-adding cycle (highlighted) whose vertices are placed close to multiple
curve segments. If we use that cycle to add a new curve, we obtain the curve
S in Figure 5.3b, resulting in a poor diagram layout, particularly with respect
to curve-edge closeness and zone area guidelines from chapter 2. To avoid these
issues, we seek a point that is inside a zone and furthest from the curve segments
that form the boundary of the zone.
The boundary of a zone can be represented by a simple polygon2 which can
have ‘holes’ in it. Computing the centroid of simple polygons is straightforward,
however the centroid is not appropriate when a polygon has a hole in it. For
example, consider the zone P filled with colour in Figure 5.4. The centroid of
such a polygon, shown in Figure 5.4 as a dot, lies outside of the polygon (and
so outside of the zone), whereas we require the point where we place a vertex
2

A polygon whose paths do not intersect is simple.
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Figure 5.4: Representing zones as polygons.
to be inside the zone. So, a visual centre point, which is the centre of a largest3
circle that fully lies inside the zone, is searched for instead. The concept of such
a point is similar to a “Pole of Inaccessibility” used in [55], which is the spot
in a landmass furthest from seas. In [55], an algorithm is proposed to compute
such a point. This algorithm has since been improved by Mapbox Studio [1] and
is computationally superior to the original. The details of the computation can
be found in [1]. We use this improved version of the algorithm, which is opensource and available [139] under the ISC license. Here, we treat the algorithm as
a high-level function:
fun visualCentre(p: Polygon): Point2D
To use this function, there is another step we need to take, which is to produce
a polygon (Polygon) from a zone (Zone) using its boundary. Suppose we have a
zone, z, in an Euler diagram, d. To produce a polygon from z, we can create a
bounding box around z, take the intersection of the bounding box with curves in
I(z) and subtract the curves in C(d) \ I(z), as shown in Algorithm 4. We also
convert curves to polygons as part of this algorithm. As mentioned above, there
are two types of curves: circles and curves that comprise a closed sequence of
Bézier curves. To convert a circle into a polygon, we create a regular polygon
with 16 vertices; the value 16 has been heuristically identified to be large enough
to approximate the shape of a circle in our context. To arrive at this value,
we started at 8 vertices and generated sample diagrams with 3, 4 and 5 curves:
one diagram per the number of zones from n to 2n , where n is the number of
curves. We doubled the number of vertices until, in each sample diagram, the
visualCentre() function returned for each zone, a point that is within the zone.
3

Whilst theoretically there is no largest circle, on a rendered computer image the number of
pixels (points) is finite and measured in whole numbers. Therefore, a largest circle exists and
can be computed.
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Whilst theoretically it is possible to create a big enough circle where the value
16 would be a poor approximation, in practice the value can simply be doubled4
as many times as needed to achieve an appropriate level of approximation. For
a non-circular curve, we use its closed sequence of Bézier curves, which are curve
segments, to give us start and end points of each curve segment. These points are
the vertices of the polygon: whilst the non-circular curves will appear as smooth
to the user, they are stored as polygons, as will be shown later on.
Algorithm 4: Convert a zone into a polygon.
fun toPolygon(z: Zone): Polygon {
var shape = bbox(z)
I(z).map { c -> toPolygon(c) }
.forEach { p -> shape = intersection(shape, p) }
(z.diagramCurves - I(z))
.map { c -> toPolygon(c) }
.forEach { p -> shape = difference(shape, p) }
return shape
}

Finally, we need a data structure to store a vertex of a modified dual. Each
zone, apart from z∅ , gives rise to one vertex of the dual. Hence, the type
MEDVertex has the zone from which it arises and the point where the vertex
is placed:
class MEDVertex(
zone: Zone,
p: Point2D)
Having considered the steps above, the high-level algorithm for computing
inside vertices is straightforward, as in Algorithm 5. In particular, for each zone,
z, of an (atomic) Euler diagram, apart from z∅ , create a MEDVertex object with
z and the visual centre of z.
Computing Inside Edges
Once the inside vertices of the modified Euler dual are placed using the described
approach, we proceed by adding (routing) edges between these vertices, which
is a challenging task. The challenge arises from the constraint on which curves
4

It should be noted that doubling was not required in any of the diagrams evaluated in
chapters 6 and 9 produced by the iCurves software.
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Algorithm 5: Compute inside vertices.
fun computeInsideVertices() {
vertices = (Z(d) - d.outsideZone)
.map { z -> MEDVertex(z, visualCentre(toPolygon(z))) }
}

Figure 5.5: Identifying topological adjacency between zones.
the edges can pass through in a modified dual. Adding edges requires computing
a path between two vertices such that the path passes through the curve that
separates the zone in which the vertices are placed and not any other curve.
We also want the path to pass through that separating curve exactly once. For
instance, given two topologically adjacent zones, z1 and z2 , separated by a curve
c, the edge between the vertices in z1 and z2 must pass through c and only c.
Before we can address this problem, the following steps need to be completed:
1. Identify whether two zones are topologically adjacent. We need to do this
because in a modified dual, edges whose incident vertices do not arise from
z∅ exist between any two vertices placed in topologically adjacent zones.
2. Introduce a new type called MEDEdge to represent a modified dual edge.
3. Given an edge, identify whether it passes through a given curve segment.
To check if two zones are topologically adjacent, we can check if the polygons
representing the boundaries of these two zones have a common edge, as in Figure 5.5. In this example, zones P and P Q (the insides of polygons representing
these zones are coloured red and blue respectively) are topologically adjacent: the
boundary polygon of zone P and the boundary polygon of zone P Q have multiple
common edges (at least one is sufficient). By contrast, zones P and Q are not
topologically adjacent: there are no common edges in polygons representing zone
boundaries of P and Q. This process to check for common edges is captured in
Algorithm 6.
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Algorithm 6: Identify topological adjacency between two zones.
fun isTopologicallyAdjacent(other: Zone): Boolean {
for (e1 in toPolygon(this).edges()) {
for (e2 in toPolygon(other).edges()) {
if (e1 == e2)
return true
}
}
return false
}

To represent a modified dual edge, we can define a type called MEDEdge which
has incident vertices and a Shape:
class MEDEdge(
v1: MEDVertex,
v2: MEDVertex,
shape: Shape)
The type Shape is part of the graphics toolkit we employ and is used for representing any drawn shape, such as a line or a polyline. Since the edge can only
pass through a specific curve segment, we also need a way of checking if a path
(Shape) between two vertices passes through a segment of a specific curve, c, and
through that curve only. To perform this check, we can take all of the curves in
the diagram, except c, and see if the path intersects with any of them. If the path
intersects with at least one curve, apart from c, then we discard it. If the path
is not discarded we also check that the number of intersections with c is exactly
one. The entire check can be seen in Algorithm 7.
To address the problem of computing a path between two vertices, we first
attempt to use a straight line between the vertices. If the straight line fails the
check in Algorithm 7, we construct a polyline. Our polyline implementation is
illustrated in Figure 5.6. Suppose in Figure 5.6a we want to add a MEDEdge
between the two vertices, v1 and v2 . First, we take the two zones in which these
vertices are placed, then convert them to polygons and take their union5 as a
single polygon, p, as seen in Figure 5.6b. Clearly our search space is limited to all
points inside p. Using v1 as the start of the path, for each point in p, we assign a
cost d1 + d12 , where d1 is the distance from the point to v2 and d2 is the distance
5

Since the two zones are topologically adjacent, their polygons have common edges. By
removing the common edges we obtain a single polygon, which is the union of the two polygons.
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Algorithm 7: Check if an edge passes through a given curve and only
that curve, and does so exactly once.
fun doesEdgePassThroughCurveOnly(
edge: Shape,
c: Curve,
curves: Collection<Curve>): Boolean {
return (curves - c)
.none { curve ->
intersects(edge, toShape(curve))
}
&& numIntersects(edge, toShape(c)) == 1
}

(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

Figure 5.6: The edge routing method based on pathfinding.
from the point to p. We select a path (a collection of points) with the lowest sum
of costs. We can see such a path in the form of a polyline in Figure 5.6c. Finally,
in Figure 5.6d we can see the newly added edge whose shape is a polyline. A
non-circular curve arising from a cycle that contains the edge will be smoothed
as we will see later on.
With the above proposed solutions in mind, we can construct an algorithm to
create an edge between two MEDVertex objects. Algorithm 8 does just that. Having addressed the problems above, the high-level function for computing inside
edges in Algorithm 8 is now straightforward. For each pair of vertices, we check
if the vertices arise from zones that are topologically adjacent, and should the
check succeed, we create a new edge by calling createEdge(), which completes
adding inside edges of a modified dual.
Computing Outside Vertices
This step computes the placement of outside vertices (i.e. those in z∅ ) of a
modified Euler dual. To place the outside vertices, we compute a circle that
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Algorithm 8: Create an edge between two vertices.
fun createEdge(v1: MEDVertex, v2: MEDVertex): MEDEdge {
val p1 = v1.z.visualCenter
val p2 = v2.z.visualCenter
val line = Line(p1.x, p1.y, p2.x, p2.y)
val curve = v1.z.separatingCurve(v2.z)
if (doesSegmentPassThroughCurveOnly(line, curve, C(d))) {
return MEDEdge(v1, v2, line)
}
val polyline = route(v1.z, v2.z)
return MEDEdge(v1, v2, polyline)
}
fun computeInsideEdges() {
edges = combinations2(vertices)
.filter {
(v1, v2) -> v1.z.isTopologicallyAdjacent(v2.z)
}
.map { (v1, v2) -> createEdge(v1, v2) }
}

fully encloses the Euler diagram, which gives us a centre point and a radius. By
converting this circle into a polygon (using the approach explained previously)
we end up with vertices that exist in the outside zone, as shown in Algorithm 9.
Clearly, at least 1 vertex per zone topologically adjacent to z∅ is required. So
if we need more than 16 vertices, as before, we keep on doubling the number of
vertices until we have enough. The outside vertices can be seen6 in an example
image produced by the iCurves software in Figure 5.7.
6

Normally, the outside vertices are not shown to the user.

Figure 5.7: The vertices of a modified Euler dual placed in the outside zone, as
computed by the iCurves software.
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Algorithm 9: Compute outside vertices.
fun computeOutsideVertices() {
val bbox = bbox(Z(d))
val center = bbox.center()
val radius = bbox.distToCorner() + 100
val circleAsPolygon = toPolygon(Circle(center, radius))
val vector = Point2D(center.x - radius, center.y)
.subtract(circleAsPolygon.vertex(0))
outsideVertices = polygonMED.vertices()
.map { p -> MEDVertex(d.outsideZone, p.add(vector)) }
}

Computing Outside Edges
To compute outside edges, we follow the steps shown in Algorithm 10. For each
zone, z, that is topologically adjacent to z∅ , we create an edge between the vertex
that arises from z and a vertex from outsideVertices closest to it. Once an
outside vertex is used for adding an edge, the vertex is marked as ‘visited’ to
avoid the same outside vertex being used for different edges. Finally, we add
edges between each pair of adjacent vertices from outsideVertices.
Algorithm 10: Compute outside edges.
fun computeOutsideEdges() {
vertices.filter { v ->
v.z.isTopologicallyAdjacent(d.outsideZone)
}
.forEach { v1 ->
val v2 = outsideVertices
.filter { !it.isUsed }
.minBy { v -> v.distance(v1) }
v2.isUsed = true
edges += MEDEdge(v1, v2, Line(v1, v2))
}
outsideVertices.forEachConsecutivePair { (v1, v2) ->
edges += MEDEdge(v1, v2, Line(v1, v2))
}
}

This completes the modified Euler dual generation from an atomic Euler diagram. In the next subsection we show how to find a valid curve-adding cycle in
a modified dual.
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Finding a Valid Curve-adding Cycle
Recall from chapter 4 that curve-adding cycles are found given a set of abstract
zones that are abstractions of the zones that the to-be-added curve must split.
To turn this process into an algorithm, it can be described in the following way:
1. Construct a data structure to store cycle information, i.e. vertices and
edges associated with a cycle.
2. Enumerate all simple cycles in a modified dual; this includes all Hamiltonian
cycles.
3. Pick a shortest cycle that is both curve-adding and valid.
We now show how we approached these steps. We begin by defining a new
type, MEDCycle, which allows us to store a sequence of vertices and edges, addressing step 1 above:
class MEDCycle(
vertices: Set<MEDVertex>,
edges: Set<MEDEdge>)
Algorithm 11: Compute a valid curve-adding cycle.
fun computeCycle(aZON: Set<AbstractZone>): MEDCycle
= enumerateCycles(Graph(vertices, edges))
.sortedBy { s -> V(s).size }
.find { s ->
isCurveAdding(s, aZON) && isValid(s)
}
fun isCurveAdding(s: MEDCycle,
aZON: Set<AbstractZone>): Boolean
= V(s).map { it.z.az }.containsAll(aZON)
fun isValid(s: MEDCycle): Boolean
= !hasInsideVertices(s)
&& E(s).any { isPartHamiltonianCycle(it) }
fun hasInsideVertices(s: MEDCycle): Boolean
= (vertices - V(s)).any { toPolygon(V(s)).contains(it) }
fun isPartHamiltonianCycle(edge: MEDEdge): Boolean
= hamCycles.any { h -> edge in E(h) }

At each curve-adding step, we have the information regarding the abstractions
of zones that need to be split by the new curve. Using this set of abstract
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zones, which we call aZON, we are able to find a valid curve-adding cycle of type
MEDCycle. This forms our high-level function, computeCycle(), in Algorithm 11.
For the next steps, we assume that a modified dual has been produced, as explained previously. First we identify our search space, which includes all simple
cycles in the generated modified dual. The cycle enumeration is performed by
using an existing implementation of the algorithm described in [73], which addresses step 2. For the last step, our approach is to sort all cycles from shortest to
longest and iterate over them to find a valid curve-adding cycle. If we iterate over
a sorted list of cycles, once we find a valid curve-adding cycle, it is guaranteed
to be shortest, so we can terminate the algorithm early. By contrast, checking
if cycles are curve-adding and valid first, will require us to apply the check on
all of the cycles to ensure we found a shortest cycle. Given checking if a cycle
is curve-adding and valid is computationally expensive, sorting the cycles before
the check is a performance optimization.
To determine if a cycle is curve-adding, we check if it passes through all zones
whose abstractions are in aZON, as seen in Algorithm 11. Recall from chapter 4
that a curve-adding cycle, s, is valid if there are no vertices inside the bounded
region of s and there is an edge in s that is also in some Hamiltonian cycle in
an Euler graph dual. To compute Hamiltonian cycles, hamCycles, we can use
the simple cycles we already enumerated and sorted in a previous step and filter
them: we simply iterate in descending order of cycle lengths and stop when the
cycle length is less than the number of vertices in the (induced) dual. This step
completes the computation of a valid curve-adding cycle in a modified dual.
In this section we have considered how to algorithmically produce a modified
Euler dual of an atomic Euler diagram and how to find a valid curve-adding cycle
in it. Starting from the next section, step by step, we focus on the process of
converting a Description into a drawn EulerDiagram.

5.3 Identifying Abstract Atomic Components
Identifying abstract atomic components of a description, D, includes the following
steps that are not present in the iCurves theory:
1. Derive descriptions D1 and D2 given a 2-set partition of L(D).
2. Determine if D can be split into D1 and D2 .
If we perform the above steps for each 2-set partition of L(D), the absence of
suitable descriptions D1 and D2 will indicate that D is atomic. Otherwise, if D is
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d

d1

d2

Figure 5.8: The ‘parent’ variable is used to draw d2 into the correct zone of d1 .
nested, descriptions D1 and D2 will be found. By recursively applying the same
steps on D1 and D2 we are able to produce all abstract atomic components of D.
First, we present a high-level function that makes use of solutions to the above
problems. Then we focus on how these problems can be solved. The high-level
function, decA(), is given in Algorithm 12. The function takes an Euler diagram
description, D, and returns a list of descriptions, which are abstract atomic components of D. We now consider the function canSplit() used in Algorithm 12.
If D is atomic, the function returns a null value7 . If D is nested (if there exist
descriptions D1 , D2 and an abstract zone, az 1 , in D1 such that D = D1 + az 1 D2 ),
then the function returns a non-null, 3-element tuple, (D1, az1, D2). Given
such a tuple, we recursively separate abstract atomic components of D1 and D2 .
Algorithm 12: Produce abstract atomic components.
fun decA(D: Description): List<Description> {
canSplit(D)?.let { (D1, az1, D2) ->
D1.parent = D.parent
D2.parent = D.parent + az1
return decA(D1) + decA(D2)
}
return listOf(D)
}

For each description we remember its ‘parent’ abstract zone, so we know which
abstract zone that description ‘slots’ into. For example, consider the diagram d
in Figure 5.8. Suppose its description is D, then decA() can identify descriptions
D1 and D2 , whose drawings are d1 and d2 in Figure 5.8. The parent of D1 is set
to the empty set (abstraction of z∅ ) and the parent of D2 is az 1 , which is abstract
zone Q in our example. Without storing the parent information, it is not possible
7

A null is a special value indicating that no meaningful value was returned from a function.
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to know into which zone of a drawing of D1 to embed a drawing of D2 .
The solutions to problems identified above are included in the canSplit()
function, implemented in Algorithm 13. Focusing now on the first problem, given
a partition, (L1 , L2 ), of L(D), we can derive abstract zone sets Z1 and Z2 , giving
us descriptions D1 = (L1 , Z1 ) and D2 = (L2 , Z2 ): we can obtain Z1 from Z(D) by
removing any occurrences of labels in L2 from abstract zones in Z(D). In other
words,
Z1 = {az ∩ L1 : az ∈ Z(D)}
and
Z2 = {az ∩ L2 : az ∈ Z(D)}.
Algorithm 13: Test if a description can be split into two.
fun canSplit(D: Description)
: Tuple3<Description, AbstractZone, Description>? {
if (L(D).size <= 1)
return null
for ((L1, L2) in partition2(L(D))) {
val D1 = D( Z(D).map { it - L2 } )
val D2 = D( Z(D).map { it - L1 } )
Z(D1).forEach { az1 ->
if (sum(D1, az1, D2) == D) {
return Tuple3(D1, az1, D2)
}
}
Z(D2).forEach { az1 ->
if (sum(D2, az1, D1) == D) {
return Tuple3(D2, az1, D1)
}
}
}
return null
}

To address the second problem, we first require an algorithm to compute the
sum of two descriptions since this allows us to test whether D = D1 + az 1 D2 . The
sum of D1 and D2 given az 1 in D1 has the following set of abstract zones:
Z(D1 ) ∪ {az 2 ∪ az 1 : az 2 ∈ Z(D2 )},
as defined in chapter 3. Its implementation is defined very closely to its formal
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counterpart, as seen in Algorithm 14.
Algorithm 14: The sum of two descriptions.
fun sum(D1: Description,
az1: AbstractZone,
D2: Description)
= D( Z(D1) + Z(D2).map { az2 -> az2 + az1 } )

We are now able to describe Algorithm 13 in detail, which determines if D
can be split into two descriptions. First, if |L(D)| ≤ 1 we know D is atomic
and we cannot separate components further, so we return null. Else, for each
two-set partition, {L1 , L2 }, of L(D) we construct D1 and D2 , as described above,
and search for an abstract zone, az , in these descriptions, such that either D =
D1 + az D2 or D = D2 + az D1 . If after iterating over all two-set partitions of L(D)
we have not returned from the algorithm, then we have not found D1 and D2
that D can be split into, therefore we return null to signify that D is atomic.
This step completes the algorithm that identifies abstract atomic components of
a given description. In the next section we show how to decompose each such
component.

5.4 Producing Decompositions
To produce a decomposition of an atomic description using the iCurves decomposition strategy, we must address the following:
1. Construct a data structure to store decomposition data which will be used
for drawing curves later on.
2. Compute the minimum number of extra zones introduced by a curve when
drawn.
We address these problems in order. Given an atomic description, D, we want
to produce a sequence of data objects, so that each such object tells us about
how to draw one curve at a time. To draw a single curve we require the following
information: the label, λ, of the curve being added and the abstractions of zones
to be split by the new curve, {az ∈ Z(Di ) : az ∪ {λ} ∈ Z(Di+1 )}, where Di and
Di+1 are two consecutive descriptions in a reversed decomposition sequence. To
capture this information, we construct a RecompositionStep data structure:
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Figure 5.9: A visualization of a decomposition.
class RecompositionStep(
newLabel: Label,
splitZones: Set<AbstractZone>)

Algorithm 15: Decompose an atomic description.
fun dec(D: Description): List<RecompositionStep> {
val result = listOf<RecompositionStep>()
var Di = D
while (Di != D0) {
val removedLabel = decStrategy(Di)
val step = makeStep(Di, removedLabel)
result += step
Di = Di - removedLabel
}
return result
}

Ultimately, given an atomic description, D, we will produce a sequence of
RecompositionStep objects, each of which can be used to draw a single curve.
Before proceeding with the remaining problem, we give an overview of the algorithm responsible for producing a decomposition (a list of RecompositionStep),
defined in Algorithm 15. We begin with Di , which is initially set to D, and we
use the iCurves decomposition strategy to remove a label from Di . We record the
information about label removal in a RecompositionStep. We repeat the label
removal process until we reach D0 , which has no curve labels. This process is
also illustrated in Figure 5.9, which demonstrates a visualization of a decomposition with the last step (D0 ) omitted. In Figure 5.10, we can see a sequence that
shows a reverse decomposition, where the pair inbetween diagrams, for example
(Q, {∅, P }), is a RecompositionStep object: a label of the new curve and the set
of abstract zones whose associated concrete zones are required to be split by the
new curve.
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Figure 5.10: A visualization of a list of recomposition objects.
The high-level algorithm for the iCurves decomposition strategy is straightforward. Recall from chapter 4 that the strategy is to first remove curve labels
that are expected to be drawable as a circle, then to remove labels that are likely
to introduce fewer extra zones. The strategy is expressed as Algorithm 16. Note
the use of the function isDrawableAsCircle(), which determines if a label is expected to be drawable as a circle. Its implementation is open-source and provided
in [130].
Algorithm 16: The iCurves decomposition strategy.
fun decStrategy(D: Description): Label {
L(D).sortedBy { D.getNumZonesIn(it) }.forEach {
if (isDrawableAsCircle(it, D)
&& isNonDisconnecting(it, D))
return it
}
L(D).sortedBy { lowerBoundExtraZones(it, D) }.forEach {
if (isNonDisconnecting(it, D))
return it
}
}

To address the second problem, which is to compute the minimum number of
extra zones introduced when drawing a curve with a given label, we first recall
the theory from chapter 4. The number we seek is a sum of two values, n and m.
The first value is computed as follows,
n = |{az ∈ Z(Di+1 ) : λ ∈ az ∧ az \ {λ} ∈
/ Z(Di+1 )}|,
where Di+1 is the description from which we are removing a label, λ. To compute
m, we find the smallest set of abstract zones, Z ′ , where Z ′ ⊆ P(L(Di+1 ) \ {λ})
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such that the graph (V, E), defined by V = IN ∪ Z ′ , where
IN = {az ∈ Z(Di+1 − λ) : az ∪ {λ} ∈ Z(Di+1 )}
and
E = {{az , az ′ } ⊆ V × V : az = az ′ ∪ {λ′ }}
for some λ′ ∈ L(Di+1 − λ), is a simple cycle; set m = |Z ′ |.
Converting the computation of n into an algorithm is straightforward, however
computing m is not trivial. Our approach to compute m is to construct a graph,
(V ′ , E ′ ), where V ′ is the set P(L(Di+1 ) \ {λ}) and E ′ has elements {az 1 , az 2 }
such that az 1 and az 2 are neighbours. Then Z ′ ⊆ V ′ . We enumerate all simple
cycles in (V ′ , E ′ ) and find a smallest cycle, s, that contains all elements in IN .
The value of m is the difference between |V (s)| and |IN |. Computation of both
n and m are given in Algorithm 17. The algorithm returns the sum of n and m,
which gives the minimum number of extra zones introduced by a (curve) label.
Algorithm 17: Compute the lower bound on extra zones introduced by
a label when drawn.
fun lowerBoundExtraZones(label: Label, D: Description): Int {
val n = Z(D).filter { az -> label in az
&& az - label !in Z(D) }.size
val IN = Z(D - label).filter { it + label in Z(D) }
val PL = combinationsOf(L(D) - label, 0 until L(D).size)
val graph = Graph(PL,
combinationsOf(PL, 2)
.filter { (az1, az2) -> az1.isNeighbour(az2) }
)
val m = enumerateCycles(graph)
.sortedBy { s -> V(s).size }
.find { s -> V(s).containsAll(IN) }
.vertices.size - IN.size
return n + m
}

The last part of the iCurves decomposition strategy in Algorithm 16 is identifying whether a label is non-disconnecting. Recall that we always attempt to
remove non-disconnecting labels to produce a decomposition with atomic descriptions. The implementation of isNonDisconnecting() is trivial, we simply check
if the removal of a given label leads to a description that cannot be split (i.e.
atomic).
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fun isNonDisconnecting(label: Label, D: Description)
= canSplit(D - label) == null
Having considered how to algorithmically produce a list of RecompositionStep
objects from a description, our attention, in the next section, changes to making
use of these objects for drawing curves.

5.5 Drawing Atomic Components
We provide a high-level overview of how an atomic component is drawn. To draw
an atomic diagram, we can produce its decomposition and reverse it to give us
the drawing order of curves. We decompose the description into a sequence of
RecompositionStep and we can use each step’s data (the new curve label and
the abstractions of zones to split) to draw each curve. This process can be seen
in Algorithm 18.
Algorithm 18: Draw an atomic Euler diagram.
fun drawAtomicDiagram(D: Description): EulerDiagram {
dec(D).reversed().forEach { data ->
val curve = drawCurve(data)
d = EulerDiagram(D, D(abstractZones, D.parent),
C(d) + curve)
}
return d
}

As mentioned previously, there are two types of curves: circular and noncircular. So far we have introduced the general type Curve. This type has two
concrete implementations: CircleCurve and PathCurve. They are defined in
Algorithm 19. The CircleCurve type is a curve drawn as a circle with a centre
and a radius. PathCurve represents a curve whose path is a closed sequence
of Bézier curves. In Figure 5.11, curves P , Q and R are of type CircleCurve,
whereas S has type PathCurve.
To draw a curve using a RecompositionStep object, we use its splitZones
property to call the computeCycle() function (covered previously), which produces a valid curve-adding cycle. Based on the cycle length we determine whether
we should attempt to draw a circular curve. If the cycle length is 2 or 4 vertices,
we attempt to draw a circular curve, else we draw a non-circular curve. The steps
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Algorithm 19: Data types: CircleCurve and PathCurve.
class CircleCurve(
label: Label,
centerX: Double,
centerY: Double,
radius: Double) : Curve(label)
class PathCurve(
label: Label,
path: Path) : Curve(label)

Figure 5.11: Examples of CircleCurve and PathCurve.
taken to draw a single curve are seen in Algorithm 20. The next two subsections
provide details of how to draw CircleCurve and PathCurve.

5.5.1 Drawing Circular Curves
The main challenge associated with drawing a circular curve is identifying a suitable centre point and the radius of the circle. We first give the general approach
that allows us to address this challenge and then provide an example. There are
three cases when a curve is drawn as a circle (if the curve does not satisfy these
cases, it is drawn as a non-circular curve):
1. when it is the first curve,
2. when it splits two topologically adjacent zones, and
3. when it splits four zones (where we have a cycle of length 4) whose boundaries all have a common point and no other zone has a boundary with that
point.
The first case is trivial, so we start with the second case. We wish to draw a
circle that splits two topologically adjacent zones so that these two zones and
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Algorithm 20: Draw a curve.
fun drawCurve(data: RecompositionStep): Curve {
var curve: Curve? = null
if (numCurvesSoFar() == 0) {
curve = CircleCurve(data.newLabel,
BASE_RADIUS, BASE_RADIUS, BASE_RADIUS)
}
val cycle = MED(d).computeCycle(data.splitZones)
curve = when (cycle.length) {
2 -> drawSinglePiercing(data.newLabel,
cycle.vertices.map { it.zone })
4 -> drawDoublePiercing(data.newLabel,
cycle.vertices.map { it.zone })
else -> PathCurve(data.newLabel, smooth(cycle))
}
abstractZones.addAll(
cycle.vertices.map { it.zone.az + data.newLabel }
)
return curve
}

the newly created zones have similar zone areas. To do so, we sample points on
the curve segment shared by the two topologically adjacent zones to identify the
centre of a largest circle placed on the boundary (curve segment) that splits the
zones and is within their boundaries. Once such a circle is found, we use its centre
point, cp, and its radius, rad, to draw a circle at cp with radius α ∗ rad, where
0 < α < 1. It is not sensible for the value of α to be close to 0 or 1 since there
will be a considerable difference in zone areas as we will see in the next example,
so α = √12 was used.
An example is given in Figure 5.12a, where we are adding a curve that splits
two topologically adjacent zones zP Q and zQ . These zones have a common boundary: the segment of the curve P that separates zP Q and zQ . In Figure 5.12b we
can see a tentatively placed circle and in Figure 5.12c, we can see the largest
circle we can place. Clearly, using the radius in Figure 5.12c or in Figure 5.12d
is not sensible based on zone areas after drawing the circle (curve). Figure 5.12e
shows the new CircleCurve, which was added using our formula to compute the
radius of the circle.
In the third case, when the new curve is splitting four zones, we use the same
approach to compute the radius of the new CircleCurve, while the centre of
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(a)

(b)

(d)

(c)

(e)

Figure 5.12: Computing the centre and the radius of a circle that splits two zones.
the circle is given by the point that all four zone boundaries share. Suppose in
Figure 5.13a we are adding a circle that splits four zones zP Q , zQ , zQR and zP QR .
We use the point at which all four zone boundaries intersect as the centre for
the CircleCurve; the point is highlighted in Figure 5.13b. Then we identify
the maximum radius of that circle that allows the curve to still be within the
boundaries of these four zones, as seen in Figure 5.13b. Using the formula above
for computing the circle’s radius, we draw the curve in Figure 5.13c.

5.5.2 Drawing Non-circular Curves
An important step associated with drawing a non-circular curve is making the
curve smooth. Given a valid curve-adding cycle, the resulting shape of the curve
based on the cycle’s embedding is likely to be far from effective based on the layout
guidelines given in chapter 2. Consider the highlighted cycle in Figure 5.14a
and the curve S in Figure 5.14b, to which the cycle gives rise. As discussed in
chapter 2 curves should be smooth to achieve a more effective layout. We can
see a smoothed version of the curve in Figure 5.14c. Figure 5.15 shows the same
diagram with a smoothed curve S drawn by the iCurves prototype software.
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(a)

(b)

(c)

Figure 5.13: Computing the radius of a circle that splits four zones.
As shown previously, when constructing a modified dual we already placed
dual vertices and edges in an appropriate way. So, to address the problem of how
to draw a smooth curve based on a cycle, we only need to smooth the corners of
the curve, i.e. the points where the curve segments are joined together. We can
use these points to route a B-spline curve8 .
We can achieve C 2 continuity by connecting the joining points using cubic
Bézier curves [121], which result in smooth curves. A cubic Bézier curve, P , can
be written as (p0 , p1 , p2 , p3 ), where p0 , p3 are the start and end points respectively
and p1 , p2 are the control points. In order for two consecutive Bézier curves,
(p0 , p1 , p2 , p3 ) and (q0 , q1 , q2 , q3 ), to join at C 2 continuity, we need to ensure that
q 1 = q 0 + p3 − p2
8
A B-spline curve is a composite curve that consists of multiple Bézier curves of degree n
that join with C n−1 continuity.

(a)

(b)

(c)

Figure 5.14: Smoothing a curve added using a curve-adding cycle.
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Figure 5.15: An example of smooth curves drawn by the iCurves software.
and
q2 = p1 + 4 × (p3 − p2 ) [121].
The modified dual vertices give us the start and end points of each Bézier curve.
So, for each Bézier curve (p0 , p1 , p2 , p3 ), the points p0 and p3 are already known.
The remaining two points (p1 and p2 ) are computed based on the previous Bézier
curve. Since a MEDCycle is a closed cycle, the B-spline used to smooth a curve
is also closed, i.e. the last point is also the first point. Therefore, we end up
with a cyclic set of linear equations. These equations have been solved to obtain
the control points by an implementation available in [98] under the Code Project
Open License9 . This implementation has been adapted for the use by the iCurves
software as the following function:
fun smooth(points: List<Point2D>): List<CubicCurve>
Given a curve-adding cycle, we can apply smooth() on it to obtain smooth
curve segments. By joining together these segments we can construct a path
object, as shown in Algorithm 21. As defined above, to construct a PathCurve
all we require is such a path object. If the smoothed curve splits an incorrect
set of zones because of the way curve segments have been moved, then we resort
to just smoothing the corner (joining) points. An example of this can be seen in
Figure 5.16 where irregularities in smoothing can be observed. This completes
drawing of a smooth non-circular curve.
In this section we considered how to algorithmically produce a drawing of an
atomic component. As a result, we are now able to produce an atomic Euler
diagram from a decomposition using circular and non-circular curves.
9

https://www.codeproject.com/info/cpol10.aspx
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Algorithm 21: Smooth a curve.
fun smooth(cycle: MEDCycle): Path {
val pathSegments = smooth(cycle.vertices)
val path = Path()
path.elements.addAll(pathSegments)
return path
}

Figure 5.16: Smoothing curve corners.

5.6 Drawing Euler Diagrams
So far we have focused on drawing a single atomic description (i.e. an abstract
atomic component). To draw a nested description, D, we can produce abstract
atomic components of D and draw the components separately. Finally we can
display the drawn components appropriately, reflecting the nested properties of
D, as in Algorithm 22. Given D, we apply decA() to obtain abstract atomic
components of D and we draw an atomic diagram for each such component. If
there is only one diagram generated, we finish, else we draw the next atomic
diagram into the correct zone of the diagram drawn so far.
Algorithm 22: Draw an Euler diagram.
fun drawEulerDiagram(D: Description): EulerDiagram {
val diagrams = decA(D).map { drawAtomicDiagram(it) }
if (diagrams.size == 1)
return diagrams[0]
return diagrams.drop(1).fold(diagrams[0], { d1, d2 ->
d1.drawIntoZone(d2.parent, d2)
})
}
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5.7 Summary
In this chapter we addressed the research challenges that demonstrate practical
usability of the iCurves theoretical approach for drawing Euler diagrams. In particular, given an Euler diagram description, we showed how to algorithmically
compute its abstract atomic components, as well as how to produce a decomposition of each component. Moreover, we showed how to algorithmically construct a
modified Euler dual and find a valid curve-adding cycle in this dual – a key step
in the iCurves drawing process that guarantees well-formedness of the produced
diagrams. In the next chapter, we evaluate the developed iCurves implementation against existing software for Euler diagram drawing, based on a range of
effectiveness properties known to affect human cognition.
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Chapter 6
iCurves: Evaluation
This chapter focuses on objective 3, which is to evaluate the new Euler diagram
drawing technique (iCurves) against the state-of-the-art techniques with respect
to properties known to impact effectiveness. Evaluation is an important part of
this research as it suggests a relative ranking of iCurves among the state-of-theart. The criteria by which we evaluate the diagrams are based on properties of
Euler diagrams, such as well-formedness properties and well-matchedness, that
impact cognition. The evaluation suggests that iCurves can outperform other
automated techniques in terms of effectiveness for users, but at the expense of
extra zones introduced in the diagrams, as indicated by the layout properties of
the produced Euler diagrams.
This chapter is structured as follows. Firstly, in section 6.1 we explain how
we selected competing techniques for the evaluation. Secondly, in section 6.2,
we present the criteria by which we evaluated the diagrams. In section 6.3, we
explain what data sets were used for the evaluation, how the data sets were visualized by each of the techniques and how each evaluation criterion was measured.
Section 6.4 presents the results of the evaluation, followed by the discussion of the
results in section 6.5. In section 6.6, we discuss the extent to which the results
can be generalized. A subset of the results presented in this chapter has been
published in [10].

6.1 Selecting Drawing Techniques for the Evaluation
As we saw in chapter 2 there are many automated tools for visualizing sets.
We now explain what criteria we used when selecting techniques to evaluate
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Bubble Sets [34]
iCircles [130]
GED-L [109]
EulerView [126]
ComED [108]
VennEuler [146]
VennMaster [78]
EulerApe [89]
Powerset [8]
BiSet [140]
UpSet [84]
Radial Sets [5]

General Euler diagrams
3
3
3
3
3
×
×
×
×
×
×
×

Software Draw any description
3
3
3
3
3
3
×
3
×
3
3
3
3
3
3
×
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3

Table 6.1: How the techniques meet the selection criteria.
against iCurves. As discussed earlier, our focus in this thesis is visualizing sets
using Euler diagrams (closed curves). The known effectiveness properties that
allow us to compare relative effectiveness of visualization techniques are given
only for closed-curve-based set visualizations. For this reason we only compare
techniques that use closed curves to represent sets. Moreover, it is important that
their software is freely available for use; without access to the software it is not
possible to evaluate the techniques. Therefore, we selected techniques such that:
1. the sets are visualized using general1 Euler diagrams,
2. the software is freely available, and
3. they could theoretically draw any description, even though the implementation may fail.
Table 6.1 shows how the techniques considered in chapter 2 meet the criteria
above. Based on (1) we can rule out UpSet [84], Radial Sets [5], Powerset [8] and
BiSet [140], as well as VennEuler [146]2 and VennMaster [78]. With respect to (2),
we were not able to obtain a working version of ComED [108] and EulerView [126].
Finally, techniques, such as EulerApe [89], area-proportional method by Chow
and Rodgers [32] fail to satisfy (3).
1
Recall that a general Euler diagram need not be well-formed. It is important to talk about
general Euler diagrams in this chapter since the evaluated techniques do not always produce
well-formed Euler diagrams.
2
VennEuler and VennMaster are area-proportional Euler diagram drawing techniques.
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Based on the criteria above, the options available to us were Bubble Sets [34],
GED-L [109], and iCircles [130]. An overview of these techniques was given in
chapter 2.

6.2 Evaluation Criteria
Our evaluation is driven by the need to accurately visualize sets in an effective
way. As seen in chapter 2, there is a wealth of research into properties of closedcurve-based visualizations that impact effectiveness. In our view, accuracy is
more important than effectiveness since inaccurate visualizations are not helpful
for users. A general Euler diagram no longer accurately represents the underyling data if it omits zones: omitted zones are zones that are not present in the
diagram but represent non-empty sets. As for effectiveness, the well-formedness
properties of Euler diagrams are known to signifcantly impact the effectiveness
of diagrams [114]. As we saw in chapter 2, diagrams with duplicated curve labels
significantly hinder user comprehension, as do disconnected zones. Curve concurrency, triple points and non-simple curves should also be avoided to produce an
effective layout. Finally, circles should be used for curve shapes and extra zones
should be avoided.
To determine the relative effectiveness of a diagram, our approach was to count
the number of occurrences of properties that are known to hinder comprehension.
In particular, for the following properties, we counted the number of times each
of them was violated in a produced diagram. The details regarding how each
property violation was counted are given further below.
• No omitted zones.
• Unique labels.
• Connected zones.
• Non-concurrent curves.
• Only two-points.
• Simple curves.
• Circular curves.
• No extra zones.
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Number of sets
4
Number of zones 4-14
Zone quartile 1
4
Zone quartile 2
5
Zone quartile 3
7

5
6
5-25 6-24
6
7
8
9
11
10

7
7-30
8
11
17

8
8-48
12
14
18

Table 6.2: The characteristics of the evaluated data sets.
We also captured the time each technique took to draw the diagrams to gain
insight into the relative runtimes of the different software implementations. The
runtime measurements were taken on Windows 10 64-bit with an Intel i7-6820HQ
with a fixed speed at 2.7 GHz. No other foreground applications were running at
the time of the evaluation.

6.3 Methods
We discuss what data sets we used in the evaluation in subsection 6.3.1. Subsection 6.3.2 presents the choices made in visualizing the data in terms of settings
specific to each technique’s software. In subsection 6.3.3, we show how each
property violation was counted.

6.3.1 Data for Visualization
In order to evaluate the techniques, we needed data for visualization. The data
sets used in the evaluation are derived from real-world SNAP (Stanford Network
Analysis Project) Twitter ego-networks [83]. There were 973 data sets available.
Given that the diagrams are to be produced by manually running each of the
tools and that the property violations are to be counted manually also, it is not
practical to use all available data sets. Hence, we needed to select a random
sample of data sets for visualization.
We now explain how we randomly selected data sets. Consistent with previous studies run to evaluate diagram effectiveness [20, 23, 108], we selected the
minimum number of sets to be 4 and the maximum number of sets to be 8. In
order to match the complexity seen in SNAP data sets, with respect to the number of zones, we designed the following approach to sampling. After identifying
all of the four-set data sets in the SNAP repository, with the five-, six-, sevenand eight-set cases being similar, we counted the number of zones in each data
set. The selected four-set data sets had between 4 and 14 zones. Thereafter,
we computed the zone quartiles, which were 4, 5 and 7, giving us the following
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Zone quartile range 1.

Zone quartile range 2.

Zone quartile range 3.

Zone quartile range 4.

Figure 6.1: Examples of diagrams generated by iCurves for 8-set data and each
of the four zone quartile ranges.
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four zone ranges: 4 − 4, 5 − 5, 6 − 7 and 8 − 14. From each zone quartile range,
we randomly selected two data sets for visualization. This gave us eight four-set
data sets. As we are visualizing four-, five-, six-, seven- and eight-set data sets,
this gave us 40 data sets for visualization. The number of zones and the zone
quartiles for each number of sets in the sampled data sets are given in Table 6.2.
An example data set drawn from each quartile for the eight-set data can be seen
in Figure 6.1 (the labels are manually resized for readability).

6.3.2 Visualizing Data Using the Techniques
Each of the 40 selected data sets was drawn using each of the four techniques in
order for us to count violations of the diagram properties. The software implementations for iCurves, iCircles and GED-L were used with their default settings.
With respect to Bubble Sets, we had to make some choices about how the visualization was to be achieved. The Bubble Sets technique requires an existing
graph over which it lays out the closed curves; it does not have an integrated
graph layout algorithm. The graphs for Bubble Sets were generated using the
ForceAtlas2 layout algorithm; the algorithm was used in an existing study by
Rodgers et al. [110] to draw the Bubble Sets graph. It is important to note that
a different graph layout algorithm could impact the properties possessed by the
Bubble Sets visualizations.
Using the above settings, we attempted to draw each of the 40 data sets
using the four techniques. Theoretically, all four techniques can visualize any
data set, however, software implementations can fail. Sometimes one or other
of the techniques failed to draw a given description, so our discussion and the
presentation of the results account for that. Bubble Sets and iCircles successfully
drew each of the 40 data sets, whereas GED-L failed to draw 11 data sets and
iCurves failed to draw 2.

6.3.3 Counting Violations of Properties
We now explain how we counted the violations of the properties we selected
for the evaluation. We note that for the non-concurrent curves and only twopoints properties our counting approach differs from [131]. There the authors
use a general Euler diagram to construct a graph whose features are used to
count the violations of these two properties. As this is done manually and given
we are to produce 160 diagrams for the evaluation, it is not practical to count
violations of these two properties in this way. For this reason we adopted a
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Figure 6.2: Violation of the unique labels property.

Figure 6.3: Violation of the connected
zones property.

Figure 6.4:
Violation
of
the
non-concurrent
curves property.

practical approach for counting violations of the non-concurrent curves and only
two-points properties, as detailed below.
• No omitted zones: each omitted zone was counted.
• Unique labels: for each curve label, we counted the number of ‘extra’ times
it was used on the basis that one curve per set is required. For example,
in Figure 6.2, there are 2 curve labels R, so the violation count for this
property is 1.
• Connected zones: for each disconnected zone we counted the number of
extra minimal regions it comprised (i.e. one fewer than the number of
minimal regions of which the zone comprised) on the basis that one minimal
region per zone is required. In Figure 6.3, the zone zP Q is disconnected into
2 minimal regions. So the violation count for this property is 1.
• Non-concurrent curves: we counted the number of (maximal) paths that
formed part of two or more curves. In Figure 6.4, the curve R runs concurrently with segments of curves P and Q. Given maximality, the violation
count for this property is 1.
• Only two-points: each point passed through at least three times by the
curves was counted.
• Simple curves: each non-simple curve was counted.
• Circular curves: each non-circular curve was counted.
• No extra zones: each extra zone was counted. If an extra zone was disconnected, we counted the number of minimal regions it comprised and we
did not count this as a violation of the connected zones property to avoid
penalizing a technique twice.
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(a) iCircles.

(b) iCurves

(c) GED-L.

(d) Bubble Sets.

Figure 6.5: Examples of diagrams generated by the four techniques used in our
evaluation.
We now give examples of property violations in diagrams produced by the four
techniques. For example, Figure 6.5 illustrates the same data set drawn using
each of the four techniques (the labels are manually added for readability). In
Figure 6.5a there are two duplicated curve labels: the labels Q and R are in bold.
In Figure 6.5b there are two extra zones: the two zones are shaded. In Figure 6.5c
there is one case of concurrency and two triple points: the concurrent segment
is highlighted in translucent yellow, and the two triple points are enclosed by
red ellipses. In Figure 6.5d there are two cases of disconnected zones, one case
of curve concurrency and one triple point: all three minimal regions that form
the disconnected zone z∅ are marked with ∅, the concurrency is highlighted in
translucent yellow, and the triple point is indicated by a red ellipse.
The diagrams generated from the data sets, using all four techniques, are
available from Appendix A, where they are marked in the same way as above to
show how we counted violations of the above properties.
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6.4 Statistical Analysis Results
In this section we present the statistical analysis of the evaluation results. As
explained earlier, we counted the number of occurrences of each property violation and also compared the relative runtimes with the goal to evaluate relative
effectiveness of the techniques. To achieve this, for each property, we present
a ranking of the techniques based on the following. For each technique, each
property could be:
• (a) never violated, since the technique ensured that it would not be,
• (b) not violated by any of the successfully produced visualizations, although
other data sets will cause it to be violated, or
• (c) violated at least once.
In case (a), the technique necessarily has significantly fewer violations, from the
perspective of that property, than any other technique falling into category (b)
or (c). Therefore, for each property, all techniques falling into category (a) are
ranked as jointly having the fewest violations with respect to that property. If
only one technique fell into case (b) or (c) then no statistical test to derive a
ranking was necessary and the respective technique was ranked as having the
most violations.
If more than one technique fell into categories (b) or (c), statistical analysis
was performed to obtain a ranking. The counts of the property violations are not
normally distributed, the same SNAP data sets were used across four techniques
(repeated measures) and there were missing values (where techniques failed to
draw) in the data (unbalanced data). So a non-parametric Skillings-Mack test
was applied [29], which accounts for missing values in the data, when we needed
to rank at least three techniques. If significant differences were revealed, a Nemenyi post-hoc analysis was used to derive a ranking [102]. In cases where only
two techniques fell into categories (b) or (c), a Wilcoxon test was applied [102].
Throughout, results are taken to be significant at the 5% level. The statistical
analysis results were obtained from the violation counts available for each SNAP
data set used in the evaluation in Appendix A.

6.4.1 Evaluation of Accuracy Properties
The accuracy properties in this evaluation are represented by the no omitted
zones property.
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Diagrams drawn
Diagrams with violations
Total violations
Average violations
Technique category

iCircles Bubble Sets
40
40
–
–
–
–
–
–
(a)
(a)

GED-L iCurves
29
38
–
–
–
–
–
–
(a)
(a)

Table 6.3: Violation counts for the no omitted zones property.
No Omitted Zones
The results for the no omitted zones property are summarized in Table 6.3. We
now explain how the table is formatted; tables for other property violations in
this section are formatted in the same way. The table columns are the techniques
and the rows are as follows:
1. Diagrams drawn: the number of diagrams the technique successfully drew.
2. Diagrams with violations: the number of diagrams drawn by the technique
in which the violation occurs.
3. Total violations: the total number of violations across all diagrams drawn
by the technique.
4. Average violations: the average number of violations for each drawn diagram. For example, in the case of GED-L the average is n/29, where n is
the total number of violations.
5. Technique category: as explained earlier, for a particular property, each
technique is either in category (a), (b) or (c).
The ‘–’ entry is given when a technique does not violate the property, i.e. the
technique is in category (a) for that property. The ‘0’ entry is given when a technique did not violate the property across all drawn diagrams, but is theoretically
capable of doing so, i.e. the the technique is in category (b) for that property.
In our evaluation, across all diagrams produced by all techniques, there were
no cases of omitted zones. Hence, with respect to the no omitted zones property,
no statistical test is required to produce the ranking:
iCircles = iCurves = GED-L = Bubble Sets.
This suggests that iCircles, GED-L, iCurves and Bubble Sets can produce accurate visualizations with respect to omitted zones.
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Diagrams drawn
Diagrams with violations
Total violations
Average violations
Technique category

iCircles Bubble Sets
40
40
17
–
45
–
1.1
–
(c)
(a)

GED-L iCurves
29
38
0
–
0
–
0
–
(b)
(a)

Table 6.4: Violation counts for the unique labels property.

6.4.2 Evaluation of Effectiveness Properties
The effectiveness properties in this evaluation are represented by the unique labels, connected zones, non-concurrent curves, only two-points, simple curves, circular curves and no extra zones properties. Each of the next subsections focuses
on a single effectiveness property and provides details on the collected results.
Unique Labels
The results for duplicated curve label violations are given in Table 6.4. Bubble
Sets and iCurves always represent a single set with a single curve, so they never
produce duplicated curve labels. In our evaluation, only iCircles produced duplicated curve labels. Almost half of the 40 iCircles diagrams contained duplicated
curve labels. As for GED-L, there were no violations in the evaluated diagrams
using the data sets in our sample. However, GED-L is capable of violating the
unique labels property as can be seen in Figure 6.6 (there are two curves labelled
D), which visualizes a data set not present in our sample. Hence, the value of 0
is given in Table 6.4. A Wilcoxon test was applied to rank iCircles and GED-L,
which produced a p-value of 0.014 and confirmed that GED-L had significantly
fewer violations of the unique labels property than iCircles. As previously mentioned, we rank techniques that never violate a property as having significantly
fewer violations of the property than techniques that can. So Bubble Sets and
iCurves had significantly fewer duplicated curve labels than the other two techniques. Furthermore, for the data sets GED-L successfully drew, there were no
occurrences of duplicated curve labels. Hence, GED-L is ranked as potentially
not significantly different from Bubble Sets and iCurves. The ranking is presented
below from the fewest violations to highest:
Bubble Sets = iCurves ≤ GED-L < iCircles.
This ranking suggests that Bubble Sets and iCurves can produce diagrams with
significantly fewer duplicated curve labels than GED-L and iCircles.
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Figure 6.6: Duplicated labels produced by GED-L using a data set not present
in sampled data sets.
Diagrams drawn
Diagrams with violations
Total violations
Average violations
Technique category

iCircles Bubble Sets
40
40
–
21
–
146
–
3.7
(a)
(c)

GED-L iCurves
29
38
2
–
2
–
0.1
–
(c)
(a)

Table 6.5: Violation counts for the connected zones property.
Connected Zones
The iCircles and iCurves techniques never produce diagrams with disconnected
zones. In the case of GED-L, Table 6.5 shows that only 2 diagrams, from the
29 diagrams GED-L successfully drew, contained disconnected zones. A diagram
produced by GED-L with a disconnected zone, labelled d, can be seen in Figure 6.7a. By contrast, the Bubble Sets diagrams often contained disconnected
zones: with a mean count of 3.7 across 40 diagrams, Bubble Sets violated this
property in more than half of the produced diagrams. The Bubble Sets diagram in Figure 6.7b shows the outside zone being disconnected multiple times. A
Wilcoxon test, comparing Bubble Sets and GED-L, produced a p-value of 0.004
and revealed that GED-L had significantly fewer disconnected zones than Bubble Sets. Therefore, our ranking of the techniques based on violations of the
connected zones property is:
iCircles = iCurves < GED-L < Bubble Sets.
This ranking suggests that iCircles and iCurves produce diagrams with significantly fewer disconnected zones than GED-L and Bubble Sets.
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(a) GED-L.

(b) Bubble Sets.

Figure 6.7: Disconnected zones in diagrams.
Diagrams drawn
Diagrams with violations
Total violations
Average violations
Technique category

iCircles Bubble Sets
40
40
–
12
–
51
–
1.3
(a)
(c)

GED-L iCurves
29
38
5
–
12
–
0.4
–
(c)
(a)

Table 6.6: Violation counts for the non-concurrent curves property.
Non-concurrent Curves
The diagrams drawn by iCircles and iCurves do not contain concurrently running curves. From Table 6.6, for our sample data, we can observe that GED-L
only sometimes generates concurrently running curves with 5 diagrams out of 29
containing the violation. Diagram with curve concurrency drawn by GED-L and
Bubble Sets are in Figures 6.8a and 6.8b respectively, where the translucent yellow marks the concurrent paths. In total, Bubble Sets produced 51 cases of curve
concurrency compared to GED-L’s 12 cases. However, a Wilcoxon test produced
a p-value of 0.89 indicating no significant differences between GED-L and Bubble
Sets, giving the following ranking (from the fewest violations to highest):
iCircles = iCurves < GED-L = Bubble Sets.
This suggests that using iCircles and iCurves leads to diagrams with significantly
fewer concurrent curves than using GED-L or Bubble Sets.
Only Two-points
Triple points also can only occur in Bubble Sets and GED-L. The collected results
for triple points are given in Table 6.7. We can observe that Bubble Sets produced
triple points in more diagrams than GED-L. The mean counts were 0.9 and 0.7
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(a) GED-L.

(b) Bubble Sets.

Figure 6.8: Curve concurrency in diagrams.
Diagrams drawn
Diagrams with violations
Total violations
Average violations
Technique category

iCircles Bubble Sets
40
40
–
15
–
36
–
0.9
(a)
(c)

GED-L iCurves
29
38
7
–
20
–
0.7
–
(c)
(a)

Table 6.7: Violation counts for the only two-points property.
for Bubble Sets and GED-L respectively. Figures 6.9a and 6.9b show triple points
in a GED-L diagram and in a Bubble Sets diagram respectively, where the triple
points are indicated by red ellipses. A Wilcoxon test produced a p-value of 0.72,
revealing no significant differences between Bubble Sets and GED-L. The ranking
of the techniques, from fewest violations to highest, with respect to triple points:
iCircles = iCurves < GED-L = Bubble Sets.
This suggests that iCircles and iCurves produce diagrams with significantly fewer
triple points compared to GED-L and Bubble Sets.
Simple Curves
There were no occurrences of non-simple curves in any of the produced diagrams
in our evaluation. Therefore, no statistical test is required to obtain a ranking,
which is as follows:
iCircles = iCurves = GED-L = Bubble Sets.
This ranking suggests that iCircles, iCurves, GED-L and Bubble Sets can produce
diagrams with no non-simple curves.
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(a) GED-L.

(b) Bubble Sets.

Figure 6.9: Triple points in diagrams.
Diagrams drawn
Diagrams with violations
Total violations
Average violations
Technique category

iCircles Bubble Sets
40
40
–
–
–
–
–
–
(a)
(a)

GED-L iCurves
29
38
–
–
–
–
–
–
(a)
(a)

Table 6.8: Violation counts for the simple curves property.
Circular Curves
We know that iCircles always uses circles. Bubble Sets does not use circles as
the technique is designed to create bounding regions (so-called “bubbles”) over
an existing graph layout. As for the remaining techniques, from Table 6.9 we
can see that GED-L produced 46 non-circular curves in 29 diagrams and iCurves
produced 11 in 38 diagrams. Given there are three techniques that violate this
property, a Skillings-Mack test was applied which reported a significant difference between the techniques with a p-value of <0.001. A post-hoc Nemenyi test
ranked the techniques as follows, with iCircles having (strictly) significantly fewer
violations than other techniques:
iCircles < iCurves = GED-L < Bubble Sets.
This suggests that iCircles diagrams have significantly fewer non-circular curves
than iCurves, GED-L and Bubble Sets.
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Diagrams drawn
Diagrams with violations
Total violations
Average violations
Technique category

iCircles Bubble Sets
40
40
–
40
–
240
–
6.0
(a)
(c)

GED-L iCurves
29
38
7
8
46
11
1.6
0.3
(c)
(c)

Table 6.9: Violation counts for the circular curves property.
No Extra Zones
Table 6.10 summarizes the results for extra zones. GED-L diagrams do not show
occurrences of extra zones. We can readily see that in our sampled SNAP data
sets, iCircles diagrams rarely have extra zones, with only 2 out of 40 diagrams
violating the property. In Bubble Sets, half of the drawn diagrams had extra
zones, with an average of 2.2 extra zones per diagram. The iCurves diagrams
had 1.7 extra zones on average and 15 out 38 diagrams displayed the violation.
We applied a Skillings-Mack test which reported a significant difference between
techniques with a p-value of 0.002, following which we applied a Nemenyi test
to obtain the ranking. The techniques are ranked as follows, from the fewest
violations to highest:
GED-L < iCircles < iCurves = Bubble Sets.
This suggests that GED-L produces diagrams with significantly fewer extra zones
than iCircles, iCurves and Bubble Sets.
Summary
Table 6.11 summarizes the results of the evaluation in terms of relative effectiveness of the techniques for each property. We explain how the table is formatted.
The “property” column has the following abbreviated names of the properties: no
omitted zones (NOZ), unique labels (UL), connected zones (CZ), non-concurrent
curves (NCC), only two-points (OTP), simple curves (SC), circular curves (CC)

Diagrams drawn
Diagrams with violations
Total violations
Average violations
Technique category

iCircles Bubble Sets
40
40
2
20
5
87
0.1
2.2
(c)
(c)

GED-L iCurves
29
38
–
15
–
63
–
1.7
(a)
(c)

Table 6.10: Violation counts for the no extra zones property.
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Property
Ranking
NOZ
iCircles = iCurves = GED-L = Bubble Sets
UL
Bubble Sets = iCurves ≤ GED-L < iCircles
CZ
iCircles = iCurves < GED-L < Bubble Sets
NCC
iCircles = iCurves < GED-L = Bubble Sets
OTP
iCircles = iCurves < GED-L = Bubble Sets
SC
iCircles = iCurves = GED-L = Bubble Sets
CC
iCircles < iCurves = GED-L < Bubble Sets
NEZ
GED-L < iCircles < iCurves = Bubble Sets
Table 6.11: The technique rankings for the diagram properties.
and no extra zones (NEZ). The “ranking” column shows the ranking of the techniques with respect to a property. Techniques that never violate a given property
(i.e. techniques in category (a) for that property) are in bold.

6.4.3 Runtime Analysis
The collected runtime data is given in Table 6.12. For the individual techniques,
the means (to 2 d.p.) were 0.07 seconds for iCircles, 0.51 seconds for Bubble
Sets3 , 0.19 seconds for GED-L and 1.18 seconds for iCurves. The data are not
normal, so a log (base 10) transformation was applied. This, whilst not producing
normal data, resulted in a skewness of 0.63. Therefore, we conducted an ANOVA
using the logged time data. We obtained a p-value of < 0.001, indicating that
there were significant differences in runtime between the four techniques. A posthoc Tukey test ranked the techniques revealing that Bubble Sets is significantly
slower than the other three techniques. The mean for iCurves was 1.18 seconds
per diagram because 2 out of 38 diagrams took up to 20 seconds to produce.
However, in other cases iCurves was as fast as, or faster than, iCircles, whose
mean was 0.07 seconds. For this reason iCurves was ranked to be as fast as
iCircles. On average, GED-L was almost three times slower than iCircles, but it
was also ranked as fast as iCircles for similar reasons. The ranking is as follows
3

For clarity, the time data for Bubble Sets includes the time taken to draw the underlying
graph.

iCircles Bubble Sets
Diagrams drawn
40
40
Total time taken
2.79
20.57
Average time taken
0.07
0.51

GED-L iCurves
29
38
5.58
44.65
0.19
1.18

Table 6.12: The running times information of the software.
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(from fastest to slowest):
GED-L = iCircles = iCurves < Bubble Sets.
This suggests that GED-L, iCircles and iCurves produce diagrams significantly
quicker than Bubble Sets.

6.5 Discussion of the Results
Our results have shown that the Euler diagram properties that impact human
cognition are met by each evaluated technique to a varying degree. Here, we
delve deeper into the data and consider the trends of violations of these properties with respect to the change in diagram complexity, as determined by the
numbers of sets and zones. The trends are grouped into accuracy properties,
effectiveness properties and runtime. Within the effectiveness group, we further
grouped properties related to well-formed diagrams to give an indication of how
well the techniques meet the well-formedness properties. The other two properties
of circular curves are no extra zones are grouped also. These two properties are
of interest to us since iCurves guarantees well-formedness of produced diagrams
by using non-circular curves and necessarily introducing extra zones.
With respect to accuracy of the produced diagrams, it is important that they
do not omit zones. Omitted zones can occur as a result of one zone being fully
enclosed by another, or when curves that make up the zone do not overlap. None
of the evaluated techniques drew a diagram that violated this property, suggesting
that all four techniques produce accurate visualizations.
With regard to well-formedness evaluation, the line charts in Figure 6.10 depict the trend in the average number of violations of well-formedness properties
by the number of sets (on the left) and the number of zones (on the right). We
can readily see that Bubble Sets performed particularly badly and, as the numbers of sets and zones increase, the number of violations grows considerably. For
Bubble Sets, this could be explained by the complexity of the routes taken by
the curves, in order to correctly overlay the underlying graph, forcing curves to
be run concurrently and many of the zones to be disconnected multiple times.
For GED-L and iCircles there is a tendency for the number of violations to grow
with the number of sets and zones too. As can be expected, iCurves produced
no violations of well-formedness properties in any of the drawn diagrams.
Similarly, the line charts in Figure 6.11 show the trends in violations of the
circular curves and no extra zones properties by the numbers of sets and zones.
The iCircles technique showed almost no violations of these properties, which is
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Figure 6.10: Line charts showing the average number of violations of the wellformedness properties for each technique.
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Figure 6.11: Line charts showing the average number of violations of the circular
curves and no extra zones properties violated by each of the techniques.
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to be expected since the curves are always drawn as circles and duplicated curve
labels are often introduced instead of extra zones. Here, Bubble Sets also had the
most violations for each number of sets. It is likely because Bubble Sets never
uses circles and often produces extra zones. As the numbers of sets and zones
grow, so does the number of violations for GED-L and iCurves. GED-L does
not produce extra zones but for diagrams not found in the GED-L library, the
technique will use non-circular curves. For iCurves, this rise in violation counts
is unsurprising because increasing number of zones leads to more non-circular
curves. Interestingly, even with non-circular curves and extra zones introduced
into diagrams to keep them well-formed, iCurves’s violation counts are lower than
those from Bubble Sets and GED-L. It appears the iCurves curve-drawing and
decomposition strategies have controlled the number of non-circles and added
extra zones.
The dependency of the runtime on the number of sets and zones can be
observed from the line charts in Figure 6.12. The iCurves runtime increases
dramatically when the number of zones is high (fourth quartile range) and the
runtime also increases with an increase in the number of sets. Recall that, in
iCurves, we construct a modified Euler dual using curves drawn so far and then
seek a suitable cycle. As the number of zones increases, dual generation becomes
computationally expensive, which results in greater runtime. By contrast, Bubble
Sets and iCircles appear to run in constant time irrespective of the diagram
complexity. Given their near constant runtime, they are likely to scale more
efficiently than other techniques in terms of the numbers of sets and zones. There
is evidence to suggest that GED-L takes longer to produce diagrams as both the
number of sets and zones increase. Given GED-L has a pre-populated library of
diagrams, it can be expected that data sets with fewer number of sets are likely
to be present in the library, resulting in quicker drawing time. Of course, we
should note that different software implementations of these techniques are likely
to produce different runtime results.
Overall, there are two key take-away messages:
1. iCurves is the only technique in the evaluation to not violate any of the
well-formedness properties, which is achieved at the cost of significantly
more extra zones than in iCircles and GED-L, but not in Bubble Sets, and
2. iCurves is significantly faster than Bubble Sets and not significantly slower
than GED-L or iCircles.
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Figure 6.12: Line charts showing the averages (in seconds) of the times taken to
draw diagrams by the techniques.

6.6 Threats to Validity
As with any empirical study, the results are valid within the constraints imposed
by the study. In this section, we consider the limitations of the evaluation and
to what extent the results can be generalized. Firstly, we consider the choices
that were involved in the evaluation design and secondly, we discuss properties,
related to diagram aesthetics, that were not part of the evaluation.
An important limiting factor is that our evaluation was on the violations of
effectiveness properties. The threat, here, is that the properties themselves do
not ensure effectiveness. It is known that these properties, when violated, lead to
poor comprehension. Therefore, our evaluation provides a relative, rather than
absolute, effectiveness of the techniques with respect to these properties.
The number of data sets used in the evaluation is another important factor.
We used a stratified random sampling method to give an indication of the complexity of the data seen in SNAP data sets. However, including a larger sample,
or all 973 data sets, may have produced different results. Given the diagrams
were produced by manually running each technique’s software and that counting
of property violations was also done manually, it was not sensible to include all
data sets.
The validity of the results is also limited to the software implementations
of techniques we used in the evaluation. Whilst features that are fundamental
to the technique, such as using two or more curves to represent a single set,
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(a) GED-L.

(b) Bubble Sets.

(c) iCircles.

(d) iCurves.

Figure 6.13: Properties possessed by diagrams drawn by different techniques.
should not vary between different implementations, rendering details, such as
curve thickness or curve positions, may be different. This can, therefore, affect the
evaluated properties. Implementations may also use different heuristics resulting
in different algorithm time complexities, in turn, leading to changes in runtime.
We must also be mindful that software implementations may produce different
results due to potential erroneous behaviour of software code.
Whilst our evaluation has focused on countable properties, and runtime, in
chapter 2 we saw that other criteria can also impact effectiveness. Properties
such as zone areas, curve-edge closeness and curve smoothness, which also relate
to aesthetics, all impact effectiveness. An approach to measure these properties
has been proposed in [50], but is limited to atomic Euler diagrams only. As it
currently stands, the aesthetics of diagrams are not readily measurable, hence it
was not part of our evaluation. Here, we provide illustrative examples featuring
these three properties to indicate potential differences in the effectiveness of the
layouts produced.
Examples are given in Figures 6.13a-d, where the diagrams are drawn by the
four evaluated techniques from the same description. The diagrams are represen-
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tative of those produced by their associated techniques. We can see that zones in
Bubble Sets and GED-L diagrams do not have similar areas, whereas relatively,
zones in iCircles and iCurves do. In iCircles and iCurves the curves do not run
closely for large sections and so with regard to curve-edge closeness, they are
superior to Bubble Sets and GED-L. All four techniques use smooth curves to a
varying degree: iCircles always uses circles, so the curve smoothness is given by
the shape, iCurves uses circles whenever possible, whilst the non-circular curves
are smoothed to C 2 continuity4 , in Bubble Sets, smoothness does not appear to
be consistent, as can be seen in Figure 6.13b, and GED-L uses non-smoothed
polygons as curves. As noted previously, GED-L uses circles if a description is
found in its library for simple cases.
Given that these three properties, which are motivated by aesthetic principles,
can affect user comprehension of diagrams [17], it would be an interesting avenue
for future research to develop well-defined criteria for diagram aesthetics.

6.7 Summary
In this chapter we compared iCurves against the state-of-the-art with respect to
the effectiveness properties of the produced diagrams. An important take-away
message is that iCurves was found to be the only technique not to violate any wellformedness properties across all data sets. This was achieved at the expense of,
sometimes, introducing extra zones into produced diagrams. Moreover, iCurves
was also found to be not significantly slower than the other techniques.
Through completing the first three objectives of this research we have answered research question 1: how can we automatically draw effective Euler diagrams? The result of this first part of research enables us to proceed to the second
part, which focuses on drawing Euler diagrams and graphs in combination.

4

The C 2 continuity level is often regarded as aesthetically pleasing [121].
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Chapter 7
Drawing Effective Grouped
Networks: GroupNet Technique
We now focus on research question 2: how can we automatically draw effective
Euler diagrams and graphs in combination for visualizing grouped network data?
In order to address this question, earlier we identified three objectives, the first of
which is to devise a new layout technique for drawing Euler diagrams in combination with graphs informed by known results on effectiveness. So, in this chapter
we do just that. The goal of the new technique, which we call GroupNet, is to
draw Euler diagrams with graphs that accurately reflect the data, whilst avoiding properties that are known to be ineffective for cognition. GroupNet extends
iCurves by introducing:
1. a new strategy for Euler diagram decomposition informed by both the sets
and the network,
2. a new strategy for drawing curves informed by both the sets and the network, and
3. a new method for laying out the graph informed by both the sets and the
network.
We give a high-level overview of how to draw grouped network1 diagrams
using GroupNet. A grouped network diagram consists of an Euler diagram and
a graph. To draw the Euler diagram, we extend iCurves with the new curvedrawing and the new decomposition strategies, which we call the GroupNet curvedrawing strategy and the GroupNet decomposition strategy respectively. These
1

Recall that a grouped network is a term we use for combined sets and networks.
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(a) The Euler diagram drawn by iCurves
and overlaid with a graph.

(b) The grouped network diagram drawn
by GroupNet.

Figure 7.1: Comparing the iCurves and GroupNet drawing methods.
two strategies form the GroupNet Euler diagram drawing method. We draw the
graph using a new method, which we call the GroupNet graph drawing method.
Once the graph is drawn, the grouped network diagram generation is complete.
We illustrate the new additions outlined above, as compared to the iCurves
method. Consider the grouped network diagram in Figure 7.1a. The Euler diagram was drawn by iCurves and the graph was then added as an overlay. This
diagram was redrawn by GroupNet in Figure 7.1b. We show how the GroupNet
method arrived at this diagram. In Figure 7.2: the diagrams (a) to (d) show
how we draw the Euler diagram curves. We note that the curve drawing order is
different to how the iCurves diagram in Figure 7.1a was drawn. We also note, as
seen in Figure 7.2d, the curves are drawn by using different curve-adding cycles.
Both of these differences are due to the fact that, in GroupNet, the curve-drawing
and the decomposition strategies are informed by both the sets and the network.
Finally, the diagram in Figure 7.2e shows the drawn graph. The iCurves method,
unlike GroupNet, does not have a built-in graph drawing algorithm.
These three additions in GroupNet can have a significant impact on the layout
of produced grouped network diagrams. We can observe that in Figure 7.1a, the
graph edges between zones zQR and zP QR unnecessarily cross the curve S: these
edges do not cross the curve S in Figure 7.1b. Avoiding extra crossings between
Euler diagram curves and graph edges, as explained further below, is important.
Both the GroupNet curve-drawing and the GroupNet decomposition strategies
aim to reduce the number of such crossings in the final diagram.
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(a) The first curve drawn
as a circle.

(b) The second
drawn as a circle.

(d) The fourth curve is a smoothed noncircle. The Euler diagram is complete.

curve

(c) The third curve drawn
as a circle.

(e) The graph is drawn.

Figure 7.2: The process of drawing a grouped network diagram in GroupNet.
The structure of this chapter reflects the new additions outlined above. First,
in section 7.1 we introduce the formal syntax of grouped networks. Next, in
section 7.2 we show how to draw the Euler diagram curves using the new curvedrawing strategy. Section 7.3 introduces the new method for drawing graphs
in the context of grouped network diagrams. The new decomposition strategy
is introduced in section 7.4. In section 7.5 we set up a framework that allows
us to draw any grouped network diagram. Finally, the full GroupNet drawing
algorithm is presented in section 7.6.

7.1 Grouped Network Diagrams
This section formally introduces the concrete and abstract syntax of grouped
network diagrams. Similar work on formalizing grouped network diagrams has
been presented in [133]. However, there the authors allow so-called partial graphs,
where edges can exist without vertices at the end. In this thesis we do not require
partial graphs. So our definitions reflect that. Furthermore, we introduce the
notion of an ‘effective’ grouped network diagram based on Euler diagram and
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Figure 7.3: A grouped network diagram.
graph properties known to impact cognition, since our goal is to draw diagrams
that are effective for people.

7.1.1 Grouped Network Diagram Syntax
At the concrete level, a grouped network diagram consists of an Euler diagram
and a graph, where each vertex of the graph is located in some zone of the Euler
diagram. An example of a grouped network diagram is seen in Figure 7.3.
Definition 7.1. A grouped network diagram is a pair, gnd = (d, g), where d
is an Euler diagram and g is a drawn graph, such that no vertex in g lies on any
curve in d.
In order to be able to identify in which Euler diagram zone each graph vertex
is located, we define the location of a vertex.
Definition 7.2. Given a grouped network diagram, gnd = (d, g), and a vertex, v,
in g embedded in a zone, z, in d, the location of v is z and we define loc(v) = z.
From Figure 7.3 we can see that v1 and v2 are in the zone zP , whereas v4 is
in the zone zP QR . So loc(v1 ) = loc(v2 ) = zP and loc(v4 ) = zP QR .

7.1.2 Grouped Network Diagram Descriptions
To describe a grouped network diagram, (d, g), at the abstract level, we take an
Euler diagram description, D, of d and an abstract graph, G, of g. In addition,
we introduce a function, aloc (abstract location), that, given a vertex in G, maps
to an abstract zone in D, to which the vertex belongs.
Definition 7.3. A grouped network description is a tuple, GND = (D, G, aloc),
where D is an Euler diagram description, G is a graph and aloc is a function,
aloc : V (G) → Z(D), that identifies the abstract zones in which the vertices are
located.
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The description of the grouped network diagram in Figure 7.3 is GND, where
GND = (D, G, aloc), and
1. D = {∅, P, Q, P Q, QR, P QR},
2. G = ({v1 , v2 , v3 , v4 , v5 }, {{v1 , v2 }, {v2 , v3 }, {v2 , v4 }}), and
3. aloc is defined by
(a) aloc(v1 ) = P ,
(b) aloc(v2 ) = P ,
(c) aloc(v3 ) = ∅,
(d) aloc(v4 ) = P QR, and
(e) aloc(v5 ) = Q.
As with Euler diagrams, we will be drawing grouped network diagrams from
their descriptions. Hence, given a grouped network diagram, gnd , and a grouped
network description, GND, it is important to be able to identify if gnd is a drawing
of GND.
Definition 7.4. Let gnd = (d, g) be a grouped network diagram and let GND =
(D, G, aloc) be a grouped network description. We say GND is a description of
gnd provided that
1. d is a drawing of D,
2. g is a drawing of G, and
3. for all v ∈ V (g), aloc(σ(v)) = f (loc(v)),
where f : Z(d) → Z(D) is a function that identifies d as a drawing of D and
σ : V (g) → V (G) is a function that identifies g as a drawing of G. If GND is a
description of gnd then gnd is a drawing of GND.
So GND is a description of the diagram, gnd , in Figure 7.3, and gnd is a
drawing of GND. The notions of superdescriptions and relaxed drawings, which
we defined for Euler diagrams, are useful to us since the diagrams we produce
may contain extra zones.
Definition 7.5. Let GND 1 = (D1 , G, aloc) and GND 2 = (D2 , G, aloc) be grouped
network descriptions. If D2 is a superdescription of D1 then GND 2 is a superdescription of GND 1 .
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(a)

(b)

Figure 7.4: Nested grouped network diagrams.
Definition 7.6. Let GND 1 be a grouped network description with superdescription GND 2 . If gnd 2 is a drawing of GND 2 then gnd 2 is a relaxed drawing of
GND 1 .
We also extend the notions of atomic and nested from Euler diagrams to
grouped network diagrams. This is useful, since we can employ the same concept
of separating a nested diagram into its components to be drawn separately. Note
that, given a grouped network diagram, gnd = (d, g), the concept of atomic and
nested diagrams is still driven by the Euler diagram d. So both grouped network
diagrams in Figures 7.4a and 7.4b are nested.
Definition 7.7. A grouped network diagram, gnd = (d, g), is atomic (nested)
if and only if d is atomic (nested).
Similarly, at the abstract level:
Definition 7.8. A grouped network description, GND = (D, G, aloc), is atomic
(nested) if and only if D is atomic (nested).
These concrete and abstract concepts allow us to present our drawing method
later in this chapter. Before we do that, in the next subsection, we recall the
properties that are known to impact the effectiveness of Euler diagrams and
graphs.

7.1.3 Effective Grouped Network Diagrams
As discussed before, our aim is to draw grouped network diagrams that avoid
properties known to be ineffective for cognition. Recall, from chapter 2, that the
following Euler diagram properties should be avoided where possible:
• duplicated curve labels,
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• disconnected zones,
• curve concurrency,
• triple points,
• non-simple curves,
• non-circular curves, and
• extra zones.
We also recall, from chapter 2, that the following graph properties should be
minimized:
• edge crossings,
• edge bends,
• edge-vertex intersections, and
• vertex-vertex intersections.
As well as these properties that exist for Euler diagrams and graphs respectively, using them in combination gives rise to further properties that are of
interest. Suppose we have the following grouped network description, GND =
(D, G, aloc):
1. D = {∅, P, Q, P Q},
2. G = ({v}, {}), and
3. aloc is defined by
(a) aloc(v) = Q.
Clearly, in a diagram that represents GND, a graph vertex, v ′ , that represents v
must be placed in the zone zQ . We call zQ an assigned zone of v ′ .
Definition 7.9. Let GND = (D, G, aloc) be a grouped network description. Let
d be a drawing of D identified by the bijection f : Z(d) → Z(D). Let g = (V ′ , E ′ )
be a drawing of G identified by the bijection σ : V ′ → V (G). An assigned zone
of a vertex, v, in g is a zone, z, in d such that z = f −1 (aloc(σ(v))).
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Figure 7.5: An incorrectly placed vertex.
Visualization techniques can produce diagrams where vertices are not located
in their assigned zones or located on a curve, thus producing diagrams that do
not accurately reflect the data. For example, in Figure 7.5 the vertex is drawn
on a curve and it is not possible to identify the zone (the intersection of sets) to
which the associated data item belongs. This gives rise to the following property,
which is violated when a vertex lies on a curve or outside of its assigned zone.
Property 7: Vertices must be in the correct zone: each vertex is placed
in its assigned zone and not on a curve.
Another property we mentioned earlier is edge-curve crossings. We consider
this property by appealing to the principle of common region in Gestalt psychology [80], which is related to how people perceive graphical objects. Graph
edges connect vertices placed in Euler diagram zones. When vertices are in different zones, edges that connect them necessarily pass through some Euler diagram
curves. Extra crossings between graph edges and the underlying diagram can lead
to visual clutter, impairing readability. In addition, when vertices are located in
the same zone, the Gestalt principle of common region indicates that we perceive
them as being grouped together, which should assist with a correct interpretation
of the diagram. Extrapolating from this insight, the more curves passed through
by an edge connecting two vertices may lead to a perception of them having less
in common. In particular, the sets in which the data items, represented by the
two vertices, both lie could be deemed fewer in number. For example, an edge
passing through three curves may be taken to indicate that there are three sets
in which exactly one of the two incident vertices lies. Therefore, if an edge passes
through unnecessary curves it may be the case that the diagram gives the wrong
impression about the similarity of, or difference between, the sets in which the
incident vertices lie. Hence, minimizing the number of edge-curve crossings in a
diagram is important. For example, in Figure 7.6a the edges unnecessarily pass
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(a)

(b)

(c)

Figure 7.6: Edge-curve crossings.
through the curve S – as shown in Figures 7.6b and 7.6c, it is possible to redraw
the diagram without the extra edge-curve crossings.
We define the number of extra edge-curve crossings in the following way.
First, we define the number of abstract edge-curve crossings of an edge, which is
the number of curve segments that an edge necessarily passes through and it is
computed at the abstract level.
Definition 7.10. Let GND = (D, G, aloc) be a grouped network description.
Let e = {v1 , v2 } be an edge in G. The abstract edge-curve crossing number
of e is the cardinality of the symmetric difference of aloc(v1 ) and aloc(v2 ), denoted
aecc(e).
Consider one of the edges, which we will call e, in Figure 7.6a. Its abstraction,
e , has incident vertices located in abstract zones P Q and P QR. The symmetric
difference of these two abstract zones contains one element, so aecc(e′ ) = 1.
Next, we define the number of concrete edge-curve crossings of an edge, which is
the number of curve segments that an edge actually passes through in a drawn
diagram and it is computed at the concrete level.
′

Definition 7.11. Let gnd = (d, g) be a grouped network diagram. Let e be an
edge in g. The concrete edge-curve crossing number of e is the number of
times e is passed through by curves in d, denoted ecc(e).
From Figure 7.6a we can observe that e passes through three curve segments,
so ecc(e) = 3. Finally, to obtain the number of extra edge-curve crossings of an
edge, we simply subtract the abstract crossing number from the concrete crossing
number:
Definition 7.12. Let GND = (D, G, aloc) be a grouped network description.
Let gnd = (d, g) be a drawing of GND. Let e be an edge in g. The number of
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extra edge-curve crossings of e is equal to ecc(e) − aecc(e′ ), where e′ is the
abstraction of e in G.
Given ecc(e) = 3 and aecc(e′ ) = 1, the extra edge-curve crossing number of
e is 3 − 1 = 2. So the diagram in Figure 7.6a has six (two for each edge) extra
edge-curve crossings. We now state the associated property, which is violated
when the number of extra edge-curve crossings for an edge is greater than zero.
Property 8: Minimize extra edge-curve crossings.
We explain how the Euler diagram properties, the graph properties and the
combined properties are managed by GroupNet. GroupNet builds on iCurves and
in earlier chapters we demonstrated how iCurves addresses the Euler diagram
properties. With respect to the graph properties, GroupNet uses straight lines
to draw the edges, so there are no edge bends. The GroupNet graph drawing
method is based on a force-directed layout approach and is designed to reduce
edge crossings, edge-vertex intersections and vertex-vertex intersections. As for
the remaining combined properties, the GroupNet graph drawing method has a
post-processing step to address the vertices must be in the correct zone property.
The GroupNet curve-drawing and decomposition strategies aim to reduce extra
edge-curve crossings. Further details are given in the appropriate sections below.
We have introduced the definitions required to present the GroupNet technique. The next two sections focus on drawing grouped networks: first we show
how GroupNet draws the Euler diagram curves, followed by how GroupNet draws
the graph.

7.2 Drawing Curves in Existing Diagrams
The aim of the GroupNet curve-drawing strategy is to reduce edge-curve crossings. Before we introduce the strategy, we recall how the curves are drawn in
iCurves. Suppose we have an Euler diagram, d, with description, D, and we are
adding a new curve to obtain, d′ , a drawing of D′ . These two descriptions (D
and D′ ) tell us what zones should be present in the current diagram, d, and what
zones should be present in the next diagram, d′ . Based on the zone differences,
we compute the set of zones, ZON , that need to be split by the new curve, which
in turn informs us about the appropriate cycles in the modified dual graph of
the current diagram. As we saw in chapter 4, typically, there is more than one
curve-adding cycle that respects ZON , so iCurves selected shortest cycles to reduce the number of extra zones introduced into the diagram. In GroupNet, our
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aim is to strategically choose a curve-adding cycle in order to reduce unnecessary
edge-curve crossings.

(a) Initial diagram.

(b) The iCurves curvedrawing strategy.

(d) The GroupNet curve-drawing strategy.

(c) The diagram drawn
using the iCurves curvedrawing strategy.

(e) The diagram drawn using the GroupNet curve-drawing strategy.

Figure 7.7: Comparing curve-drawing strategies.
We will show how the GroupNet curve-drawing strategy works by considering
the diagram gnd in Figure 7.7a. Its description is GND = (D, G, aloc), where
D = {∅, P, Q, R, P Q, QR, P R, P QR}.
We omit details of G and aloc for simplicity. Note that gnd does not display
extra edge-curve crossings. We want to maintain this property when adding a
new curve, S. Suppose we want to add S to obtain a diagram with description
GND ′ = (D′ , G, aloc′ ), where
D′ = {∅, P, Q, R, P Q, QR, P R, P QR, P S, QS, P QS, P RS, QRS}.
Again, we omit the details of G and aloc′ . The ZON set contains the zones
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with abstractions {P, Q, P Q, P R, QR}. The shortest cycle respecting ZON is
{vP , vP Q , vQ , vQR , vP QR , vP R } as seen in Figure 7.7b. This cycle would be selected
by iCurves. However, as we can see from Figure 7.7c, using this cycle to add S
breaks the topological adjacency between P Q and P QR and so introduces extra
edge-curve crossings.
As we can see, extra edge-curve crossings can occur when zones whose abstractions that are neighbours2 are not drawn as topologically adjacent zones.
In Figure 7.7c, the curve S was added in a way that in the new diagram, the
topological adjacency between zones zP Q and zP QR is not present, thus giving
rise to extra edge-curve crossings. To avoid this, the GroupNet strategy is to
choose the cycle {vP , vP Q , vQ , vQR , vP QR , vP R , vR , v∅ }, highlighted in Figure 7.7d.
Using this cycle to add the new curve preserves topological adjacency between
P Q and P QR, as seen in Figure 7.7e, though introduces three extra zones in total, which is two more than in iCurves. More specifically, the GroupNet strategy
is to choose a shortest cycle respecting a given ZON set, such that the edge in the
(modified) dual between the vertices that arise from P Q and P QR is not inside3
the cycle. This approach, as will be shown below, guarantees that the topological adjacency between two particular zones is preserved. In other words, if we
pick two topologically adjacent zones then we can guarantee adjacency for these
two zones, but not for any other two zones, thus reducing the number of extra
edge-curve crossings for edges between the picked two zones. For this reason, at
each step, we pick the two zones with the most edges between their vertices.
We will now focus on the conditions under which topological adjacency can
be guaranteed. Suppose we have two topologically adjacent zones, z1 and z2 , in
an Euler diagram, d. We wish to see when zones, z1′ and z2′ , are topologically
adjacent in d′ , where d′ is a diagram obtained from d by adding a curve using a
curve-adding cycle. Given a curve-adding cycle s for d, there are three possible
cases for the edge e with end points v1 and v2 , where v1 and v2 are vertices in
MED(d) that arise from z1 and z2 respectively:
1. e is inside s,
2. e is outside s, and
3. e is part of s (i.e. e is in E(s)).
2

Recall that two abstract zones are neighbours if their symmetric difference has one element.
Recall that an edge is inside the cycle if points on the edge lie inside the bounded region
of the cycle.
3
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(a)

(b)

Figure 7.8: The edge e is inside the cycle s. The added curve breaks an existing
topological adjacency between zQ and zQR .

(a)

(b)

Figure 7.9: The edge e is outside of the cycle s. The added curve does not break
an existing topological adjacency between zQ and zQR .
Examples of these three cases are seen in Figures 7.8-7.10, which all show adding
a new curve, S, to an existing diagram, d, using a cycle respecting zones
{zQ , z∅ , zR , zQR , zP QR , zP Q }.
Note that in the examples the curve S has been smoothed. The zones zQ and
zQR are topologically adjacent in d. The edge e between vertices placed in these
zones and the highlighted cycle s, that is used to add the curve S, are shown in
Figures 7.8a, 7.9a and 7.10a for cases 1, 2 and 3 respectively. Only in case 1 is
the topological adjacency between zP Q and zP QR not preserved in d′ .
We now consider the first case where e is inside s. We can see in Figure 7.8b
that in the new diagram (after adding S), the zones that have abstractions Q and
QR are not topologically adjacent. By contrast, in the other two cases (where e is
outside of s and where e is part of s) we observe that the zones with abstractions
Q and QR remain topologically adjacent after adding S, as can be seen from
the diagrams in Figures 7.9b and 7.10b. These observations lead to the following
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theorem:
Theorem 7.1. Let d be an atomic Euler diagram. Let z1 and z2 be topologically
adjacent zones in d. Let d′ be a diagram obtained from d using a valid curveadding cycle, s, in MED(d). Let z1′ and z2′ be zones in d′ such that abstractions
of z1′ and z2′ match abstractions of z1 and z2 respectively. Zones z1′ and z2′ are
not topologically adjacent if and only if the edge, e, with end points v1 and v2 is
inside s, where v1 and v2 are in IEGD(d, s, vs ) and placed in the zones z1 and z2
respectively, where vs is a vertex in s and placed in z∅ .
Proof. We construct IEGD(d, s, vs ) ⋄ s, which is, by Lemma 4.2, an Euler graph
dual of d′ , EGD(d′ ). Zones z1′ and z2′ are topologically adjacent if and only if v1
and v2 are adjacent in EGD(d′ ). There are three possible cases for the edge e to
be placed with respect to s:
1. e is inside s,
2. e is outside of s, and
3. e is part of s (i.e. e is in E(s)).
If e is inside s, by Definition 4.8 (step 1), e will be deleted, so v1 and v2 are
not adjacent in EGD(d′ ). Therefore in this case, the zones z1′ and z2′ are not
topologically adjacent in d′ .
If e is outside of s or part of s, by Definition 4.8, e will not be deleted, so v1
and v2 are adjacent in EGD(d′ ). Therefore in these cases, the zones z1′ and z2′ are
topologically adjacent in d′ .
We deduce that zones z1′ and z2′ are topologically adjacent in d′ if and only if
edge e is inside s.

(a)

(b)

Figure 7.10: The edge e is part of the cycle s. The added curve does not break
an existing topological adjacency between zQ and zQR .
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Given an Euler diagram description, it is not possible to draw it in a wellformed way so that each pair of zones (whose abstractions are neighbours) is
topologically adjacent. So, in order to reduce extra edge-curve crossings, we
choose to maintain topological adjacency between a pair of zones with the highest
number of edges between their vertices. Note that when drawing curves, the graph
has not yet been drawn. So we only have access to the network information at
the abstract level, which is sufficient for our purposes. With this in mind, the
GroupNet curve-drawing strategy for drawing a curve in an Euler diagram, d, is
as follows:
1. Identify topologically adjacent zones, (z1 , z2 ), in d with the most edges in
G between the vertices whose abstract locations are abstractions of z1 and
z2 .
2. Choose a shortest valid curve-adding cycle, s, such that the edge with end
points v1 and v2 is not inside s, where v1 and v2 are vertices in MED(d)
that arise from zones z1 and z2 respectively.
Once all the diagram curves are drawn using this strategy we proceed by drawing
the graph, which is covered in the next section.

7.3 Drawing Graphs in Existing Diagrams
We have seen how the Euler diagram curves are drawn taking into account the
network information. We now show how to draw the graph. To lay out the graph,
GroupNet uses a force-directed method, since such methods generally perform
well with respect to reducing edge crossings. More specifically, the force-directed
placement algorithm by Fruchterman and Reingold [54] is used as a basis since
the algorithm is well-defined and the implementation can be extended to account
for Euler diagram constraints, such as the vertices must be in the correct zone

Figure 7.11: A graph drawn by the GroupNet software.
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Figure 7.12: The initial placement of vertices by the new graph layout algorithm.
property. We modify the Fruchterman and Reingold algorithm with the goal of
reducing undesirable properties, such as edge-vertex intersections, vertex-vertex
intersections and vertices not placed in their assigned zone. Here, we provide a
high-level algorithm, with implementation details given in the next chapter. In
the following process, steps 2a(i) and 2b(i) are part of the original Fruchterman
and Reingold algorithm [54], whereas the other steps are the modifications unique
to the GroupNet graph drawing algorithm.
1. Place each vertex randomly in its assigned zone, close to zone centre.
2. Repeat the following steps until all vertices have stopped their movement:
(a) For each vertex, v:
i. move v away from every other vertex,
ii. move v away from the closest point on the closest zone boundary,
iii. move v towards its assigned zone’s centre.
(b) For each edge, e, between vertices v1 and v2 :
i. move v1 and v2 closer to each other only if both are in the same
zone,
ii. for each vertex v (apart from v1 and v2 ): move v away from edge
e if v is close to e.
(c) If any vertex is outside of its correct zone, move the vertex to its last
known position when it was in the correct zone.
3. For each pair of vertices, v1 and v2 : if v1 touches v2 , move v1 by a small
amount to a position in the same zone not occupied by any other vertex.
An example graph drawn by GroupNet in an Euler diagram is in Figure 7.11.
We will illustrate how the graph drawing algorithm arrived at this layout. Step 1
is given in Figure 7.12 and attempts to provide good initial positions for vertices
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(a) Forces away
other vertices.

from

(b) Forces away from the
zone boundaries.

(c) Forces towards the
zone (visual) centre.

Figure 7.13: Forces applied to vertices.
compared to fully random placement. Step 2a(i) is core to the Fruchterman
and Reingold algorithm and is visualized in Figure 7.13a, where each arrow is
associated with a vertex and shows the vertex’s movement direction. Steps 2a(ii)
and 2a(iii) attempt to avoid clustering of vertices near zone boundaries, as well
as forcing the vertices to stay in their assigned zones; these forces are shown in
Figure 7.13b and 7.13c for steps 2a(ii) and 2a(iii) respectively.
For the next steps, we require the edges to be present. Step 2b(i) is also
core to the Fruchterman and Reingold algorithm. Typically, the attraction forces
are proportional to the distance between incident vertices. In our context this
results in vertices that are far away and adjacent to be pulled with a higher force
from a different zone, negatively affecting the overall layout. For this reason
in step 2b(i), we adapt the force model so that forces arising from the edges
are only applied to incident vertices if they are placed in the same zone. The
movement directions of vertices for step 2b(i) can be seen in Figure 7.14a. Step
2b(ii) attempts to prevent edge-vertex intersections, though it does not guarantee
it since the vertex that is being moved may end up overlapping with a different
edge. Suppose in Figure 7.14b, we insert a new vertex that overlaps with an edge;
the inserted vertex is in red. The movement direction of the overlapping vertex is
shown in the figure, where we attempt to move the vertex away from the closest

(a) Forces towards adjacent vertices.

(b) Forces away from close edges.

Figure 7.14: Forces applied to vertices using edge information.
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(a) A diagram with unnecessary edgecurve crossings: edges between v1 and
v4 and v2 and v5 unnecessarily cross S.

(b) The diagram is redrawn using
the GroupNet decomposition strategy
without unnecessary edge-curve crossings.

Figure 7.15: The effects of decomposition on the resulting grouped network diagram.
edge. Step 2c ensures that vertices are placed in their assigned zones. Finally,
step 3 adequately handles vertex-vertex intersections provided there is sufficient
space available in the zone. This step completes the generation of the graph.
We have considered how the curves and the graph are drawn by GroupNet. In
the next section, our attention switches to the GroupNet decomposition strategy
to determine the order in which we draw the curves.

7.4 Producing Graph-informed Decompositions
The choice of decomposition also impacts the properties possessed by the diagram.
We present the GroupNet decomposition strategy that leads to a particular choice
for the order of drawing curves with the aim to reduce extra edge-curve crossings.
As with the GroupNet curve-drawing strategy, we wish to preserve topological
adjacency between zones whose abstractions are neighbours. The GroupNet decomposition strategy is to identify the two neighbouring abstract zones with the
most edges between their vertices and to remove a curve label that ‘contains’
one of these abstract zones but not the other. In other words, given neighbours
{az 1 , az 2 } with the most edges between their ‘contained’ vertices, we remove the
label that is in the symmetric difference of az 1 and az 2 . This allows us to preserve
topological adjacency between the zones that represent az 1 and az 2 during the
curve-drawing process.
We will demonstrate the GroupNet decomposition strategy using the example
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description, GND = (D, G, aloc), where
D = {∅, P, Q, R, P Q, QR, P R, P QR, P S, P QS, QS, QRS, P QRS, P RS},
G = ({v1 , v2 , v3 , v4 , v5 , v6 , v7 , v8 }, {{v1 , v4 }, {v2 , v5 }, {v3 , v8 }, {v5 , v7 }, {v6 , v7 }}),
and aloc is defined by
1. aloc(v1 ) = P Q,
2. aloc(v2 ) = P Q,
3. aloc(v3 ) = P S,
4. aloc(v4 ) = P QR,
5. aloc(v5 ) = P QR,
6. aloc(v6 ) = Q,
7. aloc(v7 ) = Q, and
8. aloc(v8 ) = P .
A drawing of GND that was not generated using the GroupNet decomposition
strategy is shown in Figure 7.15a. In GND, the neighbours, {P Q, P QR}, have
the most edges between their vertices. If we remove the label in the symmetric difference of P Q and P QR, i.e. label R, then when drawing R we can guarantee the
topological adjacency between the zones zP Q and zP QR , as seen in Figure 7.15b.
So far, removing a label from a description and the notion of a decomposition
are only defined for Euler diagram descriptions. It is important to note that we
remove a label from a grouped network description.
Definition 7.13. Let GND = (D, G, aloc) be a grouped network description.
Let λ be a label in D. We define GND − λ to be a grouped network description,
(D − λ, G, aloc′ ), where aloc′ : V (G) → Z(D − λ) and for all v ∈ V (G), aloc′ (v) =
aloc(v) \ {λ}.
In a similar way, we extend the notion of a decomposition to grouped network
descriptions.
Definition 7.14. Given a grouped network description, GND = (D, G, aloc),
a decomposition of GND is a sequence, dec(GND) = (GND n , ..., GND 0 ), where
each GND i−1 (0 < i ≤ n) is obtained from GND i by the removal of some label,
λi , from GND i (so GND i−1 = GND i − λi ) and GND n = GND.
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Recall that in GroupNet, curves are drawn by only splitting existing zones.
Using this insight, we can guarantee that if two particular abstract zones are
neighbours in the description then they will be drawn as two topologically adjacent zones in the diagram. This is due to the fact that when a new curve is
drawn, for each zone, z, split by the new curve, there is a new zone, z ′ , adjacent
to z (technically z ′ is adjacent to a zone with the same abstraction as z) in the
new diagram. For example, suppose we are adding a new curve R to the diagram
in Figure 7.16a, where all zones are labelled. We can see that the curve R will
split an existing zone zP Q into two zones with abstractions P Q and P QR, as
shown in Figure 7.16b. Thus, zones zP Q and zP QR are topologically adjacent in
the new diagram. In fact, for each z in ZON , the new diagram has two zones, z1
and z2 , where z1 has the same abstraction as z and z2 has abstraction of z union
the added curve label, as demonstrated in Figure 7.16b.
Again, ensuring topological adjacency at the concrete level is not possible for
every pair of neighbours in a given description. We can only guarantee topological
adjacency for one pair during curve addition. For this reason, we want to make
an informed choice with respect to the pair of zones for which we will preserve
topological adjacency. Given our goal is to reduce the number of extra edge-curve
crossings, we prioritize these pairs based on the number of edges between their
vertices, as we have done previously with the GroupNet curve-drawing strategy.
To help us state the GroupNet decomposition strategy, given a pair of abstract
zones that are neighbours, we define their edge-value:
Definition 7.15. Let GND = (D, G, aloc) be a grouped network description.
Let {az 1 , az 2 } be neighbours in D. The edge-value of {az 1 , az 2 } is the number
of edges whose incident vertices are located in az 1 and az 2 .
As explained above, we choose a pair with the highest edge-value. In cases
where there are no neighbouring abstract zones with edges between them (each
pair has edge-value of 0), then using the GroupNet decomposition strategy is no
longer beneficial and the iCurves decomposition strategy is used instead.
We now summarize the GroupNet decomposition strategy. Given a grouped
network description, GND = (D, G, aloc), in order to produce a decomposition,
(GND n , ..., GND 0 ) informed by both D and G, we apply the following process
on GND n , then GND n−1 and so on, where GND n = GND. The strategy for
removing a label, λi , from GND i+1 = (Di+1 , Gi+1 , aloci+1 ) to give GND i =
(Di , Gi , aloci ) can be summarized as follows:
1. Choose neighbours, {az 1 , az 2 }, in Di+1 with the highest edge-value.
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(a)

(b)

Figure 7.16: Adding the curve R splits each zone it passes through into two
topologically adjacent zones.
2. If the edge-value of the chosen pair is not 0 (i.e. there is at least 1 edge between vertices in az 1 and az 2 ) then remove the label that is in the symmetric
difference of az 1 and az 2 ; else use the iCurves decomposition strategy to
select the label to remove.
So far in this chapter, we have focused on generating an atomic grouped network diagram using an atomic grouped network description. In the next section,
we will set up a framework that can be used to split a nested grouped network
description into atomic descriptions. We also demonstrate that it is possible to
draw these atomic descriptions separately and combine them to produce a nested
grouped network diagram.

7.5 Identifying Components of Grouped Network
Diagrams
We start by defining a way to represent a nested grouped network description
as a ‘sum’ of two descriptions. In essence, we are extending the similar concept
of the sum used in Euler diagrams. Consider the diagrams in Figure 7.17a and
Figure 7.17b, which have descriptions GND 1 = (D1 , G1 , aloc1 ) and GND 2 =
(D2 , G2 , aloc2 ) respectively, where
• D1 = {∅, P, Q, P Q},
G1 = ({v1 , v3 , v4 , v5 , v6 }, {{v3 , v4 }, {v4 , v6 }}),
aloc1 is defined by
1. aloc1 (v1 ) = P ,
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(a)

(b)

(c)

Figure 7.17: The diagrams demonstrate how the sum operation can be applied
on descriptions of (a) and (b) to obtain the description of (c).
2. aloc1 (v3 ) = P Q,
3. aloc1 (v4 ) = Q,
4. aloc1 (v5 ) = Q,
5. aloc1 (v6 ) = ∅,

• D2 = {∅, R},
G2 = ({v2 , v3 , v4 , v6 }, {{v3 , v4 }, {v4 , v6 }}),
aloc2 is defined by
1. aloc2 (v2 ) = R,
2. aloc2 (v3 ) = ∅,
3. aloc2 (v4 ) = R,
4. aloc2 (v6 ) = ∅.
With the above in mind, consider the description, GND = (D, G, aloc), of the
diagram in Figure 7.17c:
• D = {∅, P, Q, P Q, QR},
G = ({v1 , v2 , v3 , v4 , v5 , v6 }, {{v3 , v4 }, {v4 , v6 }}),
aloc is defined by
1. aloc(v1 ) = P ,
2. aloc(v2 ) = QR,
3. aloc(v3 ) = P Q,
4. aloc(v4 ) = QR,
5. aloc(v5 ) = Q, and
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6. aloc(v6 ) = ∅.
Given GND 1 = (D1 , G1 , aloc1 ), GND 2 = (D2 , G2 , aloc2 ) and an abstract zone, Q,
in D1 , notice that GND 1 and GND 2 can be combined into GND by:
1. ‘slotting’ D2 inside Q in D1 to obtain D,
2. taking the union of vertices and edges of G1 and G2 to obtain G, and
3. to obtain aloc, for each vertex, v, in G,
(a) if v is in G1 only then aloc(v) = aloc1 (v),
(b) if v is in G2 only then aloc(v) = aloc2 (v) ∪ {Q},
(c) if v is in G1 and G2 and aloc2 (v) = ∅ then aloc(v) = aloc1 (v),
(d) if v is in G1 and G2 and aloc2 (v) ̸= ∅ then aloc(v) = aloc2 (v) ∪ {Q}.
This process captures the sum operation on two grouped network descriptions.
The sum operation allows us to ‘slot’ one grouped network description inside a
specified abstract zone, az , of an Euler diagram description of another.
Definition 7.16. Let GND 1 = (D1 , G1 , aloc1 ) and GND 2 = (D2 , G2 , aloc2 ) be
grouped network descriptions, such that L(D1 ) ∩ L(D2 ) = ∅. Let az 1 be an
abstract zone in D1 . We define the sum of GND 1 and GND 2 given az 1 denoted
GND 1 + az 1 GND 2 , to be a grouped network description, (D, G, aloc), where
1. D = D1 + az 1 D2 ,
2. G = (V (G1 ) ∪ V (G2 ), E(G1 ) ∪ E(G2 )), and
3. for each v ∈ V (G),



aloc1 (v)




aloc (v) ∪ az
2
1
aloc(v) =


aloc1 (v)




aloc (v) ∪ az
2
1

if v ∈ V (G1 ) \ V (G2 )
if v ∈ V (G2 ) \ V (G1 )
if v ∈ V (G1 ) ∩ V (G2 ) and aloc2 (v) = ∅
if v ∈ V (G1 ) ∩ V (G2 ) and aloc2 (v) ̸= ∅.

So in our example in Figure 7.17, the description GND = GND 1 + Q GND 2 .
Whilst Definition 7.16 provides a general framework for splitting a given description, GND = (D, G, aloc) into a sum of two descriptions, GND 1 and GND 2 , in
our context, we do not split G and instead produce GND 1 = (D1 , G, aloc1 ) and
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Figure 7.18: A component-decomposition tree.
GND 2 = (D2 , G, aloc2 ). Our graph drawing method operates on the entire graph
to achieve an effective layout, therefore splitting G is not sensible.
We wish to separate a nested grouped network description, GND, into multiple atomic descriptions so they can be drawn separately. If descriptions, GND 1
and GND 2 (the sum of which is GND), are not atomic, we can further split GND 1
and GND 2 and repeat this splitting operation until we are left with just atomic
descriptions. We first describe this process informally. Suppose we have a nested
grouped network description, GND, and descriptions (GND 1 , GND 2 ) such that
the sum of (GND 1 , GND 2 ) is GND given some abstract zone in an Euler diagram
description of GND 1 . If both GND 1 and GND 2 are atomic, then we identified
abstract atomic components of GND. If GND 1 or GND 2 is nested, we continue
splitting the nested descriptions until all descriptions are atomic. This process of
repeated splitting of descriptions is visualized in the structure in Figure 7.18. At
the top of the structure there is the original description GND and its first ‘split’
descriptions, GND 1 and GND 2 , which are in turn split further until we reach the
atomic descriptions marked in red. We can see that the structure is a tree.
Definition 7.17. A tree is a connected4 graph that contains no cycles [147].
In particular, the tree in Figure 7.18 is rooted (there is exactly one vertex
called the root) and directed (there is exactly one directed path from the root to
any other vertex). In the context of a directed tree, a child of a vertex, vp , is
a vertex, vc , that is adjacent to vp and whose path to the root vertex is longer
than the path from vp to the root. If vc is a child of vp then vp is the parent of
vc . Vertices that have the same parent are siblings, and a leaf is a vertex with no
children. We can see that the tree in Figure 7.18 is also full binary: each parent
has either 0 or 2 children. We now formally define the tree structure above in the
context of a grouped network description.
4

A graph is connected if there is a path from any vertex to any other vertex in the graph.
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Definition 7.18. Let GND be a grouped network description. A componentdecomposition tree, decT ree(GND), of GND is a rooted, directed and full
binary tree, such that
1. the tree vertices are grouped network descriptions,
2. the root is GND,
3. for each vertex, GND i , in the tree, its two children (if present), GND i1
and GND i2 , are grouped network descriptions such that GND i = GND i1 +
az 1 GND i2 for some abstract zone, az 1 , in GND i1 .
4. the leaves are atomic grouped network descriptions and called abstract
atomic components of GND.
To produce a component-decomposition tree of a grouped network description,
GND, we follow these steps:
1. Start with a rooted tree, where the root is GND.
2. Identify descriptions, GND 1 and GND 2 such that GND = GND 1 +az 1 GND 2
for some az 1 in GND 1 and add GND 1 and GND 2 to the tree as children
of GND. Repeat this step for GND 1 and GND 2 , using GND 1 and GND 2
instead of GND, and then for all children of GND 1 , GND 2 and so on until
all leaves are atomic grouped network descriptions.
Once a component-decomposition tree of a grouped network description, GND,
is produced, we have identified the abstract atomic components of GND, which
are the tree leaves. We already presented how to draw each such component. In
the next section, we present how the drawn components are combined to form a
drawing of GND.

7.6 The GroupNet Drawing Algorithm
We begin by providing an overview of the GroupNet drawing process. Given a
grouped network description, GND = (D, G, aloc):
1. Produce a component-decomposition tree of GND, yielding abstract atomic
components of GND.
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GND
GND 1

GND 2

GND 1,1 GND 1,2
Figure 7.19: A component-decomposition tree of GND.
2. For each abstract atomic component, GND i = (Di , Gi , aloci ), draw Di using
the GroupNet Euler diagram drawing method with the GroupNet curvedrawing and the GroupNet decomposition strategies.
3. Combine the drawings by placing one drawing inside the correct zone of
another, reflecting the nested properties (if any) of D.
4. Draw the graph G, using the GroupNet graph drawing method.
We now illustrate this process. Suppose we have a nested grouped network
description, GND = (D, G, aloc), with its component-decomposition tree given
in Figure 7.19. We can visualize our drawing process in Figure 7.20. We start by
drawing Euler diagrams of all abstract atomic components (leaves) using the new

Figure 7.20: Visualizing a component-decomposition tree of a description.
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Figure 7.21: An atomic grouped network diagram drawn by GroupNet.
strategies introduced above. The tree leaves are GND 1,1 , GND 1,2 and GND 2 ,
whose Euler diagram descriptions are drawn as d1,1 , d1,2 and d2 respectively in
Figure 7.20. Next, we ‘combine’ d1,1 and d1,2 by drawing d1,2 inside the correct
zone of d1,1 to obtain a drawing of the parent of GND 1,1 and GND 1,2 , i.e. a
drawing of the Euler diagram description of GND 1 . We keep repeating this step
of combining sibling diagrams as we traverse up the component-decomposition
tree, ultimately reaching a relaxed drawing of D. Finally, we draw G using the
GroupNet graph drawing method explained earlier, as seen in the last step of
Figure 7.20, yielding a relaxed drawing of GND. To clarify, the graph is laid
out after the components are combined into a single diagram since the GroupNet
graph drawing approach operates on the entire graph.
The GroupNet Euler diagram drawing method for atomic diagrams is given
in Algorithm 23. As explained in this chapter, GroupNet builds on iCurves by
introducing new curve-drawing and new decomposition strategies. The GroupNet
curve-drawing strategy also selects valid curve-adding cycles respecting a given
set of zones. Furthermore, as was explained in chapter 4, in iCurves any decomposition strategy can be employed to produce a relaxed drawing of a given
description. For this reason, the proof of the following theorem is trivial and
immediately follows from Theorem 4.5 and so it is omitted.
Theorem 7.2. Let D be an Euler diagram description. Applying Algorithm 23
produces an atomic Euler diagram that is a relaxed drawing of D.
An atomic grouped network diagram drawn by GroupNet can be seen in
Figure 7.21.
To draw any grouped network description, GND, using GroupNet, call Algorithm 24 with GND as input. We now state our main theorem, the proof of
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Algorithm 23: The GroupNet atomic Euler diagram drawing algorithm.
Input : An atomic Euler diagram description, D.
Output: An atomic Euler diagram, d, which is a relaxed drawing of D.
begin
Call Algorithm 1 (chapter 4) with D as input replacing the iCurves
curve-drawing and the iCurves decomposition strategies with the
GroupNet curve-drawing and the GroupNet decomposition
strategies respectively; set d to be the output.
end

which follows from the results we presented so far.
Theorem 7.3. Let GND = (D, G, aloc) be a grouped network description. Applying Algorithm 24 produces a grouped network diagram, gnd , that is a relaxed
drawing of GND.
Proof. All Euler diagram descriptions of abstract atomic components of GND are
drawn using Algorithm 23, which, by Theorem 7.2, produces relaxed drawings.
These atomic Euler diagrams are then combined by drawing one inside the correct
zone of another to form a final Euler diagram, correctly reflecting the nested (if
any) properties of D. This process, by Theorem 4.6, produces an Euler diagram,
d, that is a (relaxed) drawing of D.
Algorithm 24 draws a point for each vertex in V (G) and draws a line for
each edge in E(G), resulting in a drawn graph, g, which, by Definition 3.25, is
a drawing of G. The points (vertices of g) are drawn in their assigned zones
informed by the function aloc. Furthermore, as explained earlier, the GroupNet
graph drawing approach does not move vertices away from their assigned zones.
Thus, by Definition 7.4, the grouped network diagram (d, g) is a relaxed drawing
of GND.

Figure 7.22: A nested grouped network diagram drawn by GroupNet.
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Algorithm 24: Draw a grouped network diagram.
Input : A grouped network description, GND = (D, G, aloc).
Output: A grouped network diagram, gnd , which is a relaxed drawing
of GND.
begin
Set tree = decT ree(GND), constructed using the strategy given
above.
Set i = 0.
for leafi in tree do
Call Algorithm 23 with leafi as input and set di to be the output.
Remember di as a relaxed drawing of leafi .
Increment i by 1.
end
Set droot = d0 .
while droot is not a relaxed drawing of D do
foreach siblings = (GND 1 , GND 2 ) in tree do
Set D1 and D2 to be the Euler diagram descriptions of GND 1
and GND 2 respectively.
Recall df irst as a relaxed drawing of D1 . Recall dsecond as a
relaxed drawing of D2 . Set z1 be the zone in df irst with
abstraction az 1 , where az 1 is abstract zone in D1 such that
GND 1 + az 1 GND 2 gives the parent of (GND 1 , GND 2 ).
Draw dsecond inside z1 and remember the result as a relaxed
drawing of the parent Euler diagram description of
(GND 1 , GND 2 ) and also set to droot .
end
end
foreach v in V (G) do
Draw v as a dot in the zone z of droot , where z has abstraction
aloc(v).
end
foreach {v1 , v2 } in E(G) do
Draw a line between v1 and v2 .
end
Call the resulting graph g. Reposition the vertices in g using the
GroupNet graph drawing approach given above.
To finish, set gnd = (droot , g).
end
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An example of a nested grouped network diagram produced by the GroupNet
drawing algorithm can be seen in Figure 7.22.

7.7 Summary
In this chapter we addressed a key objective towards effectively visualizing combined set and network data. The result is a new layout technique, called GroupNet, for drawing Euler diagrams and graphs in combination. What sets GroupNet
apart from existing techniques is that it is the first layout method whose design
is informed by properties of both Euler diagrams and graphs that impact human cognition. GroupNet builds on our iCurves technique and introduces new
strategies for choosing curve-adding cycles and producing a decomposition of Euler diagram descriptions. Furthermore, GroupNet introduces a new graph layout
method based on a force-directed approach that attempts to reduce undesirable
graph properties. In the next chapter we will automate GroupNet to demonstrate
the practical utility of the method.
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Chapter 8
GroupNet: Implementation
In this chapter we focus on objective 5, which is to produce a software implementation to automate the new technique (GroupNet) for drawing Euler diagrams
and graphs in combination. There are several steps associated with turning the
GroupNet theory from the previous chapter into an implementable algorithm:
1. Construct a component-decomposition tree of a grouped network description.
2. Produce a graph-informed decomposition of an atomic grouped network
description using the GroupNet decomposition strategy.
3. Draw curves using the GroupNet curve-drawing strategy.
4. Compute the graph layout using the GroupNet graph drawing approach.
To demonstrate that the GroupNet theory can be practically useful these four
steps must be addressed.
We address the steps above in the following way. First, we define our domain
specific vocabulary in section 8.1. The remaining sections match the order of the
key steps in the drawing algorithm of GroupNet. We start, in section 8.2, by developing an algorithmic solution to the problem of how to construct a componentdecomposition tree given any grouped network description. We develop an approach to producing a graph-informed decomposition of an atomic description in
section 8.3. Using the information from the graph-informed decomposition, we
are able to provide an algorithmic process for drawing curves using the GroupNet
curve-drawing strategy in section 8.4 which, in turn, allows us to draw the atomic
descriptions of the underlying atomic Euler diagrams. In section 8.5, we address
the problem of how to algorithmically compute the graph vertex positions using
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the GroupNet graph drawing algorithm, which is applied after the final Euler diagram is drawn. To draw a nested grouped network description, we first draw all
atomic descriptions and then combine them to form the final diagram, as shown
in section 8.6.

8.1 Data Types
The data types presented in this section are specific to grouped network diagrams.
For the Euler diagram concepts we reuse the same types from chapter 5. We begin
by considering the types that we use to represent abstract graph concepts. In
particular, we use the JGraphT library [90] and its types Graph, Vertex and
Edge. Each Vertex has a label of type String, used to identify it. Each Edge
has two incident Vertex objects. A Graph is a set of Vertex objects and a set of
Edge objects.
We now define a drawn graph type using NetworkGraph, NetworkVertex and
NetworkEdge, whose definitions are as follows. A NetworkVertex represents a
vertex of a drawn graph. Each NetworkVertex has a unique label (used to identify the vertex), the vertex’s assigned zone (so we can draw the vertex in the
correct zone) and a point where the vertex will be drawn. Each NetworkEdge
is a pair of two NetworkVertex objects and represents a line between them: the
two NetworkVertex objects give us the start and the end points of the line. Finally, the NetworkGraph type is a set of NetworkVertex objects and a set of
NetworkEdge objects. These types are defined below:
class NetworkVertex(
label: String,
zone: Zone,
point: Point2D)
class NetworkEdge(
v1: NetworkVertex,
v2: NetworkVertex)
class NetworkGraph(
vertices: Set<NetworkVertex>,
edges: Set<NetworkEdge>)
Using the concepts above, we introduce a grouped network description, which
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is represented by type GNDescription. It closely matches the formal definition
of a grouped network description: it has the Euler diagram description, the (abstract) graph and the mapping function that tells us which abstract zone each
vertex belongs to, which is represented as a Map:
class GNDescription(
D: Description,
G: Graph,
aloc: Map<Vertex, AbstractZone>)
We define a grouped network diagram type GNDiagram as follows. A GNDiagram
captures the grouped network description that was used to draw the diagram, the
Euler diagram and the drawn graph of type NetworkGraph:
class GNDiagram(
GND: GNDescription,
d: EulerDiagram,
g: NetworkGraph)
These prerequisite types allow us to present our solutions to the problems
outlined above and we will use these types throughout this chapter. Types used
in local scopes will be introduced as needed.

8.2 Producing Component-decomposition Trees
Recall that with GroupNet, given a grouped network description, we wish to obtain its component-decomposition tree, where the leaves are atomic descriptions,
so that we can draw these descriptions separately and later combine them into
the final diagram. To achieve this, we first represent the tree using a data structure DecompositionTree. A DecompositionTree captures the root vertex and
all of the tree vertices, where each vertex is of type TreeVertex. Clearly, each
TreeVertex needs access to a grouped network description, so we can traverse
the tree from the leaves to the root, drawing each encountered description. It
is also beneficial that each TreeVertex stores its two children (if present), so
we can draw the children descriptions and combine them to obtain a drawing of
their parent, as explained in the previous chapter. With this in mind, the types
TreeVertex and DecompositionTree are defined as follows:
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class TreeVertex(
value: GNDescription,
children: Pair<GNDescription, GNDescription>?)
class DecompositionTree(
root: TreeVertex,
vertices: Set<TreeVertex>)
Algorithm 25: Produce a component-decomposition tree.
fun decTree(
GND: GNDescription,
treeArg: DecompositionTree? = null): DecompositionTree {
val tree = treeArg ?: DecompositionTree(GND)
canSplit(GND.description)?.let { (D1, az1, D2) ->
val (GND1, GND2) = GND.split(D1, az1, D2)
tree.addChildren(GND1, GND2, GND)
decTree(GND1, tree)
decTree(GND2, tree)
}
return tree
}

We now explain how to populate the tree data structure. The generation of
a tree from a grouped network description is given in Algorithm 25. The two
function arguments are the description GND = (D, G, aloc), whose componentdecomposition tree we are constructing and the tree object (initially set to null1 ).
First, we check if D is nested using the function canSplit() we defined in chapter 5. If D is atomic then we simply return a tree with the single root vertex GND. If we can split D, then canSplit() returns D1 and D2 (such that
D = D1 +az 1 D2 for some abstract zone az 1 ), which we use to derive2 children
of GND: GND 1 = (D1 , G, aloc1 ) and GND 2 = (D2 , G, aloc2 ). We add GND 1
and GND 2 to the tree using GND as their parent, as shown in Figure 8.1a. We
then recursively call decTree() on GND 1 and GND 2 . Suppose GND 1 is nested
and GND 2 is atomic. Then GND 1 can be split into descriptions GND 1,1 and
1

Recall that null is used to signify that there is currently no meaningful value associated
with the variable.
2
Recall that we do not split the graph and simply copy it into both GND 1 and GND 2 .
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GND
GND

GND 1

GND 1 GND 2

GND 1,1 GND 1,2

(a)

GND 2

(b)

Figure 8.1: A component-decomposition tree of GND.
GND 1,2 . Proceeding with a recursive call, GND 1,1 and GND 1,2 are identified
and added to the tree so far, which can be seen in Figure 8.1b. If both GND 1,1
and GND 1,2 are atomic, then all leaves are atomic, so we terminate. Essentially,
Algorithm 25 recursively computes children of GND until all leaves are atomic
descriptions, yielding a component-decomposition tree of GND. Once such a tree
is generated, we proceed by producing a graph-informed decomposition of each
leaf (i.e. abstract atomic component), which will be covered in the next section.

8.3 Producing Graph-informed Decompositions
of Abstract Atomic Components
We begin by recalling that a decomposition in the iCurves implementation produces a list of RecompositionStep objects, which tell us about the order in which
Euler diagram curves are drawn. In GroupNet, a decomposition is also implemented in the form of a list of RecompositionStep objects. However, the decomposition steps that are produced by GroupNet need not match those produced
by iCurves due to the different decomposition strategies. Recall, from the previous chapter, that given a grouped network description, GND = (D, G, aloc),
the GroupNet decomposition strategy is as follows. We remove a label in the
symmetric difference of abstract zones, {az 1 , az 2 }, such that az 1 and az 2 are
neighbours and have the highest edge-value3 . We call such a pair of abstract
zones, {az 1 , az 2 }, azPair. To illustrate, in the description of the diagram in
Figure 8.2, an azPair is {Q, QS} since these neighbouring abstract zones have 5
edges between their vertices; the pair {P Q, P QR} has 2, the pair {P, P S} has 1
and other neighbouring abstract zones have 0 edges.
In order to identify an azPair, we need to compute all pairs of neighbouring
abstract zones and their edge-values. The function computeEdgeValues() in
3

Recall, from chapter 7, that the edge-value of a pair of neighbouring abstract zones,
{az1 , az2 }, is the number of edges whose incident vertices are located in az 1 and az 2 .
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Figure 8.2: Computing connections between neighbouring zones.
Algorithm 26 does just that. For each pair of abstract zones of D, we check
whether they are neighbours and if so, we count their edge-value. The result is a
data structure that maps each pair of neighbours to their edge-value. Computing
an azPair is now straightforward: iterate over the data structure entries to find
a pair with the highest edge-value4 . If there are multiple pairs with the highest
edge-value then an azPair is chosen randomly out of them.
Algorithm 26: Compute connections between neigbouring abstract
zones in a grouped network description.
fun computeEdgeValues(GND: GNDescription):
Map<Pair<AbstractZone, AbstractZone>, Int> {
val map = HashMap<Pair<AbstractZone, AbstractZone>, Int>()
val AZ = Z(D(GND))
combinations2(AZ)
.filter { (az1, az2) -> az1.isNeighbour(az2) }
.forEach { (az1, az2) ->
map[(az1, az2)] = 0
}
E(G(GND)).forEach { (v1, v2) ->
val az1 = aloc(v1)
val az2 = aloc(v2)
if ((az1, az2) in map)
map[(az1, az2)]++
}
return map
}

4

Recall that the edge-value of at least 1 is required.
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We now proceed with turning the GroupNet decomposition strategy into an
algorithm. We start with a given atomic grouped network description, GND, and
continuously remove labels until we reach a description with no labels. To remove
a label, we identify a pair azPair and remove the label in the symmetric difference
of these abstract zones. It is possible that there is no such pair. This may occur
when the graph in GND has no edges, or if there are no neighbouring abstract
zones with edges between their vertices since at least one edge between abstract
zones is required. In that case, we revert back to the iCurves decomposition
strategy to choose the label to remove. Finally, once we reach the description
with no labels, we return a reversed list of RecompositionStep since we will be
drawing curves in the reversed order of label removal. This process for producing
a decomposition is defined in Algorithm 27.
Algorithm 27: Decompose an atomic grouped network description using the GroupNet decomposition strategy.
fun decompose(GND: GNDescription): List<RecompositionStep> {
var Di = GND.description
var GNDi = GND
val result = arrayListOf<RecompositionStep>()
while (Di != D0) {
val connections = computeEdgeValues(GNDi)
val azPair = connections
.filterKeys { (az1, az2) ->
az1.isNeighbour(az2)
}
.filterValues { numConns -> numConns > 0 }
.maxBy { it.value }
var removedLabel = if (azPair == null)
ICURVES_DECOMPOSITION.labelToRemove(Di)
else
symmDiff(azPair.first, azPair.second)
val step = makeStep(Di, removedLabel, azPair)
step.connections = connections
result += step
Di = step.from
GNDi = GNDi - removedLabel
}
return result.reversed()
}
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We have seen how to algorithmically produce a list of RecompositionStep
objects from an atomic grouped network description. As we saw in chapter 5,
we can use these objects to draw Euler diagram curves. In the next section, we
discuss the differences in the implementation details between drawing curves in
iCurves and in GroupNet.

8.4 Drawing Curves
Once the decomposition of an abstract atomic component is complete, we proceed
by drawing that component. An abstract atomic component has two parts that
need to be visualized: an atomic Euler diagram description and an abstract graph.
In this section, we focus on drawing an atomic Euler diagram from its description,
and we show how to draw the graph in the next section. Recall that the GroupNet
curve-drawing strategy, given an existing grouped network diagram, gnd = (d, g),
and a grouped network description, (D, G, aloc) we are aiming to draw, is to:
1. Identify topologically adjacent zones, {z1 , z2 }, in d with the most edges in
G between the vertices whose abstract locations are abstractions of z1 and
z2 ; we will call the pair {z1 , z2 } zPair.
2. Choose a shortest valid curve-adding cycle, s, such that the edge with end
points v1 and v2 is not inside s, where v1 and v2 are the vertices in MED(d)
that arise from zones z1 and z2 respectively.
So, in addition to the curve-drawing strategy in Algorithm 20 (chapter 5), we
wish to preserve topological adjacency between z1 and z2 . As we established in
the previous chapter, the edge with end points v1 and v2 must not be inside the
selected curve-adding cycle. To ensure this in our implementation, instead of
the iCurves’s function computeCycle(), we define a new function by overloading
computeCycle() to take an extra parameter – zPair. This new function adds an
extra check given in Algorithm 28. We now explain how the check is done using
an example in Figure 8.3. Suppose we already have a modified dual, MED, as
shown in the figure. Given a (highlighted) valid curve-adding cycle, s, and zones
z1 and z2 , which are zQ and zQR in the figure, we first identify vertices, v1 and v2 ,
of MED that are placed in z1 and z2 respectively. Next, we take the mid-point
between v1 and v2 , which is marked with a black dot labelled p in the figure. If
p is inside s (it is in our example), then we discard s and continue with the next
valid curve-adding cycle, performing the same check. If we have discarded all
cycles at this step, we revert back to the iCurves curve-drawing strategy.
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Figure 8.3: Checking whether an edge is inside a selected cycle.
Algorithm 28: The GroupNet curve-drawing strategy.
fun isValidGN(s: MEDCycle, zPair: Pair<Zone, Zone>): Boolean {
val (z1, z2) = zPair
val v1 = V(MED).find { it.z == z1 }
val v2 = V(MED).find { it.z == z2 }
val points = sample(v1, v2)
val polygon = toPolygon(s)
return points.none { (x, y) -> polygon.contains(x, y) }
}

The high-level algorithm for drawing an atomic diagram is straightforward,
as we have already explained all of its steps. It is given in Algorithm 29. Given
an atomic grouped network description, GND, we decompose it into a sequence
of RecompositionStep. Next, to draw an atomic Euler diagram, we use the
drawAtomicDiagram function from the iCurves implementation with the new
computeCycle() function to select curve-adding cycles. Finally, we construct
a GNDiagram using the drawn Euler diagram and an empty NetworkGraph, which
will be populated when the graph is drawn and we will cover this in the next
section.
Algorithm 29: Drawing an atomic diagram.
fun drawAtomicDiagram(GND: GNDescription): GNDiagram {
val D = GND.description
val steps = decompose(GND)
val d = drawAtomicDiagram(D, steps)
return GNDiagram(GND, d, NetworkGraph())
}
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8.5 Drawing Graphs
The aim of the GroupNet graph drawing method is to draw graphs that avoid
properties known to hinder cognition. To address this aim, the method attempts
to reduce the number of
• (a) vertices not in the correct zone,
• (b) edge crossings,
• (c) edge-vertex intersections and
• (d) vertex-vertex intersections.
We show how the graph drawing algorithm steps address these four goals. The
steps required to draw a NetworkGraph given a drawn Euler diagram, d, and a
grouped network description, GND = (D, G, aloc), using the theoretical approach
from chapter 7 can be summarized as follows:
1. Place the vertices in their assigned zones (addresses (a)).
2. Position the vertices using a force-directed approach (addresses (b)), whilst
maintaining their location in the zones in which they are placed.
3. Adjust the vertex positions slightly to resolve edge-vertex and vertex-vertex
intersections (addresses (c) and (d)).
In this section, we focus on the details that are not embodied in the developed
theory, in order to turn the steps above into an algorithm. In particular, the
three steps just described provide a foundation for the high-level function in
Algorithm 30 and will be discussed below in order.

8.5.1 Computing Initial Positions of Vertices
First, for each vertex, we place it at a point inside the vertex’s assigned zone.
To avoid computing a point inside a given zone, we use the zone’s visual centre5 ,
which we know is inside the zone. Essentially, the task is for each vertex in G to
build a NetworkVertex and for each edge in G to build a NetworkEdge. To do
this, we make use of aloc, which maps vertices in G to abstract zones in D. Earlier,
we modelled aloc in our type syntax as aloc: Map<Vertex, AbstractZone>. By
5

To compute the visual centre of a zone, we use the same implementation from chapter 5.
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Algorithm 30: Draw a graph.
fun drawGraph(graph: NetworkGraph) {
positionVertices(graph)
while(isNotStable(graph)) {
applyRepulsiveForces()
applyAttractiveForces()
moveVertices()
}
tryResolveEdgeVertexIntersections()
tryResolveVertexVertexIntersections()
}

swapping the keys and values of the aloc data structure, we are able to obtain a
mapping from each abstract zone, az , to all of the vertices az ‘contains’. For each
az , we find the zone, z, that represents az in d and construct a NetworkVertex
for each vertex ‘contained’ by az , populating the NetworkGraph with required
NetworkVertex objects. To build NetworkEdge objects we can iterate over each
edge, {v1 , v2 }, in G and find the newly added vertices in the NetworkGraph that
represent v1 and v2 . The process we described is captured in Algorithm 31.
Algorithm 31: Compute initial positions of vertices.
fun positionVertices(graph: NetworkGraph) {
GND.aloc.inverse().forEach { az, vertices ->
val zone = Z(d).find { it.az == az }
vertices.forEach { label ->
val p = zone.visualCenter.add(randomVector())
V(graph) += NetworkVertex(label, zone, p)
}
}
E(G(GND)).forEach { (v1, v2) ->
E(graph) += NetworkEdge(
V(graph).find { it.label == v1 },
V(graph).find { it.label == v2 }
)
}
}

An example graph produced as a result of Algorithm 31 is in Figure 8.4. Note
that we can only see one vertex since all vertices in a zone are placed at a single
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Figure 8.4: Initial positions of vertices.
point (the visual centre). It is acceptable that vertices are overlapping at this
step since during the next step, the forces will be applied to vertices to generate
a more effective layout.

8.5.2 Applying a Force-directed Method
This step involves altering the positions of vertices using a force-directed approach
to achieve a desirable layout, while accounting for spatial constraints introduced
by the Euler diagram: vertices must be placed in their assigned zones. To address this step, as explained in chapter 7, we use an algorithm by Fruchterman
and Reingold [54], which we call the FR algorithm, as a basis for our method.
In particular, we use an existing Java implementation [15] of the FR algorithm,
which is available under the MIT license, and adapt it to facilitate the modifications we presented in the previous chapter. The FR algorithm can be split into
two stages:
• (a) application of forces and
• (b) vertex movement using calculated forces.
Stage (a) involves assigning each vertex a velocity vector, which is computed as
a result of the force model. Note that during stage (a) vertices do not change
their positions. The positions are changed during stage (b) using the velocities
calculated in stage (a). In Algorithm 30, these two stages are executed iteratively
until each vertex has a velocity magnitude that is less than the vertex’s size.
We wish to use the FR algorithm because it produces graphs with effective
layouts, however it does not consider that the vertices must be placed in their
assigned zones. We now provide details of the original FR algorithm before we
explain our modifications. The FR algorithm has repulsive forces from each vertex
to any other vertex and attractive forces between adjacent vertices. Given two
2
vertices, v1 and v2 , a repulsive force vector√
has magnitude kd and an attractive
2
force vector has magnitude dk , where k = |VA| , A is the area of the bounding
box specified by the algorithm user, |V | is the number of vertices in the graph
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and d is the distance between v1 and v2 [54]. Applying a repulsive force to v1
given v2 means increasing the velocity vector of v1 in the direction opposite to v2
2
by kd . Applying an attractive force to v1 given v2 means increasing the velocity
2
vector of v1 in the direction of v2 by dk . We now show how we adapted the FR
algorithm by first focusing on repulsive forces and then on attractive forces. In
2
2
both cases we did not alter the formulae ( kd and dk ) used to calculate forces.
There are three types of repulsive forces in our method:
• (a) vertex-vertex: for each pair of vertices we apply a repulsive force to each
vertex,
• (b) (zone) boundary-vertex: for each vertex we also apply zone boundary
forces to avoid vertices stacking near zone boundaries, and
• (c) edge-vertex: we apply edge-vertex forces with the aim to reduce the
number of edge-vertex intersections.
The use of these repulsive forces are covered in Algorithm 32. The repulsive force
(a) is part of the original FR algorithm and its implementation is the same as
in [15]. The forces (b) and (c) are new to the GroupNet graph drawing algorithm
and we now consider their implementation details.
Algorithm 32: Apply repulsive forces.
fun applyRepulsiveForces() {
for (v in V(graph)) {
v.vel = Point2D.ZERO
for (u in V(graph)) {
if (v != u) {
var vector = v.pos.subtract(u.pos)
val length = vector.magnitude()
vector = vector.normalize()
.multiply(k*k / length)
v.applyAcceleration(vector)
}
}
applyZoneBoundaryForces(v)
applyEdgeVertexForces(v)
}
}

To apply zone boundary forces (repulsive force (b)) given a vertex, v, we use
the boundary of its assigned zone as a polygon and check the distance between
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v and the polygon. The computation of the zone boundary force is as follows.
Essentially, from each edge (each edge is a straight line) of the polygon we wish
to apply a force perpendicular to the edge, pointing inwards inside the polygon.
To do so, we can take the two end points of an edge and substract one point
from the other, giving us a vector. Using this vector, we compute a normal to it,
which is perpendicular to the vector and faces inwards. This process is defined
in Algorithm 33.
Algorithm 33: Apply zone boundary forces.
fun applyZoneBoundaryForces(v: NetworkVertex) {
toPolygon(v.z).edges()
.map { (v1, v2) ->
val edgeVector = v2.point - v1.point
Tuple2((v1, v2), edgeVector)
}
.forEach { (e, vector) ->
var normal = computeNormalTo(vector)
val distToEdge = abs(e.signedDistance(v.point))
normal = normal.normalize().multiply(
k * k * k / (distToEdge * distToEdge)
)
v.applyAcceleration(normal)
}
}

Our approach to reduce the number of edge-vertex intersections using the
edge-vertex forces (repulsive force (c)) is as follows. If a vertex, v, intersects with
an edge, e, with which it is not incident then a repulsive force is applied to v
in order to push it away from e. To achieve this, we compute a vector from e
to v and apply a force in the direction of the vector. This process is shown in
Algorithm 34.
We now focus on the attractive forces applied to vertices. There are two types
of attractive forces in the GroupNet graph drawing method:
• (a) vertex-vertex: for each pair of vertices we apply an attractive force to
each vertex if they are both in the same zone,
• (b) (zone) centre-vertex: for each vertex we also apply an attractive force
towards the assigned zone’s visual centre to avoid vertices stacking near
zone boundaries.
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Algorithm 34: Apply edge-vertex forces.
fun applyEdgeVertexForces(v: NetworkVertex) {
for (e in E(graph)) {
if (v.isIncidentWith(e) || !v.overlaps(e))
continue
val vector = v.vectorToEdge(e)
v.applyAcceleration(
vector.multiply(-1.0)
.normalize()
.multiply(k*k / vector.magnitude())
)
}
}

These two attractive forces, details of which are given below, are used in the highlevel function in Algorithm 35. The attactive force (a) is part of the original FR
algorithm but includes an extra constraint on vertices being in the same zone,
which is specific to our method. The force (b) is new to the GroupNet graph
drawing algorithm. We now consider the implementation details of attractive
forces (a) and (b).
Algorithm 35: Apply attractive forces.
fun applyAttractiveForces() {
for (e in E(graph)) {
if (e.v1.z != e.v2.z)
continue
var vector = e.v1.point.subtract(e.v2.point)
val length = vector.magnitude()
vector = vector.normalize()
.multiply(length*length / k)
e.v1.applyAcceleration(vector.multiply(-1.0))
e.v2.applyAcceleration(vector)
}
for (v in V(graph)) {
applyZoneCentreForces(v)
}
}

Whilst in the original FR algorithm attractive forces are applied between all
adjacent vertices (attractive force (a)), in our case this can lead to adjacent ver-
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(a)

(b)

Figure 8.5: Attractive forces can be too strong over multiple zones.
tices from different zones being pulled closer to each other with force that is
greater than their combined repulsive forces. Such vertices can end up being in
a different zone than the one in which they should be located. For example, in
Figure 8.5a two adjacent vertices are in different zones with the arrows indicating each vertex’s velocity. After moving the vertices using their velocities, in
Figure 8.5b we can see that the vertex from zP was pulled through the zone’s
boundary into zP Q . This is likely to happen when zones are further apart since
distance plays a key role in computing the attractive force magnitude, computed
2
by dk . To address this, we only apply attractive forces if both vertices are in the
same zone. In Algorithm 35, the check responsible for this is e.v1.z != e.v2.z.
We also apply an attractive force towards the visual centre of the zone (attractive force (b)) in which the vertex is placed to avoid vertices stacking near
zone boundaries, as with the boundary-vertex repulsive force. In Figure 8.6a,
only the boundary-vertex repulsive force is applied and in Figure 8.6b we can see
the result of both boundary-vertex and zone centre forces being applied. The
outside zone is unbounded and hence we can skip force application if the vertex
is located in the outside zone. For other vertices, we obtain a vector pointing towards the visual centre of the zone and apply a force using the attraction formula
given previously based on the distance between the vertex and the centre. The

(a)

(b)

Figure 8.6: Applying zone boundary and zone centre forces.
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details are presented in Algorithm 36.
Algorithm 36: Apply zone centre forces.
fun applyZoneCentreForces(v: NetworkVertex) {
val zone = v.z
if (zone.az == azEmpty)
return
val vector = zone.visualCenter.subtract(v.point)
val length = vector.magnitude()
v.applyAcceleration(
vector.normalize()
.multiply(length*length / k)
)
}

So far we have focused on the problems of computing forces, which result in
modifying vertex velocities, however, as explained earlier, the vertex positions do
not change. In the following step we change the positions of vertices based on
the calculated velocities, which is straightforward. For each vertex, we update its
position based on its current velocity. We move each vertex by at least 1 pixel.
After the movement, we check if the vertex is still placed within its assigned zone.
Clearly, we do not wish to move the vertex outside of its zone. However, if the
vertex’s velocity pushes it into a different zone, then we move the vertex to where
it was before this step, ensuring that the vertex is placed in the correct zone.
These details are captured in Algorithm 37.
Algorithm 37: Move vertices.
fun moveVertices() {
for (v in V(graph)) {
val length = v.vel.magnitude()
val disp = v.vel.normalize().multiply(min(length, 1))
v.applyVelocity(disp)
if (!v.hasValidPlacement()) {
v.applyVelocity(disp.multiply(-1.0))
}
}
}
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Figure 8.7: Moving the red vertex during post-processing to avoid edge-vertex
intersections.

8.5.3 Resolving Edge-vertex and Vertex-vertex Intersections
In chapter 2, we saw that edge-vertex and vertex-vertex intersections can be
particularly problematic properties in graphs since they can lead to inaccurate
visualizations. So we wish to resolve edge-vertex and vertex-vertex intersections
that exist in the layout after we have applied the forces and moved the graph
vertices. We now consider our approaches to these two problems.
Our first post-processing step, in Algorithm 38, is to reduce the number of
Algorithm 38: Resolve edge-vertex intersections.
fun tryResolveEdgeVertexIntersections() {
V(graph).forEach { v ->
E(graph).forEach { e ->
if (!v.isIncidentWith(e) && v.overlaps(e)) {
val vectorToAdd = v.vectorToEdge(e)
.negate()
.normalize()
.multiply(VERTEX_SIZE)
v.applyVelocity(vectorToAdd)
if (!v.hasValidPlacement()) {
v.applyVelocity(
vectorToAdd.negate().multiply(2)
)
if (!v.hasValidPlacement()) {
v.applyVelocity(vectorToAdd)
}
}
}
}
}
}
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(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

Figure 8.8: Resolving vertex-vertex intersections during post-processing.
edge-vertex intersections by iterating over the vertices and checking if they overlap
with a non-incident edge. If such a vertex is found then the vertex is moved away
from the edge by a distance equal to the vertex size. Figure 8.7 shows the red
vertex overlapping with an edge and the direction in which it will be moved.
Recursively applying this algorithm may significantly reduce the number of edgevertex intersections. However, such a recursive call may also significantly alter the
graph layout, negating all the previous steps related to the positions of vertices.
So, in order to minimize changes to the graph vertex positions, we apply this
post-processing step only once.
The aim of the second post-processing step is to reduce the number of vertexvertex intersections. The process is illustrated in Figure 8.8. In Figure 8.8a, we
can see that v1 overlaps with another vertex. To resolve this overlap, we use the
zone where v1 is placed and subtract all other vertices from the region bounded
by the zone’s polygon. This leaves us with only “safe” positions, where “safe”
means we can place v1 at that point and no overlap with other vertices will occur.
In Figure 8.8b, any space where v1 can be entirely placed in a green region is a
safe point. Next, we start moving v1 by a small amount (a quarter of the vertex’s
diameter) in a spiralling motion until v1 is fully placed inside the green region.
This can be seen in Figures 8.8c and 8.8d, where the white region inside the zone
P indicates the initial position of v1 . In Figure 8.8d, v1 is fully placed inside the
green region, so we terminate.
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More generally, the described approach is defined in Algorithm 39. We obtain
all pairs of vertices and for each pair we check if they overlap. Essentially, we
wish to continue moving overlapping vertices until there are no overlaps. We are
mindful that this algorithm can fail if there is a large number of vertices in a
small zone since it may not be possible to fit all of the vertices in such a zone
without them overlapping. In such cases, the issue can be addressed by scaling
down the size of each vertex, or by scaling up the Euler diagram.
Algorithm 39: Resolve vertex-vertex intersections.
fun tryResolveVertexVertexIntersections() {
for ((v1, v2) in combinations2(V(graph))) {
if (!v1.intersects(v2))
continue
v1 = if (v1.deg() < v2.deg()) v1 else v2
val verticesInZ = V(graph).filter { it.z === v1.z } - v1
val polygon = v1.z.polygonShape.substract(
verticesInZ.map {
toPolygon(Circle(it.point, VERTEX_SIZE))
}
)
var vector = Point2D(VERTEX_SIZE / 4, 0)
var safePoint = v1.point.add(vector)
while (!polygon.contains(safePoint)) {
vector = vector.next()
safePoint = v1.point.add(vector)
}
v1.point = safePoint
}
}

After these two post-processing steps the GroupNet graph drawing algorithm
terminates and we have an atomic grouped network diagram. In the next section,
we show how we combine atomic diagrams to be able to draw a nested grouped
network diagram.

8.6 Drawing Grouped Network Diagrams
We are now in a position to address the problem of how to algorithmically produce
a drawing of any grouped network description, GND = (D, G, aloc), using the
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GroupNet method. The high-level function can be described as Algorithm 40.
First, we build a component-decomposition tree of GND. Next, we want to check
if GND is atomic and if so, we simply draw an atomic diagram using Algorithm 29.
We can check if GND is atomic by checking if the tree has just one vertex (which
is the root vertex). In the case of an atomic description, we draw the atomic
diagram, then draw the graph and terminate.
Algorithm 40: Draw a grouped network diagram.
fun drawGNDiagram(GND: GNDescription): GNDiagram {
val tree = decTree(GND)
val gnd: GNDiagram
if (tree.vertices().size == 1) {
gnd = drawAtomicDiagram(GND)
} else {
val drawings = mutableMapOf<GNDescription, GNDiagram>()
tree.leaves().forEach {
drawings[it] = drawAtomicDiagram(it)
}
tree.siblings()
.sortedByDescending { it.first.depth }
.forEach { (v1, v2) ->
val GND1 = v1.value
val GND2 = v2.value
val gnd1 = drawings[GND1]
val gnd2 = drawings[GND2]
drawings[v1.parent.value] =
gnd1.embedIntoZone(D(GND2).parent, gnd2)
}
gnd = drawings[GND]
}
drawGraph(gnd)
return gnd
}

In the case of a non-atomic description, the component-decomposition tree
of GND will have more than one vertex. Then the approach is to draw all the
abstract atomic components first, recursively combine them, as explained earlier,
to produce a drawing of D and then to draw the graph. Suppose the tree in
Figure 8.9a is the component-decomposition tree of GND. To start, we draw
the tree leaves (which are all atomic), as can be seen in Figure 8.9b, where the
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GND
GND 2

GND 1

GND 1,2 GND 2,1 GND 2,2

GND 1,1
GND 1,1,1 GND 1,1,2

(a) A component-decomposition tree of GND.

GND
GND 2

GND 1

gnd 1,2 gnd 2,1 gnd 2,2

GND 1,1
gnd 1,1,1 gnd 1,1,2

(b) Drawing all abstract atomic components.

GND
gnd 2

GND 1
gnd 1,1

gnd 1,2 gnd 2,1 gnd 2,2

gnd 1,1,1 gnd 1,1,2
(c) Combining drawings of siblings to obtain a drawing of their parent.

GND
gnd 1
gnd 1,1

gnd 2
gnd 1,2 gnd 2,1 gnd 2,2

gnd 1,1,1 gnd 1,1,2
(d) Diagrams gnd 1 and gnd 2 can be combined to obtain a drawing of GND.

Figure 8.9: Drawing grouped network diagrams.
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(a) The iCurves approach.

(b) The GroupNet approach.

Figure 8.10: Placing components in the outside zone.
diagrams drawn at this step are in bold. Next, we obtain all siblings in the
tree and sort them in the descending order of depth6 . For each sibling pair of
descriptions, we draw their diagrams and combine them (draw one diagram in
the correct zone of another with details given further below) to obtain a drawing7
of their parent. For example, in Figure 8.9c, diagrams gnd 1,1 and gnd 2 were
obtained by combining gnd 1,1,1 and gnd 1,1,2 , and gnd 2,1 and gnd 2,2 respectively.
By iterating through each pair of siblings in this way, we can obtain a drawing
of the tree root, which is a drawing of GND. Figure 8.9d shows the last step of
the drawing process, where the children, GND 1 and GND 2 , of GND have been
drawn as gnd 1 and gnd 2 , and can be combined to form a drawing of GND.
We now explain how diagrams are combined, which generalizes the approach
we take in iCurves. Consider the diagram in Figure 8.10a, where the Euler
diagram was drawn first and the graph was overlaid on top. Clearly, this is
suboptimal since edges between vertices in different components are drawn on
top of each other. The GroupNet approach is to use the same force-directed
layout used for drawing the graph (i.e. the GroupNet graph drawing algorithm)
in order to lay out the components. The process can be described as follows:
construct a graph (V, E) such that elements of V are the diagram components
placed in the same zone and E has elements {v1 , v2 } such that v1 and v2 have
connections between them, as determined by the function in Algorithm 26 we
introduced earlier. Then the position of components (elements in V ) can be
computed using the GroupNet graph drawing algorithm from the previous section
with an example given in Figure 8.10b.
Figure 8.11a shows a grouped network diagram where the Euler diagram
6

The depth of a vertex in a tree is the length of the path between the root and the vertex.
Technically, we obtain a drawing of the Euler diagram description of the parent since the
graph is drawn last.
7
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was produced by iCurves with the graph overlaid on top. Figure 8.11b shows
a grouped network diagram drawn by GroupNet. We can observe that in the diagram drawn by iCurves there are many extra edge-curve crossings. By contrast,
the GroupNet diagram drawn from the same description demonstrates fewer edgecurve crossings. Once all components have been laid out, the grouped network
diagram drawing process is complete.

(a) iCurves.

(b) GroupNet.

Figure 8.11: The difference in component placement between iCurves and GroupNet.
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8.7 Summary
In this chapter we addressed the research challenges associated with turning the
theory in chapter 7 into a software implementation, thus demonstrating the practical utility of the GroupNet approach. We developed a solution to the problem
of generating a component-decomposition tree of a grouped network description.
This is a fundamental step in the algorithm that allows us to split components of a
nested grouped network description to be drawn separately. The GroupNet algorithm builds on iCurves to draw the Euler diagram. Here, we developed solutions
to key aspects of the GroupNet approach, which are not present in iCurves. In
particular, we showed how to algorithmically apply the GroupNet decomposition
and the GroupNet curve-drawing strategies. Finally, we developed an algorithm
for computing the graph layout in existing Euler diagrams using the GroupNet
graph drawing method. The next chapter constitutes the last original work of
this thesis, in which we empirically compare GroupNet diagrams against those
produced by competing techniques.
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Chapter 9
GroupNet: Evaluation
This chapter focuses on the last objective of the thesis, which is to evaluate the
new technique (GroupNet) for drawing Euler diagrams and graphs in combination against the state-of-the-art techniques with respect to properties known to
impact effectiveness. To address the objective, we compare GroupNet against
the state-of-the-art using real-world Twitter data. We also compare GroupNet
against iCurves extended to include graphs, to determine the effect of changes
in GroupNet on the layout quality of diagrams. We evaluate the produced diagrams based on properties of Euler diagrams and graphs that impact cognition,
as well as combined properties of grouped network diagrams. The results of the
evaluation suggest that a) GroupNet is an accurate technique that can produce
diagrams with significantly fewer, or no more, ineffective properties (apart from
edge crossings and non-circles) at the cost of significantly increased runtime, and
b) iCurves extended with graphs can be as accurate and as effective as GroupNet.
This chapter is structured as follows. In section 9.1, we discuss how we selected
the techniques to compare with GroupNet. Section 9.2 presents the criteria used
to evaluate the diagrams. The methods used to obtain the data sets, draw the
diagrams and count property violations are explained in section 9.3. The evaluation results are presented in section 9.4. The results are discussed in section 9.5.
Finally, we discuss the threats to the validity of the results in section 9.6.

9.1 Selecting Drawing Techniques for the Evaluation
There are various techniques available for visualizing grouped networks, a summary of which was given in chapter 2. As explained earlier, in this thesis we focus
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Bubble Sets [34]
SetNet [110]
WebCola [43]
EulerView [126]
KelpFusion [88]
LineSets [3]
Extended LineSets [97]
BranchingSets [96]
EmailMap [87]

Euler and graphs
3
3
3
3
×
×
×
×
×

Software Draw any description
3
3
3
3
3
3
×
3
×
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3

Table 9.1: How the techniques meet the selection criteria.
on visualizing sets and networks in combination using closed curves, which form
general1 Euler diagrams, and graphs. Moreover, in order to evaluate the techniques, a software implementation is required. Therefore, we selected techniques
such that:
1. the set visualizations are closed-curve-based and the network visualizations
are graph-based,
2. the software is freely available, and
3. they could theoretically draw any description, even though the implementation may fail.
Table 9.1 shows how the techniques considered in chapter 2 meet the selection
criteria. We can see that based on (1), we can rule out KelpFusion [88], LineSets [3], Extended LineSets [97], BranchingSets [96] and EmailMap [87]. With
regard to (2), we were not able to obtain a working version of EulerView [126].
Given the above requirements, the following techniques were available to us
for comparison with GroupNet: Bubble Sets [34], SetNet [110], and WebCola [43].
An overview of these techniques was presented in chapter 2. As mentioned earlier,
we also compared GroupNet to iCurves extended to include graphs: the Euler
diagram is drawn using iCurves without considering the graph layout, then the
graph is overlaid on top; we call this version iCurvesG.
1

In this chapter we refer to general Euler diagrams since not all evaluated techniques produce
well-formed Euler diagrams.
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9.2 Evaluation Criteria
Our evaluation is driven by the need to visualize grouped network data in an effective way whilst ensuring accuracy of the visualizations. As was seen in chapter 2,
there is a wealth of research into properties of Euler diagrams and graphs that impact effectiveness. The inaccuracy properties could be considered to be the most
fundamental, since if they arise, the visualization is not an accurate representation of the underlying data. For example, edges overlapping with non-incident
vertices imply a non-existent connection, overlapping vertices may appear as one
vertex, vertices that are drawn outside of their correct zone display incorrect set
membership and omitted zones lead to missing set intersections. With regard
to effectiveness properties, whilst they do not prevent diagrams from accurately
reflecting data, they can significantly hinder user comprehension of diagrams. In
particular, we saw in chapter 2 that duplicated curve labels, disconnected zones,
curve concurrency, triple points and non-simple curves should be avoided. In
terms of properties that arise when drawing graphs, edge crossings, edge bends
and extra edge-curve crossings should be minimized.
We counted the number of violations of properties classified as (a) accuracy
properties and (b) effectiveness properties. Falling into the former category are
the following, where in each case we counted (details given further below) the
number of times it was violated in the diagram:
• Minimize edge-vertex intersections.
• Minimize vertex-vertex intersections.
• Vertices must be in the correct zone.
• No omitted zones.
Falling into the latter category, where again we counted the number of times
each of them was violated, are:
• Unique labels.
• Connected zones.
• Non-concurrent curves.
• Only two-points.
• Simple curves.
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• Circular curves.
• No extra zones.
• Minimize edge crossings.
• Minimize extra edge-curve crossings.
We did not count violations of the minimize edge bends property as all of the
evaluated techniques employed straight lines to draw edges.
In addition, we captured the time taken by each technique to draw the diagrams to gain insight into the relative runtimes of the different software implementations. The measurements were taken on Windows 10 64-bit with an Intel
i7-6820HQ with a fixed speed at 2.7 GHz. No other foreground applications were
running at the time of the evaluation.

9.3 Methods
In subsection 9.3.1, we present how we obtained the data sets for the evaluation. In order to visualize the data, each software requires specific settings to
be applied. The choices we made with regard to these settings are discussed in
subsection 9.3.2. In subsection 9.3.3 we explain how we counted violations of
diagram properties.

9.3.1 Data for Visualization
In order to evaluate the techniques, we needed data for visualization. We used
SNAP Twitter ego-networks [83] as the source for the data sets. The data sets
originally contained up to 68413 vertices, up to 1685163 edges and up to 99 sets,
which is too complex for the practical evaluation of visualization tools. As such,
we appealed to other evaluations that have been run in order to inform us of
appropriate numbers of sets, vertices and edges. With regard to the number of
sets, consistent with previous studies [20, 23, 108, 114], we used a maximum of 8
sets. We selected the minimum number of sets to be 2 since unlike in set-only data
(which these studies focused on), with grouped network data there is a variety
in the diagrams that can be produced with 2 sets. Within this, data sets with
either 2, 4, 6, or 8 sets were visualized. Studies involving graphs typically had
around 10 to 100 vertices and 40 to 170 edges [88, 108, 110, 117], so we used these
bounds. Given these bounds, our next task was to identify the SNAP data with
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required numbers of sets and to reduce the number of vertices and edges within
them, to manage the network complexity.
To reduce the number of vertices and edges in the SNAP data, firstly, we
removed vertices with degree 0 as they do not affect any of the properties being counted because they can be re-introduced post-process after the diagram
is drawn2 . Secondly, we made an assumption that only one non-directed binary
relation is considered. In other words, if two vertices have multiple edges between
them, then the edges can be reduced to just one. So, we removed all occurrences
of multiple edges between any pair of vertices since, in terms of visualizations,
the edges would just be drawn on top of each other. We also removed loops (an
edge whose incident vertices are the same vertex). Thirdly, we randomly removed
vertices using an iterative approach, whilst ensuring that if this created any degree 0 vertices, they would be removed also. The random removal stopped when
the number of vertices was in the given bounds. Finally, any produced data sets
that had too few vertices or edges were removed from consideration (which can
happen through the creation of a degree 0 vertex or removing a vertex with many
incident edges).
The operations can be summarized as the following steps:
1. Remove vertices with degree 0.
2. Remove multiple edges.
3. Remove loops.
4. Randomly remove 20% of the vertices (and their incident edges). Remove
vertices with degree 0. Repeat this step until the data set is within the
bounds (given above) or has too few vertices or edges.
This process left us with a set of SNAP data sets, reduced in complexity, from
which we randomly selected a sample for our evaluation.
We explain how we randomly selected data sets for the two-set case, with the
other cases being similar. We computed the median numbers of zones, vertices
and edges. These medians were used to sub-divide the two-set data sets into eight
groups: those with a low number of zones, vertices and edges (i.e their numbers
were all less than or equal to the median numbers), those with a low number of
zones and vertices, but a high number of edges (i.e. more edges than the median
2

We acknowledge that the techniques do not work in this way and these vertices could have
a profound impact on the layouts.
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number of edges), those with a low number of zones and edges, but a high number
of vertices, and so forth. From each of these eight sub-divisions, we randomly
selected one data set for visualization. This gave us eight two-set data sets. As
we are visualizing two-, four-, six-, and eight-set data sets, this gave us 32 data
sets for visualization.

9.3.2 Visualizing Data Using the Techniques
Each of the 32 data sets had to be visualized with each of the techniques in
order for us to count violations of the accuracy and effectiveness properties. For
each technique, we had to make some choices about how this was to be achieved.
Focusing first on SetNet, it cannot visualize vertices that are outside of all curves.
To overcome this limitation, we added a ‘dummy’ set, called U (for universal set)
to the data: each data item was defined to be inside U . These altered data sets
were supplied to SetNet (only), so a circle for U was drawn. This circle was
subsequently deleted, since its presence was only necessary to achieve a layout,
before we counted the properties. Bubble Sets requires an already drawn graph
over which it lays out the closed curves; it does not have an integrated graph
layout algorithm. The graphs for Bubble Sets were drawn using the ForceAtlas2
layout algorithm in the same way it was used in an existing study by Rodgers et
al. [110] and in our evaluation in chapter 6. For WebCola, the size of the vertices
needs to be specified: we used the vertex size settings provided on the software
website [43]. In iCurvesG, the graph was drawn using the same layout approach
as in GroupNet. It is important to note that different choices, such as a different
graph layout algorithm or vertex size, could impact the properties possessed by
the visualizations.
Given these choices, we attempted to draw each of the 32 data sets using the
five techniques. In one case, for the data set with 8 sets, a high number of zones,
a low number of vertices and a high number of edges, SetNet could not draw
the selected data set. No SNAP data set could be reduced to match the given
combination of the number of sets, zones, vertices and edges to replace that data
set. Hence, the evaluation we present is based on the remaining 31 data sets.

9.3.3 Counting Violations of Properties
We now explain how we counted the violations of the properties we selected for
the evaluation. The Euler diagram property violations were counted in the same
way as in the evaluation in chapter 6.
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• Minimize edge-vertex intersections: these occurred when a vertex was on
an edge with which it was not incident. For each edge, each intersection
with a non-incident vertex was counted.
• Minimize vertex-vertex intersections: these occurred when two vertices were
overlaid. Each pair of vertices that intersected was counted.
• Vertices must be in the correct zone: each vertex that was either on a curve
or not in its assigned zone was counted.
• No omitted zones: each omitted zone was counted.
• Unique labels: for each curve label, we counted the number of ‘extra’ times
it was used on the basis that one curve per set is required.
• Connected zones: for each disconnected zone we counted the number of
extra minimal regions it comprised (i.e. one fewer than the number of
minimal regions of which the zone comprised) on the basis that one minimal
region per zone is required.
• Non-concurrent curves: we counted the number of (maximal) paths that
formed part of two or more curves.
• Only two-points: each point passed through at least three times by the
curves was counted.
• Simple curves: each non-simple curve was counted.
• Circular curves: each non-circular curve was counted.
• No extra zones: each extra zone was counted. If an extra zone was disconnected, we counted the number of minimal regions it comprised and we
did not count this as a violation of the connected zones property to avoid
penalizing a technique twice.
• Minimize edge crossings: each pair of edges that crossed was counted.
• Minimize extra edge-curve crossings: for each edge, we counted its extra
edge-curve crossing number3 .
3

Recall from chapter 7 that an extra edge-curve crossing number of an edge, e, is the number
of actual edge-curve crossings less the number of necessary edge-curve crossings.
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All of the diagrams used in our study are available in Appendix B where
they are marked to show where property violations occurred. The Euler diagram
properties are marked in the same way as in chapter 6. The properties related to
graphs were counted using the software from which the diagrams were generated,
as it is not practical to count them manually. Therefore, only the violations that
were counted manually are marked in the diagrams.

9.4 Statistical Analysis Results
This section presents the results of the evaluation. As explained earlier, we
counted the number of violations of the accuracy and effectiveness properties,
and compared the relative runtimes of the software for each technique, with the
goal to evaluate relative effectiveness of the techniques. To achieve this goal, for
each property, we present a ranking of the techniques based on the following. As
with the evaluation in chapter 6, for each technique, each property could be:
• (a) never violated, since the technique ensured that it would not be,
• (b) not violated by any of the produced visualizations, although other data
sets will cause it to be violated, or
• (c) violated at least once.
In case (a), the technique necessarily has significantly fewer violations, from the
perspective of that property, than any other technique falling into category (b)
or (c). Therefore, for each property, all techniques falling into category (a) are
ranked as jointly having the fewest violations with respect to that property. When
only one technique fell into case (b) or (c), for example only SetNet can produce
duplicated curve labels, then no statistical test to derive a ranking was necessary
and the respective technique was ranked as having the most violations.
If more than one technique fell into categories (b) or (c), statistical analysis was performed to obtain a ranking. Given that the counts of the property
violations are not normally distributed and that the same data sets were used
across five techniques (repeated measures), a non-parametric Friedman test was
applied [102] when we needed to rank at least three techniques. If significant
differences were revealed, a Nemenyi post-hoc analysis was used to derive a ranking [102]. In cases where only two techniques could violate a property, for example, only Bubble Sets and WebCola can produce curve concurrency in diagrams,
a Wilcoxon test was applied [102]. As with the evaluation in chapter 6, results
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Diagrams drawn
Diagrams with violations
Total violations
Average violations
Technique category

SN
BS
WC
IC
31
31
31
31
31
31
31
31
2361 215
6605
255
76.16 6.94 213.06 8.23
(c)
(c)
(c)
(c)

GN
31
31
354
11.42
(c)

Table 9.2: Violation counts for the minimize edge-vertex intersections property.
are taken to be significant at the 5% level (if p-value was less than 0.05) and
the techniques that inherently do not violate a property (as guaranteed by their
algorithms) are taken to be strictly superior to those that do. The counts from
which the statistical analysis results were obtained are available in Appendix B.

9.4.1 Evaluation of Accuracy Properties
We inspect the results by considering each layout property separately, starting
with those that fall into the category of inaccuracy properties. These include
minimize edge-vertex intersections, minimize vertex-vertex intersections, vertices
must be in the correct zone and no omitted zones properties.
Minimize Edge-vertex Intersections
The results for the edge-vertex intersections property are given in Table 9.2. We
now explain how the table is formatted; tables for other property violations in
this section are formatted in the same way. The table columns are the techniques
abbreviated as follows: SetNet (SN), Bubble Sets (BS), WebCola (WC), iCurvesG
(IC) and GroupNet (GN). The rows include the following information:
1. Diagrams drawn: the number of diagrams the technique successfully drew.
2. Diagrams with violations: the number of diagrams drawn by the technique
in which the violation occurs.
3. Total violations: the total number of violations across all diagrams drawn
by the technique.
4. Average violations: the average number of violations for each diagram.
5. Technique category: as explained earlier, for a particular property, each
technique is either in category (a), (b) or (c).
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The ‘–’ entry is given when a technique does not violate the property, i.e. the
technique is in category (a) for that property. The ‘0’ entry is given when a technique did not violate the property across all drawn diagrams, but is theoretically
capable of doing so, i.e. the the technique is in category (b) for that property.
We can readily observe, from Table 9.2, that the counts for SetNet and WebCola are particularly high. WebCola has the highest mean of 213.06, whereas
Bubble Sets has the lowest mean of 6.94. A Friedman test reported a p-value of
0.001, so the results were significantly different. To identify where the differences
lie, we applied a post-hoc Nemenyi test. The results show that WebCola and
SetNet jointly have the most violations with respect to edge-vertex intersections.
There is no significant difference between SetNet and WebCola, or between Bubble Sets, iCurvesG and GroupNet. Thus, the ranking from the fewest violations
to most is:
BS = GN = IC < SN = WC.
This ranking suggests that Bubble Sets, GroupNet and iCurvesG produce diagrams with significantly fewer edge-vertex intersections than SetNet and WebCola.
Minimize Vertex-vertex Intersections
The data we collected for the vertex-vertex intersections property is given in
Table 9.3. We can see that overall all techniques performed well in this criterion.
Bubble Sets, iCurvesG and GroupNet did not violate this property in any of
the evaluated diagrams. The remaining two techniques, SetNet and WebCola,
had similar violation counts: 68 and 76 respectively. Examples of SetNet and
WebCola diagrams with vertex-vertex intersections can be seen in Figure 9.1. A
Friedman test gave a p-value of 0.012, so a Nemenyi test was applied. The test
revealed that there are no significant differences between any pair of techniques:
BS = GN = IC = SN = WC.
This suggests that all five techniques can produce grouped network diagrams
without significant difference in the number of vertex-vertex intersections.
Vertices Must Be in the Correct Zone
As regards this property, both iCurvesG and GroupNet produced no violations.
Out of the other three techniques, as can be seen from Table 9.4, WebCola had
the highest total of 81. As the Friedman test showed that there was a significant
difference between techniques with a p-value of 0.001, a further post-hoc Nemenyi
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Diagrams drawn
Diagrams with violations
Total violations
Average violations
Technique category

SN BS
31
31
12
0
68
0
2.19 0
(c) (c)

WC IC
31 31
11
0
76
0
2.45 0
(c) (c)

GN
31
0
0
0
(c)

Table 9.3: Violation counts for the minimize vertex-vertex intersections property.

(a) WebCola.

(b) SetNet.

Figure 9.1: Vertex-vertex intersections in evaluated diagrams.
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Diagrams drawn
Diagrams with violations
Total violations
Average violations
Technique category

SN BS WC IC GN
31
31
31 31 31
15
13
18
0
0
27
16
81
0
0
0.87 0.52 2.61 0
0
(c)
(c)
(c) (c) (c)

Table 9.4: Violation counts for the vertices must be in the correct zone property.
SN
Diagrams drawn
31
Diagrams with violations –
Total violations
–
Average violations
–
Technique category
(a)

BS WC IC GN
31
31
31 31
–
10
–
–
–
24
–
–
– 0.77 –
–
(a) (c) (a) (a)

Table 9.5: Violation counts for the no omitted zones property.
analysis revealed that iCurvesG and GroupNet diagram have significantly fewer
violations of this property compared to SetNet and WebCola. No significant
difference was found between Bubble Sets and the other four techniques:
BS = GN = IC, GN = IC < SN, GN = IC < WC, BS = SN = WC.
This suggests that both iCurves and GroupNet can produce diagrams with significantly fewer violations of the vertices must be in the correct zone property
than SetNet and WebCola, and no more violations than Bubble Sets.
No Omitted Zones
Only WebCola produced omitted zones in the evaluation, with the total of 24
omitted zones, as seen in Table 9.5. Given the other four techniques do not omit
zones, they are taken as necessarily superior:
SN = GN = IC = BS < WC.
This suggests that SetNet, GroupNet, iCurvesG and Bubble Sets produce diagrams with significantly fewer omitted zones than WebCola.
Summary
Table 9.6 summarizes the results of the evaluation in terms of accuracy properties.
We explain how the table is formatted. The “property” column has the following
abbreviated names of the properties: minimize edge-vertex intersections (EVI),
minimize vertex-vertex intersections (VVI), vertices must be in the correct zone
(VCZ) and no omitted zones (NOZ), The “ranking” column shows the ranking of
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Figure 9.2: Duplicated curve labels in SetNet.
the techniques with respect to a property. Techniques that never violate a given
property (i.e. techniques in category (a) for that property) are in bold.

9.4.2 Evaluation of Effectiveness Properties
We now focus on effectiveness properties of diagrams. In particular, we consider
violations of the unique labels, connected zones, non-concurrent curves, only twopoints, simple curves, minimize edge crossings and minimize extra edge-curve
crossings properties.
Unique Labels
In this evaluation only SetNet is able to produce duplicated curve labels. This is
because SetNet uses the iCircles technique for drawing Euler diagrams. Table 9.7
shows that the total of 14 duplicated curve labels were observed in the evaluation.
An example diagram (with the graph omitted for clarity) produced by SetNet with
a duplicated curve label C is in Figure 9.2. Since only SetNet can violate this
property, it necessarily has more violations of the unique labels property than the
other four techniques:
BS = GN = IC = WC < SN.
This suggests Bubble Sets, WebCola, GroupNet and iCurvesG produce diagrams
with significantly fewer duplicated curve labels than SetNet.
Property
Ranking
EVI
BS = GN = IC < SN = WC
VVI
BS = GN = IC = SN = WC
VCZ
BS = GN = IC, GN = IC < SN, GN = IC < WC, BS = SN = WC
NOZ
SN = GN = IC = BS < WC

Table 9.6: The technique rankings for the accuracy properties.
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Diagrams drawn
Diagrams with violations
Total violations
Average violations
Technique category

SN BS WC IC GN
31
31 31 31 31
7
–
–
–
–
14
–
–
–
–
0.45 –
–
–
–
(c) (a) (a) (a) (a)

Table 9.7: Violation counts for the unique labels property.
SN
Diagrams drawn
31
Diagrams with violations –
Total violations
–
Average violations
–
Technique category
(a)

BS WC IC GN
31
31
31 31
26
5
–
–
263
7
–
–
8.48 0.23 –
–
(c)
(c) (a) (a)

Table 9.8: Violation counts for the connected zones property.
Connected Zones
Our results in Table 9.8 show that Bubble Sets produced 263 disconnected zones
in total and WebCola produced 7. The diagrams can be seen in Figure 9.3, where
the disconnected zones are marked using lowercase letters. The other techniques
do not display disconnected zones in their diagrams, hence we applied a Wilcoxon
test to determine whether there is a significant difference between Bubble Sets
and WebCola with respect to this property. The test gave a p-value of 0.001
and revealed that Bubble Sets has significantly more disconnected zones than
WebCola. The other three techniques are necessarily superior with respect to the
connected zones property:
SN = GN = IC < WC < BS.
This suggests SetNet, GroupNet and iCurvesG produce diagrams with significantly fewer disconnected zones than WebCola and Bubble Sets.
Non-concurrent Curves
As with disconnected zones, curve concurrency can only be produced by Bubble
Sets and WebCola. The totals and averages are given in Table 9.9. On average,
Bubble Sets produced one occurrence of curve concurrency, whereas WebCola
produced about 2. The diagrams produced by Bubble Sets and WebCola displaying curve concurrency (highlighted with translucent yellow) can be seen in
Figure 9.4. Again, given only two techniques exhibit violations of this property,
a Wilcoxon test was applied to determine if there are significant differences. The
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(a) Bubble Sets.

(b) WebCola.

Figure 9.3: Disconnected zones in evaluated diagrams.
Diagrams drawn
Diagrams with violations
Total violations
Average violations
Technique category

SN
31
–
–
–
(a)

BS WC IC GN
31
31
31 31
15
24
–
–
31
67
–
–
1.00 2.16 –
–
(c)
(c) (a) (a)

Table 9.9: Violation counts for the non-concurrent curves property.
test results gave a p-value of 0.001 and revealed that Bubble Sets has significantly
fewer concurrent curves than WebCola. Other techniques are necessarily superior
since they never exhibit curve concurrency:
SN = GN = IC < BS < WC.
This suggests that SetNet, GroupNet and iCurvesG produce diagrams with significantly fewer occurrences of curve concurrency compared to Bubble Sets and
WebCola.
Only Two-points
Triple points can only be produced by Bubble Sets and WebCola, with the results
given in Table 9.10. In total, Bubble Sets produced 22 triple points and WebCola
produced 17. The diagrams displaying triple points (they are enclosed with red
ellipses) are in Figure 9.5. A Wilcoxon test revealed no significant differences
between Bubble Sets and WebCola with a p-value of 0.255. Considering the
other three techniques do not produce triple points, they are necessarily superior
to Bubble Sets and WebCola:
SN = GN = IC < BS = WC.
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(a) Bubble Sets.

(b) WebCola.

Figure 9.4: Curve concurrency in evaluated diagrams.
SN
31
–
–
–
(a)

Diagrams drawn
Diagrams with violations
Total violations
Average violations
Technique category

BS WC IC GN
31
31
31 31
8
8
–
–
22
17
–
–
0.71 0.55 –
–
(c)
(c) (a) (a)

Table 9.10: Violation counts for the only two-points property.
This suggests that SetNet, GroupNet and iCurvesG produce diagrams with significantly fewer triple points than Bubble Sets and WebCola.
Simple Curves
No occurrences of non-simple curves were observed in this evaluation. Therefore,
no statistical test is required to obtain the following ranking:
SN = GN = IC = WC = BS.
This ranking suggests that all SetNet, GroupNet, iCurvesG, WebCola and Bubble
Sets produce diagrams with no non-simple curves.

Diagrams drawn
Diagrams with violations
Total violations
Average violations
Technique category

SN
31
–
–
–
(a)

BS WC IC GN
31 31 31 31
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
(a) (a) (a) (a)

Table 9.11: Violation counts for the simple curves property.
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(a) Bubble Sets.

(b) WebCola.

Figure 9.5: Triple points in evaluated diagrams.
Diagrams drawn
Diagrams with violations
Total violations
Average violations
Technique category

SN
31
–
–
–
(a)

BS WC IC GN
31
31
31
31
31
31
5
5
152 152
7
7
4.90 4.90 0.23 0.23
(c)
(c)
(c)
(c)

Table 9.12: Violation counts for the circular curves property.
Circular Curves
The results we obtained for the circular curves property are given in Table 9.12.
The results for SetNet, Bubble Sets and WebCola are to be expected since SetNet
always uses circles; Bubble Sets and WebCola never use circles. As for GroupNet and iCurvesG, they use circles when possible and produced 7 non-circular
curves each. A Friedman test gave a p-value of 0.001 and a Nemenyi test produced the following ranking of the techniques. Both iCurvesG and GroupNet
had significantly fewer occurrences of non-circles than Bubble Sets and WebCola.
Considering that SetNet never produces non-circular curves, it is strictly superior
to the other techniques:
SN < GN = IC < BS = WC.
This suggests SetNet produces diagrams with significantly fewer non-circular
curves compared to GroupNet, iCurvesG, Bubble Sets and WebCola.
No Extra Zones
The totals and averages for the violations of the no extra zones property are given
in Table 9.13. It is notable that SetNet only displayed 3 extra zones across all
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data sets. By contrast, Bubble Sets has the highest total of 58 extra zones. A
p-value of 0.023 was observed from a Friedman test. Hence a post-hoc Nemenyi
test was required, which produced the following ranking:
SN < BS, SN = WC = GN = IC, BS = WC = GN = IC.
This ranking suggests that SetNet produces diagrams with significantly fewer
extra zones than Bubble Sets.
Minimize Edge Crossings
Table 9.14 contains the collected data for violation counts of the minimize edge
crossings property. Apart from Bubble Sets, which produced 18241 edge crossings
in total, other techniques displayed a particularly large number of violations for
this property. A Friedman test reported a p-value of 0.001, a subsequent post-hoc
Nemenyi test found that Bubble Sets had significantly fewer edge crossings than
the other four techniques. The test also found that GroupNet had significantly
more violations of this property than WebCola. The rankings produced by the
Nemenyi test are as follows:
BS < SN = GN = IC, BS < WC, WC < GN.
This suggests that Bubble Sets can produce diagrams with significantly fewer
edge crossings than SetNet, WebCola, GroupNet and iCurvesG.
Minimize Extra Edge-curve Crossings
The violation counts of the minimize extra edge-curve crossings property are given
in Table 9.15. We can see that SetNet had the lowest average of around 35 extra
edge-curve crossings per diagram, whereas Bubble Sets had the highest average of
around 225 extra edge-curve crossings per diagram. A Friedman test produced a
p-value of 0.001 and a post-hoc test identified that SetNet, iCurvesG and GroupNet had significantly fewer violations than Bubble Sets and WebCola. Moreover,
there was no significant difference between SetNet, iCurvesG and GroupNet, or
between Bubble Sets and WebCola. The ranking is summarized as follows:

Diagrams drawn
Diagrams with violations
Total violations
Average violations
Technique category

SN BS WC IC GN
31
31
31
31
31
2
16
8
8
8
3
58
14
34
34
0.10 1.87 0.45 1.10 1.10
(c)
(c)
(c)
(c)
(c)

Table 9.13: Violation counts for the no extra zones property.
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Diagrams drawn
Diagrams with violations
Total violations
Average violations
Technique category

SN
BS
WC
IC
31
31
31
31
31
31
31
31
38342
18241
35763
40773
1236.84 588.42 1153.65 1315.26
(c)
(c)
(c)
(c)

GN
31
31
41492
1338.45
(c)

Table 9.14: Violation counts for the minimize edge crossings property.
Diagrams drawn
Diagrams with violations
Total violations
Average violations
Technique category

SN
BS
WC
IC
31
31
31
31
31
31
31
31
1080
6962
4434
1996
34.84 224.58 143.03 64.39
(c)
(c)
(c)
(c)

GN
31
31
1968
63.48
(c)

Table 9.15: Violation counts for the minimize edge-curve crossings property.
SN = GN = IC < BS = WC.
This suggests that SetNet, GroupNet and iCurvesG can produce diagrams with
significantly fewer extra edge-curve crossings than Bubble Sets and WebCola.
Summary
Table 9.16 summarizes the results of the evaluation in terms of relative effectiveness of the techniques for each effectiveness property. We explain how the table
is formatted. The “property” column has the following abbreviated names of
the properties: unique labels (UL), connected zones (CZ), non-concurrent curves
(NCC), only two-points (OTP), simple curves (SC), circular curves (CC), no extra zones (NEZ), minimize edge crossings (EC) and minimize extra edge-curve
Property
Ranking
UL
BS = GN = IC = WC < SN
CZ
SN = GN = IC < WC < BS
NCC
SN = GN = IC < BS < WC
OTP
SN = GN = IC < WC = BS
SC
SN = GN = IC = WC = BS
CC
SN < GN = IC < BS = WC
NEZ
SN < BS, SN = WC = GN = IC, BS = WC = GN = IC
EC
BS < SN = GN = IC, BS < WC, WC < GN
ECC
SN = GN = IC < BS = WC
Table 9.16: The technique rankings for the effectiveness properties.
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SN
BS
WC
IC
Diagrams drawn
31
31
31
31
Total time taken
81.57 23.33 217.47 452.90
Average time taken 2.63 0.75
7.02
14.61

GN
31
468.82
15.12

Table 9.17: The running times information of the software.
crossings (ECC). The “ranking” column shows the ranking of the techniques with
respect to a property. Techniques that never violate a given property (i.e. techniques in category (a) for that property) are in bold.

9.4.3 Runtime Analysis
With respect to runtime, the data is available in Table 9.17. The means were
2.63 seconds for SetNet, 0.75 seconds for Bubble Sets4 , 7.02 seconds for WebCola,
14.61 seconds for iCurvesG and 15.12 seconds for GroupNet. The data are not
normal, so a log (base 10) transformation was applied. The transformation did
not yield normal data, but resulted in a skewness of -0.2. Therefore, an ANOVA
was conducted using the logged time data. This resulted in a p-value of < 0.001.
A subsequent post-hoc Tukey test produced the following ranking (from fastest
to slowest):
BS < SN < WC < GN = IC.
This ranking suggests that Bubble Sets produces diagrams significantly quicker
than SetNet, WebCola, iCurvesG and GroupNet. It also suggests that iCurvesG
and GroupNet are significantly slower than the other three techniques.

9.5 Discussion of the Results
Our results have suggested that there are clear differences between the five evaluated techniques. From our perspective, the most important aspect of the techniques is their ability to accurately reflect the data. In this regard, Bubble Sets,
GroupNet and iCurvesG were particularly accurate compared to the other techniques. By contrast, we saw that WebCola was often relatively inaccurate. If we
delve deeper into the data, we can examine the behaviour of the counts broken
down by the number of sets present in the data sets. We examine the properties
by using the following groups, as in chapter 6: accuracy properties and effectiveness properties. Within effectiveness properties, we further group properties by
4

For clarity, the time data for Bubble Sets includes the time taken to draw the underlying
graph.
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well-formedness properties, circles and no extra zones (these are the properties
iCurvesG and GroupNet necessarily violate to keep Euler diagrams well-formed),
minimize edge crossings (this is a graph only property) and minimize extra edgecurve crossings (this is a combined Euler diagram and graph property). We will
also consider the differences in the results between the two techniques developed
in this thesis: iCurvesG and GroupNet.
Focusing now on the average violations of accuracy properties, which include
minimize edge-vertex intersections, minimize vertex-vertex intersections, vertices
must be in the correct zone and no omitted zones. The results are given in the
line chart in Figure 9.6 by the number of sets. We can observe that WebCola
has more violations of accuracy properties per number of sets than any other
technique. This might be expected as the selected vertex size in WebCola will
have impacted its poor performance with respect to edge-vertex and vertex-vertex
intersections. It can be suggested that WebCola violates more accuracy properties
as the number of sets increases, but this is unclear and requires further evaluation.
We can further observe that SetNet has the second highest number of violations
and similarly, as the number of sets increases, there is a tendency for SetNet
to violate more properties. We can also see that Bubble Sets, iCurvesG and
GroupNet and have a similar number of violation counts of accuracy properties
and generally performed well. For Bubble Sets, this is unsurprising since the
graph is laid out first, addressing edge-vertex and vertex-vertex intersections and
the curves aim to enclose the correct set of items. Both iCurvesG and GroupNet
use the graph drawing method that specifically accounts for vertices that are not
in their assigned zones and edge-vertex and vertex-vertex intersections, which
appears to have reduced the overall numbers of violations of these properties. It
appears that the violation counts for Bubble Sets, iCurvesG and GroupNet do not
grow with the number of sets. This suggests that these three techniques, Bubble
Sets, iCurvesG and GroupNet, should be used to produce accurate visualizations
and that they scale well with the number of sets with respect to the accuracy
properties.
The line chart in Figure 9.7 depicts the average number of violations of the
well-formedness properties. These include occurrences of duplicated curve labels,
disconnected zones, curve concurrency, triple points and non-simple curves. As
expected, GroupNet and iCurvesG produced no violations of any of the wellformedness properties. SetNet, unlike with accuracy properties, produced very
few violations of the well-formedness properties. In fact, SetNet can only violate
the unique labels property. Bubble Sets fared particularly poorly and there is a
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Figure 9.6: Examining combined violations of accuracy properties by the number
of sets.
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Figure 9.7: Examining combined violations of the Euler diagram well-formedness
properties by the number of sets.
visible tendency for Bubble Sets diagrams to possess more undesirable properties
as the number of sets increases. This can be expected, a higher number of sets
leads to more curves attempting to enclose the correct set of items, in turn,
resulting in curve concurrency and zones being disconnected. WebCola, while
faring not as poorly as with the accuracy properties, produced second highest
number of combined violations of the well-formedness properties in each number
of sets. There appears to be an increase in the violation counts as the number
of sets increases. Ultimately, it is unsurprising that WebCola and Bubble Sets
performed poorly with respect to Euler diagram well-formedness properties: they
both draw the graph first without considering the layout of the closed curves.
We now focus on violations of the circular curves and no extra zones properties
with the average violations depicted in Figure 9.8. We can observe, again, that
Bubble Sets and WebCola can be particularly problematic. We note that both of
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Figure 9.8: Examining combined violations of the circular curves and no extra
zones properties by the number of sets.

Avg. violations

these techniques do not use circles, which contributed to a high violation count.
Moreover, both of them had many extra zones. It can be expected that the two
techniques that lay out the graph first performed poorly with respect to these
two Euler diagram effectiveness properties. Given SetNet always uses circles and
generally avoids extra zones, it performed particularly well. The line chart also
indicates that as the number of sets increases, the number of non-circles and extra
zones also increases for iCurvesG and GroupNet. This can be explained by the
increased difficulty of routing a new circular curve, to obtain the correct set of
zones, when there are many existing curves. However, in the case of iCurvesG and
GroupNet, the decomposition strategies seem to have allowed both techniques to
fare not as poorly as Bubble Sets and WebCola with respect to the circular curves
and no extra zones properties.
As for the graph only properties, we now examine the minimize edge crossings
SetNet
Bubble Sets
WebCola
iCurvesG
GroupNet
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8

Figure 9.9: Examining the violation counts for the minimize edge crossings property by the number of sets.
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Figure 9.10: Examining the violation counts for the minimize extra edge-curve
crossings property by the number of sets.
property more deeply, by considering the number of sets. We can see that there
are large differences in the mean counts for the techniques: Bubble Sets had
significantly fewer violations. The line chart in Figure 9.9 shows that as the
number of sets grows, the number of edge crossings does not tend to increase for
Bubble Sets. It is unsurprising that Bubble Sets outperforms SetNet, iCurvesG
and GroupNet in the minimize edge crossings property since Bubble Sets draws
the graph first. Interestingly, although WebCola also draws the graph first, it is
outperformed by Bubble Sets and exhibits a very similar distribution of average
crossing numbers to SetNet. For WebCola, SetNet, iCurvesG and GroupNet,
there may be a slight tendency for the number of edge crossings to grow with
the number of sets; for the latter three techniques this could be expected, as the
graph layout is constrained by the layout of the sets to some degree.
With regard to extra edge-curve crossings, the line chart in Figure 9.10 suggests that, as the number of sets grows, so does the number of edge-curve crossings. For Bubble Sets, this increase could be explained by the increasing complexity of the routes taken by the curves, forcing more edges to cross curves
unnecessarily. The use of circles in SetNet and, for the most part, iCurvesG and
GroupNet may explain the lower counts than observed for the other techniques:
circular curves will be passed through at most twice by any edge. In addition,
GroupNet’s strategic curve-drawing and decomposition appear to have controlled
the number of extra edge-curve crossings; it was found to be just as effective as
SetNet for this property. Interestingly, the chart suggests that the rate of edgecurve crossings could be growing slightly faster for iCurvesG than for GroupNet,
and more complex data sets may reveal significant differences between these two
techniques.
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Figure 9.11: Examining the software runtimes by the number of sets.
As for runtime, interesting trends can be observed in the line chart in Figure 9.11. Firstly, we can observe that Bubble Sets is the fastest among the five
techniques. Secondly, it appears WebCola, SetNet and Bubble Sets all show relatively constant runtimes for their respective software, as the time it takes to
draw a diagram does not seem to vary with the number of sets. By constrast,
the runtime of iCurvesG shows a steady rise between 2 and 6 sets and increases
sharply for 8 sets. GroupNet displays a different trend: for 2 and 4 sets, it is
slower than iCurvesG; for 6 sets it is as fast as iCurvesG and for 8 sets it is
around 1.4 times faster iCurvesG. It is not surprising that both iCurvesG and
GroupNet are slower than the other techniques. The iCurvesG and GroupNet
techniques were designed to avoid, where possible, violations of the accuracy and
effectiveness properties, unlike the other techniques. This is no easy task given
the number of such properties and the way they are intertwined, for example
reducing extra edge-curve crossings may result in higher edge crossings. So it is
expected that iCurvesG and GroupNet can be computationally expensive.
We now compare the two techniques developed in this thesis, iCurvesG and
GroupNet. Although they produced different diagrams with slightly different
counts in various properties, there was no significant difference between them
across all properties. Theoretically, the approaches differ in the curve-drawing
and decomposition strategies. So, generally, it can be expected that the results
with respect to most properties are similar. From the line charts we saw that
differences started to be revealed when the number of sets was 6 or more. In
Figure 9.11, we saw that for 8 sets GroupNet is faster than iCurvesG. It can be
surprising that although GroupNet, unlike iCurvesG, considers both the Euler diagram and the graph layout during drawing, it can be faster than iCurvesG when
the number of sets is high. This result can be explained by the new (GroupNet)
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(a) iCurvesG.

(b) GroupNet.

Figure 9.12: Comparing iCurvesG and GroupNet: 2 sets.
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decomposition strategy being used in GroupNet. As the number of sets rises, so
does the number of curves, leading to an increase in the number of checks for
curves that are expected to be drawable as circles in the iCurves decomposition
strategy. Furthermore, the iCurves decomposition strategy also aims to reduce
the number of extra zones. The GroupNet decomposition strategy focuses on
reducing the number of extra edge-curve crossings, rather than extra zones, and
is computationally less expensive. Further evaluation is needed to determine the
effect of the new curve-drawing and decomposition strategies in GroupNet regarding extra edge-curve crossings, particularly in diagrams with high number
of sets and high number of zones. It can be suggested that with higher number
of sets and zones, GroupNet can have a clear advantage over iCurvesG, both in
terms of extra edge-curve crossings and runtime.
In terms of the nature of the diagrams produced by iCurvesG and GroupNet,
the key difference we can observe from Figures 9.12 and 9.13 is the placement
of components. In iCurvesG, the components are simply laid out in a linear
manner without any consideration given to the graph layout. This placement can
result in many edge-curve crossings. Furthermore, the graph layout appears to
be ‘stretched’, potentially hindering tasks that require tracing an edge from start
to end. By contrast, in GroupNet, as explained in chapter 8, the components
are placed using a force-directed approach to reduce the number of edge-curve
crossings. This approach, as can be seen from Figures 9.12 and 9.13, does not
stretch the graph and results in more space-efficient diagrams than those produced
by iCurvesG.
Overall, the take-away message here is that:
• Both iCurvesG and GroupNet are accurate techniques that produce diagrams that have significantly fewer, or no more, ineffective diagram properties (apart from edge crossings and non-circles) at the cost of significantly
increased runtime.

9.6 Threats to Validity
The results we obtained are valid within the study constraints. In this section,
we consider the threats to the validity of these results and discuss properties
of diagrams that cannot be counted, which is why there were not part of our
evaluation.
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(a) iCurvesG.

(b) GroupNet.

Figure 9.13: Comparing iCurvesG and GroupNet: 8 sets.
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As with the evaluation in chapter 6, an important factor to consider is that the
evaluated theoretical properties act as a proxy to diagram effectiveness. Therefore, the results can only provide a relative effectiveness of the techniques with
respect to these properties. We should be mindful that these properties, when
possessed by diagrams, do not necessarily ensure effectiveness. However, it is
known that violating these properties leads to poor comprehension. Thus, it is
important to rank visualization techniques with respect to how well they meet
the effectiveness properties, which we have done in this evaluation.
Another important factor to consider is the number and the complexity of
selected data sets used in the evaluation. A larger number of data sets, or the
original complexity of the network (up to 68413 vertices and up to 1685163 edges)
may have produced a different set of results. As explained earlier, it was not
sensible to include all data sets with the original network complexity seen in
SNAP data sets since the diagrams were to be produced and evaluated manually.
So, we used a stratified random sampling method to reduce the number of data
sets and we randomly removed vertices to manage the network complexity.
The validity of the results is also limited to the software implementations of
techniques we used in the evaluation. As discussed in the evaluation in chapter
6, software implementations can use different rendering details, such as vertex
sizes, and different heuristics when producing algorithms from theory. Therefore,
these alterations can impact the evaluation criteria presented in this chapter. For
example, changing the graph algorithm used for Bubble Sets, or the vertex sizes
in WebCola, will likely affect the accuracy and effectiveness properties that arise
from graphs.
Our evaluation focused on accuracy and effectiveness properties whose violations can be counted, and runtime. In chapter 2, we saw that other criteria
can also impact effectiveness. With regard to Euler diagrams, properties such as
zone areas, curve-edge closeness and curve smoothness all impact effectiveness
but cannot be easily measured. Illustrative examples featuring these properties
are given in Figure 9.14 to indicate potential differences in the effectiveness of the
layouts produced. The same description was used to produce the diagrams by the
techniques. The properties seen in these diagrams typify the techniques by which
they were drawn. We can see that zones in Bubble Sets and WebCola diagrams
do not have similar areas, whereas relatively, zones in GroupNet (iCurvesG) and
SetNet do. Also, in GroupNet (iCurvesG) and SetNet the curves do not run
closely for large sections and so with regard to curve-edge closeness, they are
superior to Bubble Sets and WebCola. All five techniques use smooth curves to
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(a) SetNet.

(b) Bubble Sets.

(c) WebCola.

(d) iCurvesG / GroupNet.

Figure 9.14: Properties possessed by grouped network diagrams drawn by different techniques.
a varying degree: SetNet always uses circles, GroupNet and iCurvesG use circles
whenever possible, whilst the non-circular curves are smoothed to C 2 continuity,
WebCola uses rectangles with rounded corners and in Bubble Sets, smoothness
does not appear to be consistent, as can be seen in Figure 9.14. Overall, when
it comes to these three closed-curve-based properties, it is unsurprising for the
techniques that draw the curves first to be superior to the techniques that draw
the graph first.
As for graphs, properties like angles, orthogonal layout and symmetry cannot
be counted, yet they can also impact effectiveness of diagrams, as we saw in
chapter 2. The graphs in Bubble Sets seem to have a sufficiently large angle
between edges leaving vertices. In SetNet, iCurvesG and GroupNet, smaller
angles between edges can be explained by the constraints imposed by the curves:
vertices must be located in their assigned zones. Interestingly, WebCola does
not appear to consider the angles property despite drawing the graph first. One
can argue that Bubble Sets graphs follow a grid-based placement compared to
the other four techniques. As for symmetry, Bubble Sets and WebCola graphs
appear to be more symmetrical than those drawn by the other three techniques.
This is likely because the graph layout is produced first by the former techniques.
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With these three graph properties we can see that the techniques that draw the
graph first tend to come out on top.
In this evaluation we have considered theoretical properties that are known
to impact cognition. However, further empirical studies with human participants
are needed to determine the effectiveness of iCurvesG and GroupNet diagrams
for user task performance.

9.7 Summary
This chapter completes our last research objective and addresses research question 2. In particular, we presented the evaluation of the GroupNet technique in
comparison with the state-of-the-art for visualizing grouped network data. A key
outcome of this chapter is that GroupNet was found to be a particularly accurate
technique that can produce diagrams with significantly fewer, or no more, layout
properties known to hinder cognition, apart from edge crossings and non-circles.
This was achieved at the cost of significantly increased runtime.
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Chapter 10
Conclusions and Further Work
A major problem faced when producing visualizations of data is finding an accurate and effective layout in a reasonable runtime. In the context of set and
network visualizations, a lot of attempts have been made but the existing state-ofthe-art has not typically attempted to incorporate properties that are empirically
justified to be effective. Moreover, the existing techniques can also produce inaccurate visualizations, thus not giving a true representation of the data. Finding a
method that addresses all three concerns – accuracy, effectiveness and runtime –
is challenging, not least because there is usually a trade-off between effectiveness
and runtime. In our view, runtime is of no benefit if the resulting visualization
is ineffective or, worse, inaccurate.
The first aim of this thesis was to automatically draw Euler diagrams that
have, compared to the existing state-of-the-art, demonstrably fewer layout properties known to hinder human cognition. The second aim was to automatically
draw Euler diagrams and graphs in combination that have, compared to the
existing state-of-the-art, demonstrably fewer layout properties known to hinder
human cognition. To address both aims, the following questions were posed:
• Research question 1: how can we automatically draw effective Euler
diagrams for visualizing sets?
• Research question 2: how can we automatically draw effective Euler
diagrams and graphs in combination for visualizing grouped network data?
We have addressed the aims of this thesis, which directly reflect the research
questions, by completing the following objectives:
• Objective 1: devise a new technique for drawing Euler diagrams informed
by known results on effectiveness.
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• Objective 2: produce a software implementation to automate the new
Euler diagram drawing technique.
• Objective 3: evaluate the new Euler diagram drawing technique against
the state-of-the-art techniques with respect to properties known to impact
effectiveness.
• Objective 4: devise a new layout technique for drawing Euler diagrams in
combination with graphs informed by known results on effectiveness.
• Objective 5: produce a software implementation to automate the new
technique for drawing Euler diagrams and graphs in combination.
• Objective 6: evaluate the new technique for drawing Euler diagrams and
graphs in combination against the state-of-the-art techniques with respect
to properties known to impact effectiveness.
There are two major outcomes from completing these objectives:
1. iCurves is the first implemented technique to visualize any finite collection
of sets in the form of an Euler diagram that possesses all well-formedness
properties, such that extra zones are only introduced when necessary, and
2. GroupNet is the first implemented technique that draws Euler diagrams and
graphs in combination whose design accounts for a range of effectiveness
properties of both of these visualizations.

10.1 Thesis Contributions
The chapters 4 to 9 contain the original work of this thesis and address objectives
1 to 6 respectively. The iCurves technique, presented in chapter 4, guarantees the
drawing of any finite number of sets in a way that the resulting diagrams avoid
properties known to hinder human cognition. The novelty of iCurves was two-fold.
Firstly, the inductive nature of the drawing method, which draws the curves in a
selected sequence, allowed us to identify a curve drawing order that promotes the
use of circles and avoids introducing unnecessary extra zones. This curve drawing
order was embodied in the iCurves decomposition strategy. Secondly, the method
selected for drawing each individual curve was new. Whilst the idea of using
cycles in dual graphs to add curves is not novel to this thesis, our work is the
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first time that the cycles had been chosen to completely avoid violations of wellformedness properties. In this part of our technique, it is sometimes necessary
to add extra zones, thus violating well-matchedness. This novel feature leads to
a trade-off between well-matchedness and well-formedness that is managed by
introducing as few extra zones as possible. The result is a new technique that
draws completely well-formed Euler diagrams, using circles where possible, whilst
introducing extra zones where needed.
To demonstrate the practical utility of the iCurves method, an implementation was presented in chapter 5. Of particular note was our novel approach for
constructing a modified Euler dual. This new approach allowed us to avoid extra
computational complexity when drawing smooth non-circular curves. This was
a significant improvement since not all data sets can be drawn in a well-formed
way using only circles. Another important aspect of the iCurves implementation
was an algorithmic solution to finding a simple cycle in a modified dual to add a
curve that guarantees well-formedness of the resulting diagram. The outcome of
this chapter is an automated layout tool for drawing well-formed Euler diagrams,
which provides users with access to the iCurves method.
An evaluation of our method against the existing state-of-the-art techniques
— namely iCircles, Bubble Sets and GED-L — in chapter 6, set out to compare the numbers of violations of properties known to hinder effectiveness. In all
cases, iCurves led to significantly fewer violations of well-formedness properties,
compared to iCircles, Bubble Sets and GED-L. Ensuring that all of these beneficial layout properties arise, however, leads to a cost in terms of extra zones:
iCurves diagrams had significantly more extra zones than iCircles and GED-L,
but iCurves was not significantly different from Bubble Sets. This cost was expected since iCurves introduces extra zones into diagrams in order to keep them
well-formed. Our comparison of the runtime performance of iCurves against iCircles, Bubble Sets and GED-L revealed that iCurves was as fast as iCircles and
GED-L and significantly faster than Bubble Sets. This was unexpected because
the curve drawing method in iCurves involves finding all Hamiltonian cycles in a
graph, which is a well-known computationally expensive problem. The results of
the evaluation suggested that, compared to the existing state-of-the-art, iCurves
can be used to achieve Euler diagram layouts with significantly fewer properties
known to hinder cognition.
The GroupNet method, presented in chapter 7, is a new approach for visualizing combined set and network data using Euler diagrams and graphs in
combination. A novel aspect of GroupNet was that the method was designed to
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take into account effectiveness properties of both Euler diagrams and graphs when
drawing the diagrams. This was achieved through three key elements. Firstly,
the new method for identifying a curve drawing order, informed by both set and
network information, allows us to reduce the number of crossings between graph
edges and Euler diagram curves. To further reduce the number of crossings between edges and curves, the second novel aspect of GroupNet was the strategic
selection of dual graph cycles used for drawing curves. Thirdly, the graph drawing method used in GroupNet was new. Whilst employing a force-directed layout
approach for drawing graphs in Euler diagrams is not novel to this thesis, our
work is the first time to incorporate Euler diagram curves into the force model.
Our approach to drawing combined Euler diagrams and graphs was presented as
a general framework that can be used to split a description into its components
so that they can be drawn separately. Thus the problem of drawing a combined
set and network diagram can be simplified to drawing only a component of the
diagram at a time. The result is a new technique for drawing Euler diagrams and
graphs in combination informed by known results on effectiveness.
A major outcome of chapter 8 was an implementable algorithm of the GroupNet theory. An important aspect of the algorithm was the construction of a
component-decomposition tree, which allowed splitting any description into its
components. Another major result was the adaptation of the Fruchterman and
Reingold graph drawing algorithm to include forces from Euler diagram curves.
We showed that the GroupNet theory can be practically useful by producing a
software implementation, making GroupNet the first implemented technique to
account for the effectiveness properties of both Euler diagrams and graphs, and
providing users with access to the GroupNet method.
An evaluation of GroupNet against the existing state-of-the-art techniques namely SetNet, WebCola and Bubble Sets - in chapter 9, compared the numbers
of violations of properties known to hinder effectiveness, including inaccuracy
properties. In all cases with inaccuracy properties, GroupNet diagrams displayed
significantly fewer, or no more, violations than the diagrams produced by SetNet,
WebCola and Bubble Sets. Producing accurate visualizations is important since
visualizations that do not accurately represent the data are not useful. With respect to ineffective properties, apart from non-circular curves and edge crossings,
GroupNet had significantly fewer, or no more, violations compared to the other
techniques. The evaluation also revealed that these desirable layout properties
come at the cost of significantly increased runtime. GroupNet was significantly
slower than SetNet, WebCola and Bubble Sets. This trade-off between effective-
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ness and runtime was expected since the GroupNet layout algorithm considers
effectiveness properties of both Euler diagrams and graphs during diagram generation. The evaluation suggested that, compared to SetNet, WebCola and Bubble
Sets, GroupNet can be used to accurately visualize grouped network data with
diagrams that avoid properties known to hinder cognition. This result is significant since, as we saw in chapter 2, there are substantial amounts of grouped
network data available in a range of application domains that can benefit from
accurate visualizations.

10.2 Further Work
In this section, we discuss future work that can build on the results of this thesis.
The avenues for future work include the following areas:
• interactive visualizations,
• dynamic and area-proportional grouped network diagrams, and
• empirical studies on evaluating user task performance.

10.2.1 Automated Interactive Visualization of Grouped
Networks
Whilst static visualizations are an important part in the visualization process,
there are occasions where interaction is beneficial. For instance, when visualizing
large data sets with numerous sets, the user may want to focus on just a few of
the sets. Interactive features could allow then to identify the sets of interest and
remove the others from the visualization. Whilst this research focused on static
visualizations, the results, particularly of chapters 7 and 8, can be used to develop
such an interactive system for visualizing grouped networks. Congruent with
Shneiderman’s visual information-seeking mantra [123], the example features of
an interactive system can include zooming, filtering and providing specific details
on demand. By allowing users to hide the data that is not required and highlight
the important elements, interactive features in visualizations can be exploited to
provide new possibilities for data analysis. For example, in Figure 10.1, suppose
the user is interested only in the data items that are in the set Technology.
The visualization shows the curve Technology and its items highlighted, whereas
the other curves and other items are greyed out. It is likely that the users can
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Figure 10.1: An example of interactive highlighting.
significantly benefit from using these interactive features, as they are presented
with only a relevant subset of information, which may allow them to perform
tasks on visualizations more quickly and more accurately. A potential research
question may include: how should we incorporate interaction in grouped network
diagrams?

10.2.2 Visualizing Dynamic Grouped Network Data
We have seen how Euler diagrams can be extended with graphs to visualize
not only sets, but also networks together with their group data. An interesting
avenue for future work is combining grouped networks with time-varying data
to give rise to an even richer data structure. Time-varying, known as dynamic,
data can be found in many application domains, including social networks [119]
and finance [27]. Typically, when analysing such data, the focus is on how data
items evolve over time [119]. The syntax for grouped networks we presented in
chapter 7 can be extended to include new notation, such as an arrow that links
the old and the new positions of a data item, to capture these changes to items
over time. Multiple research questions arise: how can we effectively visualize
time-varying grouped network data, and how can we automatically produce such
visualizations?

10.2.3 Area-proportional Grouped Network Diagrams
A class of Euler diagrams exists known as area-proportional Euler diagrams,
where each zone’s area is proportional to some weight (for instance, the number
of elements) assigned to that zone [134]. By extending area-proportional Euler
diagrams with graphs it is possible to produce area-proportional grouped network diagrams. For example, in the diagram in Figure 10.2, the zone areas are
proportional to the number of elements in them. This is particularly beneficial
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Figure 10.2: An area-proportional grouped network diagram.
in the area of bioinformatics, where grouped network data visualization is beneficial and the size of the overlaps between groups is of importance [30, 67]. The
iCurves method presented in chapter 4 includes a general framework that allows
adding curves to existing diagrams using modified Euler dual cycles, whilst preserving well-formedness. During curve addition, cycle vertices can be positioned
appropriately to ensure proportional zone areas, allowing area-proportional Euler diagrams to be drawn. Subsequently, the implementation details presented in
chapter 5 can be modified in an appropriate way to facilitate these changes.

10.2.4 Evaluating the Effects of Euler Diagram Properties
on Grouped Network Diagram Comprehension
We considered Euler diagram properties, such as unique labels and connected
zones. Whilst these were shown that, when violated, they hinder human cognition, there are no known results on the significance of their effect when they are
present in an Euler diagram combined with a graph. For example, when drawing
Euler diagrams, it was suggested that triple points should be avoided but not at
the cost of duplicated curve labels [110]. However, in an Euler diagram combined
with a graph, we do not yet know whether this suggestion leads to a diagram
that is helpful for users. Empirical studies focusing on Euler diagram properties
in grouped network diagrams can prove beneficial when designing improvements
to techniques that visualize grouped network data. A potential research question
is: which Euler diagram properties affect user comprehension of grouped network
diagrams the most?

10.2.5 Evaluating User Task Performance of Euler and
Non-Euler Based Techniques
In this thesis we focused on techniques that use Euler diagrams for representing
sets. The choice of notation was driven by the substantial body of work into
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(a) iCurves.

(b) iCircles.

Figure 10.3: Comparing iCurves and iCircles diagrams.
effectiveness properties of Euler diagrams, which allowed us to compare the relative effectiveness of Euler based techniques. The evaluations in chapters 6 and
9 focused on theoretical properties known to affect human comprehension of diagrams. Running user task performance evaluations with human participants is an
important avenue for future work since it would either support the superior effectiveness of iCurves against the other state-of-the-art techniques, or reveal areas
where the layouts require improvement. Example tasks may be of the form: how
many data items are in set P and Q but not R, and which set contains exactly
n items [23, 24]. The research questions may focus on comparing specific techniques by drawing diagrams using the same data sets. For example, Figures 10.3a
and 10.3b show diagrams drawn by iCurves and iCircles respectively. A possible
research question is: are Euler diagrams produced by iCurves more effective than
those produced by iCircles for user task performance when visualizing sets?
As we saw in chapter 2, there are a number of techniques that exist for
visualizing combined sets and networks that do not use closed curves for representing sets. In order to evaluate the effectiveness of diagrams produced by these
non-Euler based techniques alongside Euler-based methods, the empirical studies
can include iCurves, GroupNet and other techniques considered in this thesis.
Common tasks, such as finding two sets with a connection between them, whose
removal disconnects the network and identifying the shortest path between two
sets [110, 116], can be included to evaluate user task performance. A potential
research question is: are Euler based techniques more effective than non-Euler
based techniques for user task performance when visualizing combined set and
network data in the context of commonly performed tasks?
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10.3 Concluding Remarks
This thesis brings research in the area of set and network data visualization a step
closer towards a major goal of producing a layout that is helpful for users to gain
insight. Whilst it is not possible to always accurately visualize the data and produce effective layouts, it is certainly possible to provide improved techniques. In
this thesis we have done just that. The two major results are the two novel techniques, iCurves and GroupNet, for visualizing set data and grouped network data
respectively whose designs are informed by known results on effectiveness. Empirical studies comparing iCurves and GroupNet with the state-of-the-art suggested
that iCurves and GroupNet can be used to produce layouts with significantly
fewer, or no more, layout properties known to hinder cognition. These results
provide a foundation for interactive and dynamic visualizations to be considered
in the future. Some important questions remain, however. Empirical studies
involving human participants are required to determine the effectiveness of our
techniques for user task performance. Furthermore, we have seen that other diagram properties exist that impact effectiveness and no work has yet been done
on developing measures for these properties. Having access to such measures will
allow techniques to fine-tune their layouts to ensure effectiveness from these wider
perspectives.
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Glossary
abstract atomic component An Euler diagram description that is atomic. 54
abstract zone A set of labels in an Euler diagram description. 51
assigned zone An assigned zone of a vertex is a zone in which the vertex needs
to be located to correctly represent the associated data item. 149
atomic component A maximal connected component of the plane formed by
the images of Euler diagram curves. 50
atomic Euler diagram A diagram whose curves form one connected component of the plane. 50
brushing point A point where two curves meet but do not cross. 26
closed curve A closed curve in the plane is a continuous function, c : [x, y] → R2 ,
where c(x) = c(y). 46
cluster A cluster for an abstract zone, az , given some set of labels, L′ , is a set
containing all abstract zones that can be formed with az and L′ , including
az . 81
component-decomposition tree A directed full binary tree where each vertex
is a grouped network description and the leaves are atomic. 166
connected zones property This property is met if all of the zones in the diagram are connected components of the plane. 25
curve concurrency Two or more curves that run, partially or fully, along the
same path are concurrent. 25
curve-adding cycle A simple cycle in a modified Euler dual that can be used
to add new curves. 67
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cycle A non-empty sequence of consecutive edges with an associated sequence
of vertices. A cycle starts and ends with the same vertex. 56
decomposition A sequence of Euler diagram descriptions where each description can be obtained from the previous one by removing a label. 80
disconnected zone A zone that is formed of more than one (maximal) connected component of the plane. 26
drawn graph A graph whose vertices are points in the plane and whose edges
are paths in the plane. 57
duplicated curve label A curve label that occurs more than once. 24
edge-curve crossing A crossing between a graph edge and an Euler diagram
curve segment. 151
edge-vertex intersection An intersection between an edge and a vertex not
incident with the edge. 34
Euler diagram A general Euler diagram that possesses properties effective for
cognition. 49
Euler diagram description A textual description of an Euler diagram. 52
Euler graph A plane graph, constructed from an Euler diagram, whose vertices
are the points at which the diagram curves intersect and the edges are curve
segments. 59
Euler graph dual A plane graph that is a geometric dual of an Euler graph.
60
extra zone A zone that is present in a drawn diagram but necessarily represents
the empty set. An extra zone is typically shaded. 27
general Euler diagram A collection of closed curves in the plane, where each
curve has a label. 48
graph A set of vertices (nodes) and a set of edges which connect vertices (nodes).
55
grouped network Combined set and network data. 1
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grouped network description A textual description of a grouped network diagram. 146
grouped network diagram A grouped network diagram consists of an Euler
diagram and a drawn graph, where each vertex of the graph is located in a
zone of the Euler diagram. 146
H-extendible A atomic Euler diagram whose Euler graph dual is Hamiltonian.
72
Hamiltonian cycle A Hamiltonian cycle in a graph passes through all vertices
of the graph exactly once, except for the starting vertex, which is passed
through exactly twice. A graph containing a Hamiltonian cycle is called a
Hamiltonian graph. 57
induced Euler graph dual A plane graph that is obtained from a modified
dual using a specific sequence of transformations and isomorphic to an
Euler graph dual. 70
isomorphic Two graphs are isomorphic if there is a bijection between vertices
of the graphs such that the number of edges joining any two vertices of one
graph is equal to the number of edges joining the corresponding vertices of
the other graph. 56
minimal region A maximal connected component of the plane formed by the
curves of an Euler diagram. 48
modified Euler dual A dual of an Euler graph modified using a specific sequence of transformations to enclose the Euler diagram from which the
Euler graph was derived. 60
neighbours Two abstract zones whose symmetric difference contains one element. 52
nested Euler diagram A diagram whose curves form more than one connected
component of the plane. 51
non-concurrent curves property This property is met if no parts of the curves
in the diagram share the same path. 25
non-disconnecting A label in a description is non-disconnecting if after its
removal the resulting description is atomic. 86
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omitted zone A zone that is not present in the diagram but represents a nonempty set. 122, 126
only crossings property This property is met if whenever two curves in the
diagram intersect, they cross. 26
only two-points property This property is met if whenever a point is passed
through by curves in the diagram, it is passed through at most twice. 25
outside zone The zone outside of all curves in an Euler diagram. It is denoted
z∅ . 49
plane graph A drawn graph with no edge crossings. 58
relaxed drawing A relaxed drawing of description D is a drawing of a superdescription of D. 65
respecting A curve-adding cycle, s, respects a set of zones, ZON , if the vertices
that arise from zones in ZON are in s. 67
simple curve A curve that does not self-intersect. 25
simple curves property This property is met if no curve in the diagram selfintersects. 25
simple cycle A cycle where no vertex occurs more than once except for the
starting and ending vertex. 57
simple graph A graph without loops and multiple edges. 55
super description Given two descriptions D1 = (L, Z1 ) and D2 = (L, Z2 ), if
Z1 ⊆ Z2 then D2 is a super description of D1 . 65
topological adjacency Two zones are topologically adjacent if they are separated by a single curve segment. 50
tree A connected graph without cycles. 166
triple point A point that is passed through by three or more curves. 25
unique labels property This property is met if no two curves in the diagram
have the same label. 24
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valid curve-adding cycle A curve-adding cycle without vertices inside it and
with at least one edge in a Hamiltonian cycle. 72
vertex-vertex intersection An intersection between two vertices. 34
well-formed An Euler diagram that possesses all six well-formedness properties.
26
well-formedness properties A collective name for the unique labels, connected
zones, no concurrent curves, simple curves, no triple points and no brushing
points properties. 26
well-matched An Euler diagram without extra zones. 27
zone A region of an Euler diagram inside certain curves and outside the rest. 49
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